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A WORD ABOUT THE LESSONS

The object of this course is to enable the student to get

close to Jesus, to see Him. The methods used are planned

to furnish a thorough and vivid view of the whole move-
ment and meaning of His life.

It is not primarily a course on His teachings. It is a

course on the deeds of Jesus. Syinpathy, admiration and
love are sure to result as one follows up and down through

Palestine this obedient, patient, courageous, ministering,

forgiving, loving Jesus. In dwelling first on selections

from His teachings or isolated events in His life, there is

danger lest we miss the strong, tender personahty, so much
more inspiring than any single truth or deed.

Furthermore, by the very plan of these lessons, of going

in order to the places in Palestine where Jesus went, we
easily and naturally get a ground plan of His life that we
shall never forget. And such a close, thoroughgoing ac-

quaintance with His life as a whole will serve as a solid

basis, and as the best possible preparation for all future

study of His teachings in lesson courses, sermons or books.

I sincerely believe these Travel Lessons can do in these

respects what no other courses can.

All the detailed advantages claimed for these Travel Les-

sons have been explained in a separate pamphlet. They
may be summed up in a few sentences.

They give a vivid sense of the reality of the character

of Jesus and the events of His life by putting the student

in the very atmosphere of the places where that history

was enacted. How much this means to Bible students is

seen from a statement by President Harper that the great-

est difficuUy to be overcome in an intelligent study of the
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Bible is to do away with the sense of unreahty clinging

about Bible characters and events, and that the greatest

help in overcoming this difficulty is to have the land made

real. This is done by means of the stereograph accom-

panied by patent key-maps and supplemented by manual

methods and study of the Orientalisms of the time. Es-

pecially does the Life of Jesus, which has become fogged

to the student by unreal methods and partial knowledge,

need every wise means of illumination that we may regain

its lifeUkeness, its charm and its heroic grandeur.

I suggest travel study by means of the stereograph as

a distinguishing method in religious education for the rea-

son that it has, as no other instrumentality, the marvel-

lous power to give teacher and scholar experiences of be-

ing actually present in the very places where the great

men of the Bible lived. This it does as the flat photo-

gravure and even the stereopticon view cannot. The hood

of the stereoscope isolates the beholder. Undistracted now
by his surroundings or by the presence of others, he sits

as if in a dark chamber alone looking out into a world of

hfe.

Besides being seen with eyes enclosed, making it possible

to forget one's immediate surroundings, the photographed

landscapes are given, by the double lenses of the stereoscope,

the third dimension. What appeared to the unaided eye as

flat, tame and lifeless, now has depth, distance, perspective,

and in the foreground human figures spring up as distinct

and individual as if alive. It is the difference between the

one-eye and two-eye vision. This sense of reality is inten-

sified by the peculiar power which the stereoscope gives to

most persons of seeing everything in full life-size.

Still the teacher needs to be reminded both that the

stereograph is no mere toy, but a necessary tool both in

secular and religious education, and also that its fullest

value as an educational instrument is secured only as it

is aided by the careful use of the key-map system and of

the other helps suggested in this hand-book.
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This key-map, patented by the publishers of this series,

and therefore not furnished elsewhere, is one of those

simple things which all of us might have invented, but
which is, nevertheless, the only appliance by means of

which the student can locate and orient himself with the

stereograph in the exact viewpoints and outlooks of the

Bible lands. It is applied in an instant at any moment
during the lesson and is of invaluable assistance. As Edu-
cation, an English authority has recently said: "The sensa-

tions, physical and mental, produced by examining a stere-

ograph through a stereoscope, are exactly the same in kind

as we would receive were w^e looking at the real scene,"

but note this important addition: "This is not the result

merely of looking through a stereoscope, but it is the re-

sult of using a system in which the stereogi-aphs, a series of

special maps and a particular method of preseyitation are

all-important factors." If the teacher will remember this

and use the material conscientiously, as directed, he will

have no reason to complain of the results.

The methods of the book provoke further inquiry, and

so suggestions are given all the way along for topics to

look up at home, subjects for class discussion, references to

Scripture and the library, etc. It is easier in these Les-

sons than in others to get such work done. Travel-study

calls for the activity of the pupil. The child not only sees

—

he interprets. He selects, discriminates, remarks, rumi-

nates, is trained to observe and express, and finds, no mat-

ter how shy or speechless he has been, .that he now has

something to say. From this it is an easy step to get him
to record what he has seen, to imitate it in some simple

hand-work, or to look up something more about it, so that

he is drawn out, educated, in several ways at once.

Boys and girls of tw^elve to eighteen, accustomed in their

parallel public school courses to object lessons, laboratory

work and manual exercises, can no longer be held merely

by the unattractive quarterly. They respect the method

of the Travel Lessons from the start, and even when they
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were about ready to leave the school have been won back

by the comprehensive, connected and vivid treatment of the

I Bible by these methods.

\' But while the Lessons are very helpful in holding the

interest of those at this critical age, they are not com-

mended for those alone. Young men and women are de-

lighted with these fresh and vivid methods of study, and

,
adult Bible classes in large numbers are adopting them for

regular use. The treatment of the author has youth in

mind in the questions and lesson-methods, but his descrip-

tions, home work and supplementary suggestions are ap-

plicable to those who are older.

Some may be concerned in that they find so little moral-

izing in these lessons. This is as I think it should be. Our

first duty should be to present the life as a heroic biography

and trust it to make its own impression, as the Gospel writers

did. Until this has been accomplished there is no time

or place to moralize.

The Lessons, then, have these advantages:

They help solve the problems of order, attention and

interest in the class. They will produce and continue a

profound religious impression and those conditions of mind

and heart most favorable to the reception of religious truth.

They will, since the best teaching best honors God and best

helps men, if taught conscientiously and prayerfully, as-

sist in attaining those spiritual results that are the goal

of religious education. The spiritual element is not ob-

scured here by the geographical and circumstantial, but is

exalted by means of it. Not only is the spot' seen where

Jesus was standing, but the motives of His acts, their

working out, their results to himself and others, are also

seen.

The lessons encourage that active expression of the re-

ligious life in conduct and helpfulness which is the fruit

and witness of spiritual knowledge really received and

accepted.

One word regarding the stereographs. Underwood &
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Underwood are, as is generally known, the largest makers

of stereoscopic photographs in the world. In Palestine es-

pecially their photographers have travelled repeatedly, and
some of the outlooks which the students are enabled to

take in connection with these lessons are unique. By the

processes used in developing their prints, unusual warmth
of tone is secured, with perfect distinctness of relief.

Two considerations have determined the choice of our

outlooks in Bible lands. One of these is the picturesqueness

and beauty of the scenes, but the other and primary con-

sideration is the importance of the places in view of what
occurred in them in Bible times. It has been farthest from

the author's thought to provide merely "pretty scenes"

or fine specimens of photography. Here is just the dis-

tinction between ''illustrating the lesson" and living in it.

Instead, the aim has been to present a serious means of

putting people into the presence of those places which have

the power to make real events of such untold importance.

After all, the value of the stereograph is measured by the irn-

portance of that with which it puts the soul in contact. AVhile

I have decided upon a large number of places where we
can see attractive domestic and local scenes in connec-

tion with the Lessons, allow me to remind the occasional

reader who complains that he does not find the scenery of

the Holy Land as picturesque as he had hoped, that, as

another has said, "Palestine is an experience and not a

spectacle." The land is not everywhere beautiful, but it

is holy.

In taking the opportunity aiTorded by the necessity for

a third edition to revise this hand-book, a complete record

has been introduced, for the sake of older scholars, of all

the events in the Life of Jesus. Further, a fuller descrip-

tion has been introduced of varied manual methods and

map studies which proved so helpful in the Old Testament

Lessons. These methods serve to connect the various fields

of vision in the student's mind, and thus give not only a

general knowledge of the entire contour of the Holy Land,
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but a special and accurate grasp of the field of Jesus' min-

istry, and it is believed that, as the teacher has opportun-

ity, he will find his use of them very rewarding.

The book has also been entirely rewritten in the interest

of better arrangement, clearness and fulness of explanator}'

material.

Some who read the careful explanations in our Lessons

may think because such pains are taken to help the teacher

that the Lessons must be difficult to teach. This is not

the case. Careful directions are given because worthy meth-

ods deserve the honor of being used in the wisest and most

thorough ways. But they are not difficult methods. Read

one lesson only at a time and you will see that. The proof,

too, is in one sentence: It is easier to teach methods that

interest and fit a class than those that do not. The mere

asking of questions, the mere telling of a lesson, neither

fits nor interests. To see, to touch, to do with the hands,

to express oneself in various ways—these are the ways

that reach the child. Unlearned and unskilled people all

over the countr}-, as well as those better qualified, are teach-

ing these new courses, using their various methods, and

teaching with ease, delight and profit. You can do the same.

Many teachers and scholars may be glad to know of an-

other book, just completed by the present author, which

is meant to be a companion volume to this. It is a Life of

Christ, the first ever written distinctly to appeal to young

people by a vivid presentation of the circumstances and

movement of His heroic career, and it not only is an en-

larged commentary upon the illustrations and text of these

Lessons, very useful to read in the class, "but it is especially

suited to those who study the stereograph tours for

their own pleasure and the instruction of their children in

the home. A new edition is furnished with question material

for classroom use. It may be secured of the publishers of

this volume.

So anxious are the publishers of the Travel Lesson series

to have their books and stereographs used in the wisest
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way that they have instituted a correspondence depart-
ment, superintended by the author himself and conducted
by university men and women, trained Bible school teach-

ers, to which any teacher may freely apply in any per-

plexity. Address the Bible Study Department, Underwood
& Underwood, 5th Avenue and 19th Street, New York.
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OUTLINES OF THE LESSONS AND JOURNEY

The first Outline forms an index to all the topics and

stereographed scenes of the course. There are, including

reviews, twenty-six "Topics." By selecting from the very

rich material the course can be taught in six months. The

entire work, using on an average a "Topic" a fortnight,

would take a year. But many classes in schools which

adjourn during the summer will begin the course in the

fall, and so plan their study as to finish the book at the

end of the school year in the spring. Those w^ho use these

Lessons in connection with the International or other pub-

lished courses will find a careful explanation of the way

they are applied at the end of this book.

The positions for observation taken by the scholar are

referred to by the same numbers everywhere in the book,

and correspond with numbers on the stereograph mounts.

Introductory Topic

Position 1. JafTa, the Joppa of Bible times, Palestine.

I. THE MINISTRY TO A HUMAN HOME

Topic I. The Birth of Jesus

Matt. 1: 1—2: 12; Luke 1: 1—2: 38; 3: 23-38.

Position 2. The main street of Bethlehem, leading from

the Church of Nativity, looking northwest.

Position 3. In Bethlehem of Judea, where King David and

Our Lord were born.

Topic II. The Boyhood of Jesus

Matt. 2: 19-23; Luke 2: 39-40.

Position 4. Nazareth, and the Plain of Esdraelon at south-

w^est—hills where the boy Jesus played.
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Position 5. Ancient ''Fountain of the Virgin," where Mary
came for water, Nazareth.

Topic III. The Young Manhood of Jesus

Luke 2: 41-52.

Position 6. *'By the side of still waters,'! on the plain of

Jezreel (Ps. 32:2).

Position 7. Relief map of Palestine by the Palestine Ex-
ploration Society.

Position 8. Jerusalem, the Holy City, from the northeast

—near the place from which it was first

seen by Jesus.

II. THE OPENING OF THE PUBLIC MINISTRY

Topic IV. The Hero Herald, and the Baptism of Jesus

Matt. 3: 1-17; Mark 1: 1-11; Luke 3: 1-23;

John 1: 1-18.

Position 9. Marvellous gorge of Brook Cherith and Elijah

Convent.

Position 10. Baptizing in the Jordan.

Topic V. The Temptations

Matt. 4:1-11; Mark 1:12-13; Luke 4:1-13.

Review Positions 8 and 9.

Position 11. Plain of the Jordan, southeast from the ruins

of ancient Jericho.

Position 12. Garden of Gethsemane and Mount of Olives,

from the eastern wall, Jerusalem.

Topic VI. His First Friends

John 1: 19—2: 12.

Position 13. Life on the shore of Galilee, at Tiberias.

Position 14. A bride's arrival before the home of her bride-

groom—a wedding, Palestine.
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Topic VII. Review of Topics I—VI, and the Cleansing

of the Temple

John 2: 13—3:21.

Revisit places already seen.

Topic VIII. Helping John in Judea and Samaria

John 3: 22—4: 42.

Position 15. From Mount Ebal south over Jacob's Well

and Joseph's Tomb to Mount Gerizira and

summits toward Jerusalem,

Position 16. A Samaritan woman at Jacob's Well.

III. THE GALILEAN MINISTRY OF SERVICE

First Division

Topic IX. Jesus Begins His Mission to the Multitude

Matt. 4: 12-22; 8: 1-4, 14-17; 9: 2-10; Mark 1:

14—2: 15; Luke 4: 14—5: 29; John 4: 43-

54.

Review Positions 4 and 13.

Position 17. "Unclean! Unclean!'! Wretched lepers out-

side Jerusalem.

Position 18. In the court of a village home, Cana of Galilee.

Topic X. Jesus Meets the First Opposition of the Scribes

and Pharisees

Matt. 9: 11-17; 12: 1-14; Mark 2: 16—3: 6;

Luke 5: 30—6: 11; John, Chap. 5.

Review Position 12.

Position 19. Summer houses at Caesarea Philippi—prob-

ably the "Tabernacles", referred to by

Peter.
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Second Division

Topic XI. The Choosing of the Twelve, and the Sermon
on the Mount

Matt. 4: 23-25; 12: 15-21; Chaps. 5, 6, 7;

Mark 3:7-19; Luke 6:12-49; Acts 1:13.

Position 20. Looking northeast from the Mount of Beati-

tudes to Capernaum and the Sea of Galilee.

Topic XII. A Preaching Tour in Galilee

Matt. 8:5-13; 11:2-30; Luke 7: 1—8:3.
Position 21. Village of Nain and Mt. Tabor, looking north-

east.

Topic XIII. Ministering to Men beside the Sea of Galilee

Matt. 12: 22—13: 53; 8: 23—9: 34; Mark 3:20

—5:43; Luke 8:19-21; 8: 4-18; 8: 22-56.

Review Positions 13 and 20.

Position 22. Fishermen on the Sea of Galilee, and distant

Hills of the Gadarenes.

Topic XIV. The Crisis in Jesus' Ministry-

Matt. 13: 54—15: 20; Mark 6: 1—7: 23; Luke
9:1-17; John 6: 1-71.

Review Positions 9, 10 and 20.

Position 23. West shore of Galilee, Plain of Gennesaret

and Mount of Beatitudes, from Bethsaida.

Topic XV. Review of Topics IX—XIV

Revisit stereographed places, 17-23.

Third Division

Topic XVI. The Northern Journeys, and Return

Matt. 15: 21—16: 12; Mark 7: 24—8: 26.

Position 24. Ruins of Ancient Tyre—wonderful fulfilment

of prophecy—Syria.
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Topic XVII. The Transfiguration

Matt. 16: 13 to end of Chapter 18; Mark 8:

27—9:50; Luke 9: 18-50.

Review Position 19.

Position 25. Old Gate to Csesarea Philippi, at the foot of

Mt. Hermon, Palestine.

IV. THE JUDEAN AND PEREAN MINISTRY OF
TEACHING

Topic XVIII. Events and Teachings in Judea

Matt. 19: 1, 2; 8:19-22; Mark 10:1; Luke
9:51—10:42; John, Chaps. 7, 8, and 11: 1-

46; 11:55—12:11.

Position 26. On the road to Jericho—the Parable of the

Good Samaritan.

Position 27. Bethany, where Our Lord was anointed by-

Mary—south from eastern slope of Olivet.

Topic XIX. Jesus' Stay at the Feast of Dedication

John, Chaps. 9 and 10.

Review Positions 6 and 21.

Position 28. The Pool of Siloam—outside of Jerusalem.

Topic XX. Events of the Perean Ministry and Revie\^ of

Topics XVIII—XX

Matt., Chaps. 19, 20, also re-read 26:6-13;

Mark, Chap. 10, also re-read 14: 3-9; Luke,

Chaps. 11-19:28; re-read also John, Chaps.

11:1—12:11.
Position 29. A Greek priest blessing the village children

in Ramah.
Revisit stereographed places, 24-28.
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V. THE MINISTRY OF ATONEMENT AT JERUSALEM
Topic XXI. The Triumphal Entry into Jerusalem

Matt. 21:1-11; Mark 11: 1-11; Luke 19:29-

44; John 12: 12-19.

Review Positions 27, 12 and 8.

Position 30. Jerusalem, the City of the Great King, from

Mount of Olives.

Position 31. Throngs coming up to Jerusalem for sacri-

fice—outside the eastern wall.

Topic XXII. Passion Week

Matt. 21:18—26: 46; Mark 11: 12—14:42;

Luke 19: 45—22: 46; John 12: 20—18: 1.

Position 32. Jerusalem and the Mount of Olives, east from

the Latin Hospice.

Position 33. Garden of Gethsemajie, near Jerusalem, look-

ing westward toward the site of the Temple
across the Brook Kedron.

Topic XXIII. The Crucifixion

Matt. 26: 47—27:66; Mark 14: 43—15: 47;

Luke 22: 47—23: 56; John, Chaps. 18-19.

Position 34. "The New Calvary," outside the Damascus
Gate, from the northern wall.

Topic XXIV. The Resurrection

Matt. 28:1-15; Mark 16:1-11; Luke 23:56—
24: 12; John 20: 1-18.

Review Position 34.

Position 35. "The Tomb of Our Lord,". "New Calvary,"

outside of Jerusalem.

Topic XXV. The Forty Days

Matt. 28: 16-20; Mark 16: 12-20; Luke 24:

13-53; John 20: 19—21:25.

Review Positions 13, 20, 23 and 12.

Position 36. Looking southeast along the eastern shore of

Galilee, where the draught of fishes was

taken.

Topic XXVI. General Review
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OUTLINES FOR THE STUDENTS' NOTE-BOOKS

WTiile the lesson titles memorized would give a valuable

list of the events of the life of Jesus, such a list would not

be entirely well proportioned. Some events have a human
interest which outweighs their comparative significance in

the life itself.

It is suggested that the class be assured a comprehensive

knowledge of the divisions and leading events of Jesus'

life by constructing for themselves a separate table some-

what like the one which follows, building it gradually upon

a five-fold division as the lessons progress. The scholars

might decide as the lessons reach the end of a division

which events are worthiest of memorizing under that divi-

sion, and the table might be different from this one. It is

easier to learn and remember the list if the five headings

are used as convenient way marks.

I. THE CHIEF EVENTS OF JESUS' LIFE

His Ministry to a Human Home

The Birth at Bethlehem.

The Flight into Egypt.

The Boyhood in Nazareth.

The First Visit to the Temple.

The Young Manhood in Nazareth.

The Opening of His Public Ministry

The Baptism in Jordan.

The Temptaton in the Wilderness.

The Winning of the First Disciples.

The Cleansing of the Temple.

Helping John in Judea and Samaria.
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The Galilean Ministry of Service

The Ministry to the Multitude.

The Choosing of the Twelve and the Sermon on the

Mount.

The Rising Opposition.

The Crisis at Bethsaida.

The Retirement into Northern Galilee.

The Transfiguration.

The Perean Ministry of Teaching

The Ministry of Atonement at Jerusalem

The Triumphal Entry.

The Rejection, Betrayal and Trial.

The Crucifixion.

The Resurrection.

The Life in Glory

II. "THE CAMPAIGNS OF JESUS'!

Another graphic way to master the plan of Jesus' life would

be to group its events and purposes into the definite cam-

paigns of a soldier-king. This idea is especially attrac-

tive to youth and it has for all the advantage of showing

the life not as a mere portrait, but as having movement

and plan. These headings are very appropriate to put at

the top of the chapters of the joint biography which in the

Lessons I advise every class to compose.

It would run something like this:

The Boy Soldier: in His Home

The Birth of the King.

The Boyhood of the King.

The Young King Visits His Capital.

The Young King Getting Ready to Reign.
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The Opening Campaign

The King's Consecration.

The Battle in the Wilderness with his Great Adevrsary.

The First Recruits.

The Cleansing of His Capital.

Helping His Loyal Ally in Judea and Samaria.

The Campaign in Galilee: With the People

The Gracious Life of the King among His People.

The Proclamation to His Citizens and the Choosing of

His Generals.

The Organizing of the Rebellion against Him.

The Crisis at Bethsaida: the Refusal of an Earthly Crown.

The Retreat into Phoenicia and Northern Galilee.

The King is Seen in His Real Glory.

The Campaign in Perea: With His Generals

Training His Generals to Extend His Kingdom.

The Campaign in Jerusalem: With His Enemies

The King's Entry into His Capital.

His Rejection by His Enemies.

His Betrayal by One of His Generals.

The King Dies for His People.

The Conquest of the Last Enemy.

The Kingdom Begins to Triumph, Leading to His Coro-

nation.
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THE CHIEF JOURNEYS OF JESUS' LIFE

For convenience of reference for those who wish a con-

secutive knowledge of Jesus' journeys, I subjoin the follow-

ing table, which shows the general plan of campaign of

the Master's ministry. By referring to the arable numbers,

which are those of the "Topics" in the Outline of the Les-

sons, you connect each lesson with previous events.

I. In a Human Home

I. From His birthplace in Bethlehem He is presented at

Jerusalem and carried into Egypt.

II. He is carried from Egypt to Nazareth, where He is

brought up.

III. He visits Jerusalem at the Passover, and returns to

live at Nazareth.

II. The Opening Ministry

IV. From Nazareth He goes down the Jordan to a point

near the Dead Sea.

V. He is tempted in the wilderness of Judea.

VI. He is hailed by John in the Jordan valley; calls

His first friends and goes to Cana.

VII. From Cana and Nazareth He goes to Capernaum,

and then down the Jordan valley to Jerusalem.

VIII. He journeys about Judea and passes through

Samaria.

III. The GaUlean Ministry

IX. He continues northward to Cana.

X. He goes to Jerusalem (probably by way of Caper-

naum) to the Passover (?).

XI. He returns to Gahlee, journeys about the district

and comes to the Mount of Beatitudes.

XII. He journeys from Capernaum about the hill coun-

try of Galilee, including Nain.
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XIII. He journeys through the lake region of Galilee.

XIV. He continues His journeys through Galilee, espe-

cially Capernaum, Nazareth, Bethsaida and Capernaum
again.

XV. Review of the Galilean journeys.

XVI. He journeys through upper Galilee, Phoenicia and

Decapolis.

XVII. Passing through Capernaum, He goes into Upper

Galilee to Caesarea Philippi and Mount Hermon.

IV. The Judean and Perean Ministry

XVIII. Then He goes through Capernaum southward to

Jerusalem.

XIX. At Jerusalem at the Feast of Tabernacles.

XX. He journeys about Perea and comes to Jerusalem

at the Feast of Dedication; returns to the Jordan; comes

to Bethany and retires to Ephraim on the border of Samaria.

V. The Ministry at Jerusalem

XXI. He comes to Jerusalem to the Passover, by way
of Jericho, and lodges at Bethany.

XXII and XXIII. At Jerusalem : the Passion.

XXIV. At Jerusalem and Emmaus.
XXV. He goes to the Lake of Galilee, the Mountain in

Galilee and the Mount of Olives.

XXVI. Review of ail the journeys.
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HOW TO PREPARE AND TEACH THE LESSONS

The Teacher's Preparation

First. Read the "Topic" and the Scripture and lesson

material, reviewing the Scripture record as the references

occur, until you come to a place to be seen in the stereo-

scope, indicated in the text by such phrase and type as

" Position 2," etc.

Second. Turn to the key-map in the back of the book

and find this position as indicated there. Note each view-

point on the map before you take the position with the

stereoscope, and then study each place through the stereo-

scope and by means of the explanation in the book together.

Third. Read any libraiy references and Sunday-school

helps that you may have.

Fourth. Go over the lesson again, marking in pencil

material that you wish to use, turning statements into

questions, inserting questions from your quarterly, if you

use one. In other words, get the lesson pages ready to use

in the class. If you can get time to master the lesson with-

out the book, do so.

Fifth. Write the Scripture references on slips of paper

to give to individuals. Prepare any blackboard or manual

work. Write down on slips any home-study questions you

wish to assign.

More Detailed Instruction for the Teacher in His Own Use

of the Stereoscope

It is of great importance for each person looking at these

stereographed places or scenes,

First. To move the slide or carrier, which holds the view,

to the point on the shaft of the stereoscope where the view

can be seen most distinctly.
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Second. To see that the best light available falls on

the face of the stereograph. Let the light fall over your

shoulder.

Third. To hold the stereoscope firmly against the fore-

head, excluding all surrounding light from the eyes.

Fourth. Not to hurry too rapidly from one place to the

next. Each stereographed scene should be studied and

pondered over a great deal.

Fifth. It is suggested that in each case the book be

opened before one while the place is being studied, and that

the order of study be as follows: First, turn to the key-

map and find the encircled red number and the diverging

red lines which show what particular standpoint you are

about to take and what are to be the direction and range

of your vision. Then, as you turn to the scene, think in-

tently of 3^our position in Palestine, the direction in which

you are looking and of your surroundings—the places of

importance not only in front of you, but to your right and

left and behind you. It intensifies one's experience greatly

to make hand-motions or to point, while keeping the head

in the hood of the stereoscope, toward these places of in-

terest. Then read whatever is said about the scene in the

handbook. Now look long at the scene, first at objects

near to j'ou and then far away, to intensify for you the

effect of perspective and reality. Solve your further queries

by re-reading the description, turning back occasionally to

the place itself. Read the Scripture and such library refer-

ences as are available. Look at the place once more.

Try to feel that the scene is actual, life-size, and that

you are present and in the midst of its activities. En-

circle the place and persons with their own circumstances

and history.

How to Get the Class Ready for the Lesson

In the introductory topic on page 35 it is carefully ex-

plained how to introduce the stereoscope to the class and

how to begin a lesson.
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There are some physical advantages which the teacher

will try to secure before he begins any lesson. Every class

should be isolated in some way. There may be classrooms.

If not, perhaps screens or sliding denim curtains can be
used. At the least, the class can sit in a rear corner. By
means of a simple parliamentary organization or some other

way the teacher gets business, collection, library books
and every other routine matter out of the way before

the lesson. It is often wise also to arrange not only

that the class shall not be disturbed during the lesson,

but that it shall not need to break off its work at the

arbitrary moment when the school closes.

A Sample Class Order of Exercises:

(1) Call to order by the President.

(2) Records by the Secretary (who marks the attendance

silently and delivers the book to the school secretary).

(3) Offering taken by the Treasurer (who cares for its

delivery to the school treasurer).

(4) Other details, business and announcements.

(5) The teacher takes the class.

(6) Distribution of note-books, pencils, scripture refer-

ences, etc., by assigned pupils.

(7) Review and reports of home work, including class

''Diary" and "Life."

(8) Stereographs distributed in connection with explana-

tion of current lesson.

(9) Questions discussed and other lesson work.

(10) Scripture references given out for next lesson

(11) Home-wo-k assigned.

(12) Material collected and class dismissed.

SPECIAL HINTS

Scripture. The teacher will find at the close of each lesson

the Scripture that covers the following lesson. This is

to be given to the class on slips of paper to read at home
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and by marking it in pencil in the scholars' Bibles. When
the class assembles, every Bible reference that the teacher

intends to have read aloud should be located by bookmarks

of some sort, to save time. As few pupils read aloud dis-

tinctly, most passages should be simimarized by the class

or read by the teacher. The use of the Scriptures is care-

fully explained in detail later.

Questions.—An important point: In the study of places

through the stereoscope, ask rapidly questions that excite

observation, so as to make observation active and keen,

but ask slowly questions that incite thoughtfulness, so as

to give time for rumination.

Use sufficient leisure, especially when making the transi-

tion from one place to another or from one illustrative

method of teaching to another. Let the questions that call

for observation predominate, as it is desirable that the

scholars' heads be kept much of the time in the hoods of

the stereoscopes.

Questions upon the facts or plar^es studied to which

answers would not readily suggest themselves are answered

by us in these Lessons in parentheses. Questions that

lead up to an "application" are few and are usually placed

at the point of greatest interest rather than at the close,

because the author believes that to be the best oppor-

tunity pedagogically. The teacher who fears that the

places themselves may not sufficiently impress a lesson

will supplement these questions by his o^n or by those in

a quarterly.

Explanation Before Vision

A most important point: Never show a stereographed

scene, seldom even distribute copies of it, until after you

have told what it is. Otherwise the scholar will get so

interested in its details that he will forget what it is

about.
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Location Before Vision

Do not get so interested in the scenes themselves that

you forget to give your scholars the exact location and

direction of vision by means of the key-maps, which you

have no doubt secured for yourself. Now, the class needs

this much more than you do. It means everything for clear

thinking and distinct lasting impressions. It takes but a

moment to give every pupil this geographical setting for

his vision. Be sure to do it.

One friend who had secured a few stereographs and used

them in a class with a small measure of success made some

confessions which show how even an excellent plan can

be spoiled by the manner of introducing and developing

it. He had not taken time to carry his class into the at-

mosphere of the scenes by care in explaining first the lo-

cation and meaning of the places which were seen. He
had shown so many places in rapid succession that none

of them had made any definite impression. Instead of

making the seeing of certain places in Palestine the funda-

mental experience of the lesson, he had merely "shown

some pictures" at the close of a session devoted to the

older plan of teaching, not so much as a means of learning

as a reward for keeping still. Now these ''wonders of the

stereoscope" are not to be classified with celluloid badges

and silk banners. They are not premiums. They are not

meant to sugar-coat the pill of bitter catechetical instruc-

tion. The intimate personal knowledge they give of the

Holy Land means an illumination of the Bible, and they

must, if used at all, be given the dignity and the place

and the attention that the land they put us in touch with

deserves. By following conscientiously my explanation

of the way to put students in touch with Palestine by the

use of the stereoscope in the class every one of these fail-

ures can be easily avoided.
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The Number of Stereographs Used

Never show and try to study more than two, or at the

most three places, in one lesson. The number of places in-

troduced for study is purposely uneven. There are more
for the earlier lessons, while the travel-method is novel

and when the events are those which open up the East for

the first time to the child.

The sacred places, as visited by means of the stereoscopic

photographs, are often returned to a second or third time,

not only in review but in later lessons. This is partly

for geographical and historical reasons, so that the scholar

will come to have a connected and comprehensive idea

of one place, such as Jerusalem or Galilee. For, when-
ever possible, we try to show the Old Testament history of

each place, as well as the New, its historical background,

as well as its place in Jesus' life. It is also done that the

student may see how repeated visits suggest to his mind
new events in the life of Jesus for a new mental stand-

•point.

The question as to whether it is better to revisit the

scenes of last week's lesson in review or simply to refer

to them by description, would be determined on a given

Sunday, not only by the success the teacher felt he had
reached in making them real the first time, but also by
the amount of time needed for the new scenes and the ques-

tion as to how many scholars were absent the preceding

Sunday.

How to Use a Limited Number of Stereoscopes

It is possible to teach these lessons well with only one

stereoscope for every fourth or fifth scholar. A class not

larger than five or six can be taught with one stereoscope

if the scholars are seated in a circle. They simply learn

to wait their turns and in the meantime are kept busy
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with their note-books, Scripture references or answers that

require memory or judgment.

In larger classes place the stereoscopes in the hands of

boys who are seated evenly apart, and be careful that all

have observed one scene before you pass to the next, and

that those who saw first take notes, etc., later. Have some

special tasks for those who are physically restless.

But of course more ground can be covered with a larger

amount of apparatus, and if ideal conditions are to be pro-

vided duplicate stereoscopes and stereographs are needed

for at least every two scholars.
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INTRODUCTORY TOPIC

Introductory Reading*

Edersheim, selections from Book I.

Burton and Mathews, Introduction and Chapter I.

Andrews, pp. 45-77.

Stalker, Chapter II.

Gilbert, Introduction and Chapter I.

Rhees, Chapters I to IV.

SUGGESTIONS AS TO THE CONDUCT OF THE CLASS
ON THE FIRST SUNDAY

I. The Use of the Stereoscope and Stereographs

First impressions are most important. In every way

possible give the stereoscopic method of seeing Palestine a

favorable introduction. A favorable introduction is one

that impresses the dignity and value of the stereoscope

and stereoscopic photographs as a means of bringing us

face to face with the most sacred scenes on earth.

While the stereoscopes, etc., may be in sight, let there

be no fingering of the apparatus until you give permission.

Seat your class in such a way that the light will come

in from one side and the rear. Have all Scripture refer-

ences looked up and ready, all details of records, library

books and collection out of the way and all distractions

removed before you begin the lesson.

Explain first that the new course of study is to be in

the form of a journey by the class to the places of the life

*We give at the beginning of each lesson suggested read-

ings for the teacher, parallel with the lesson, from the most

helpful modern lives of Jesus.
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of Jesus in the order of its events, somewhat as one who
was devoted to the memory of Washington or Lincoln

might study their lives here in America. Ask how many
know the route from their home to Palestine. Produce a

school geography or globe and show this route on the map
of the world. You do this to connect their week-day work
w'ith that of Sunday, as well as to enable them more easily

to obtain their experiences of being in Palestine. Ask the

individual who seems most interested to tell about the

time and cost of such a tour next Sunday, furnishing him,

if possible, a tourist company's handbook as an assistance.

Do this briefly, as it will come up later.

Explain that it is because the places in Palestine are so

important to know that you have introduced the best method
of knowing them thoroughly. And first you must show

them how to use this new tool of knowledge.

Before distributing the stereographed places, you will

find the best aid to enable each member to focus the stereo-

scope properly, or to see the places in perspective, is to use

our polygon diagrams ''A" and "B," which accompany

every one of our courses. The use and purpose of these

cards are explained in printed directions upon the back of

them, and that explanation need not be reprinted here.

In other ways you can show the difference between one-

eye and two-eye vision. Why do we have two eyes in-

stead of one? Because two e3'es looking from different posi-

tions get different impressions of things. Hold the right

hand (with thumb toward the face) about ten inches be-

fore the right eye. Closing the left eye, note carefully the

image of the hand as it appears to the right eye. Now
open the left eye, and the palm which was invisible is seen.

It is in this way that the eyes seem to feel round an ob-

ject, to clasp it as we would with our arms or thumb and

finger.

At this point hold up before the class a stereoscopic pho-

tograph and explain that the two photographs on the

card are not just alike as they may have supposed; that
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the two are made at once by a double camera side by side,

the two lens openings being about as far apart as our eyes.

As each photograph is made from a different standpoint,

it is evident that they must differ. Now it is because each

eye is enabled to get in the stereoscope the same impres-

sion it would receive on the spot that we are able to get the

same sense of solidity, depth and space.

Thus we see that stereoscopic photographs are made on

the principle of two-eye vision. All ordinary photographs

are made by a single camera, and so show us things as we
would see them with one eye closed.

Next show how it is possible to see things in the stereo-

scope life-size. That is, the two flat, small photographs

serve exactly as two windows through which we look and
beyond which we may see the object or place standing out

as large as the original object or place would appear to the

eyes of one looking from the place where the camera

stood.

Now as you give out the stereoscopes and the first stereo-

graphed scene ("Jaffa, the Joppa of Bible Times") urge

that the scholars use them for a moment not for what they

can see, but to be sure they see rightly.

First, has each scholar moved the slide that holds the

stereograph to the point on the shaft v/here the figures of

the boatmen near the centre of the scene can be seen most
distinctly? If so, all have focused well.

Second, is the water distinctly seen as below us, do the

boat and boatmen rise out from the water, are the nearer

houses of the town seen as nearer than those on the hill?

These boatmen are about fifty feet away. Glance rapidly

at a person who is standing fifty feet away, measure his

height by your forefinger held upright close to your eyes.

Does he bulk any larger to the eye than these men do?

Would buildings half a mile away fill the lanscape more
than these we now see? The reason acknowledges these

facts at once, but as it takes some time for them to im-

press themselves upon the consciousness, that impression
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may be allowed to develop gradually. Remind them that

the stereograph serves exactly as a window through which

they look.

Do not leave this outlook until you are sure that the

scholars have mastered the power of seeing aright, because

the enjoyment and information to be gained from all the

other scenes depend upon this, but when this has been

achieved leave optical matters abruptly behind, and there-

after as you turn to these places in Palestine, show the

pupils what to see. Lay aside the stereoscope for a few

minutes now and turn to another feature of the Lessons.

2. The Use of the Bible

Proceed with the class somewhat as follows i

From what books of the Bible do we get our informa-

tion as to the facts of the life of Jesus? How many of

these books are there? Why do we have four lives instead

of one? Did Jesus ever write anything himself? Did He
suggest to anybody to write His life? How do you sup-

pose these Gospels came to be written?

The following statement includes answers to these ques-

tions. While Jesus was alive and for a few years after

His death, there seems to have been no thought of writing

His biography. Jesus wrote nothing Himself nor did He
seem anxious lest His life should be forgotten. The apostles

went ever\'where telling the story of His death and resur-

rection and repeating His words. Gradually people began

to jot down memoranda of His sayings, so that they might

be exactly remembered. Then came short sketches of

His deeds, one of which was perhaps the foundation of

the Gospel according to Mark. Probably the first com-

plete Gospel was that of Mark.

Each of the four Gospels or lives of Jesus had a different

source and a special purpose. The first Gospel, as it ap-

pears in the Bible, bears the name of Matthew, one of Jesus'

disciples. It was probably written in Palestine for the

Jewish Christians. It is called the Gospel for the Jew,
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because it is an argument to prove to the Jews that Jesus

had the same character and hAed the same hfe that had been

foretold, by their prophets, of their Messiah, and that there-

fore He really was the Messiah.

Mark was not a disciple of Jesus, but he was a companion

on his travels of Peter, who was one of the greatest of the

disciples. It is believed that Mark represents the views

of Peter. This shortest and most vivid Gospel has a Roman
aspect and it shows Jesus as He would appeal to Romans,

as a tireless Servant of God the King, for man. It is oc-

cupied almost entirely with the ministry in Galilee and

the events of the passion week. Matthew emphasizes the

teachings, Mark the acts of Jesus.

Luke was a companion of Paul. The Gospel that bears

lis name has a Greek aspect and appeals to Greeks by

jicturing the beautiful, sympathizing Son of Man, having

a perfe-'t and divine humanity. Matthew groups events

logically, like a debater, but Luke endeavors to state them
chronologically, like a historian.

The Gospel that bears the name of John deals especially

with Jesus' ministry in Judea and Jerusalem, and not, as

do the others, with Galilee. So this Gospel, written after

the others, supplements the others, as it evidently was
meant to do. Nearly two-thirds of the whole book belongs

to the last six months of our Lord's life, and one-third to

the record of the last week. It was written not for a special

race, but for the Church of every race. Unlike all the

others, it reveals not so much the acts and teachings as the

very heart of Christ.

We shall find that these several biographies of Jesus

not only emphasize different periods in His life, but that

they give the events in somewhat different order. The
putting together of the four accounts in such a way as to

make one consecutive and consistent story is called mak-
ing "a Harmony of the Gospels." These Lessons are based

on Stevens' and Burton's Harmony, which is the best one

for students.
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Tlie following chart may be copied as a means of remem-
bering the differences of the Gospels:

From For What Which Part of His
Whom Whom View of Jesus Life Emphasized

Matthew . . Matthew The Jews The Messiah Birth, GaHlee and
Passion Week

Mark .... Peter The Romans The Servant of GaUlee and the
God Passion Week

Luke Paul The Greeks The Divine Man Birth, Later Gali-
lee and Perea

JohJi John The Church The Heart of God Judea and Jerusa-
lem.

Enough has been said to show why it is important for

us to study the life of Jesus as it is told in eveiy one of the

Gospels and not in a single one exclusively, I consider

this so important that I distinctly propose that the teacher

shall give out at the end of a lesson or "Topic" to be read

at home all the Scriptures in each of the Gospels dealing

with Jesus' life from the end of that topic to the end of the

next topic. JMoreover, I think some method should be

adopted by which each scholar should mark and number

in his Bible the portions of each Gospel that are to be con-

sidered with each topic. This method of marking should

be such as to make each week's advance in the different

Gospels definite and distinct, so that in looking over the

books the scholar could see at a glance what portion of

each book dealt with the period of each topic. There should

be no uncertainty about just where he left off one week and

began the next.

The sections are usually long ones. As to the students

being likely to read so much, I believe they will be more

likely to read these longer sections, knowing they are taking

the books consecutively, than they would disconnected short

sections. The very exercise of making out such a har-

mony of the four Gospels will be of permanent value to

them.

The first method I propose for this purpose is to draw

lines along the margins of the Scripture and place beside

them in pencil the numbers of the topics in the Lessons to

which they belong, such as "I," "II," etc.
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Or, second inelhod, the teacher may give each scholar two

copies of inexpensive Gospels, so that they may cut out

and paste each section as read in four parallel columns

in note-books. It is not a great task, as there will be less

than two hundred different sections. This is the most

thorough method of mastering the life of Jesus.

Or, third, the teacher may assign the sections in Matthew
to one squad, those in Mark to another, etc., for home read-

ing and class report. Separate Gospels may be purchased

and presented to each squad. Considerable emulation will

be aroused by this means. It is though, of course, a much
less thorough method of study.

3. The Use of the Manual Methods and Home Work

To avoid overloading the first lesson with explanations,

these are not taken up until the next lesson.

Landing in Palestine

(If you have read carefully "How to Prepare and Teach
the Lessons," pp. 25-31, and ''Suggestions as to the Conduct
of the Class on the First Sunday," pp. 35-38, and have fol-

lowed these suggestions, show the map of Palestine in the
end of the book now by distributing the copies which the
publishers furnish free (see note at the foot of the index
of maps at the beginning of the book) having previously
mounted them on cardboard, or turn to a blackboard or

wall map. Explain somewhat as follows. Read this to the

class if you cannot remember the substance of it.)

We are about to take our first position in Palestine. Let

us turn first to the map of Palestine. The whole land

is stretched out before us here, you see, from Galilee and

the Sea of Galilee on the north to Judea and [lie Dead Sea

75 to 100 miles to the south, with the l^Jediterranean Sea

washing an almost unbroken shore line on the west. .The

numbers in red and diverging red lines on this map show
some of the positions as we are to take them on our jour-

ney in following and studying the Life of Jesus. The two

rectangles in red indicate the t:;;ritory covered by our special
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maps on which other positions are given. Note first the posi-

tion of Joppa, the ancient seaport, pretty well down to the

south on the straight shore line, and the number 1 in red

and the two red lines which, starting out in the sea, branch

east toward the shore This means that our first position

in Palestine is to be down there before Joppa on board a

ship, and that we are to be looking out between those red

lines toward the ancient town. It is evident that we shall

be looking practically east. (Distribute stereoscopes con-

taining the stereograph showing.)

Position I. Jaffa, the Joppa of Bible Times, Palestine

(Note.—All the material, except the outlines and special

directions for the teacher, is to be communicated to the
class, by statement or question as indicated. Often a state-

ment is followed by questions, which cause the class to tell

it again. Master these statements, if possible; if not, read
them to the class while they are studying the stereographed
scenes. Questions to which answers do not readily suggest
themselves are answered in parentheses.)

Here we are in the midst of the Eastern world. At our

feet is the Mediterranean, and there in the distance is the

shore of Palestine. As we are looking east now, Egypt lies

three hundred miles to our right and behind us, or to the

South; Asia Minor five hundred miles o& to our left, or

to the north, while behind us the waves of the Mediterran-

ean stretch away toward the west until they wash the shores

of Greece and Italy and Spain and sweep through the Strait

of Gibraltar into the Atlantic, two thousand miles away.

But that which interests us most just now is this land before

us—the Holy Land—the land we are to enter. Beyond

this city lie Jerusalem and the Jordan, and ofif to the left,

toward the north, Nazareth and Galilee, places that were

familiar and dear to our Master, and places which, to-

gether with many others, we are to have the privilege of

seeing.

This city of Jaffa has no special significance in connec-

tion with the life of JesuSj for as far as we know Jesus visited
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it only as a baby when returning from Egypt, but the

city is now, as it always has been, one of the great doorways
to the Holy Land. It is to this place that the majority

of travellers come to enter the Holy Land, and so we are

to enter here also.

First, though, let us take time to look at this city and
to think of its past. How far do you suppose it is to the

shore? (About a mile). Why does not the ship draw
nearer the shore? (On account of the reefs. The fact is,

Jaffa has no harbor. Ledges of low, jagged rock, such as

you see in the distance, extend far out from the shore,

thus making the port very dangerous, especially in stormy

weather.) What then do you think this small boat is for?

(All passengers and baggage have to be landed in such

boats.) Describe the costumes of the boatmen. What idea

do you get of the shore line here; is it level or steep and
rocky? (Jaffa is built on a ' 'whale back rise of rocky ground,

"

but it is the only eminence on the coast from Ca?sarea,

30 miles to the north of us, to Gaza, 40 miles to the south.)

Does the city appear to be well laid out or not? What
do you think must be the nature of its streets? (The houses

are crowded together without regard to appearance or con-

venience, the streets are narrow, crooked, and could we
see them from our present position, we should in all proba-

bility find them thronged, as they usually are, with strings

of camels and mules, bales of merchandise, and groups of

wild Arabs and eager traders. We should also see much
uncleanness and filth, as Jaffa is considered to be one of the

dirtiest and most uncomfortable towns in Palestine. For-

tunately all this is shut out from here; the house walls are

painted blue, pink, white and yellow, and with the noon-

day sun shining brilliantly on the south side of the flat roofed

houses, all appears bright and shining.) What do you
suppose is that tower on the hill? (The bell tower of a

monastery.) What is that at the left? (The minaret of a

mosque. Both are significant. We are here within the

dominion of Turkey and that mosque stands for Moham-
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medanism, which we know is the dominant rehgion in

Turkey. There are also many Jews as well as Christians,

Protestants and Roman and Greek Catholics in Palestine,

and the monastery we see yonder belongs to the Roman
Catholics.) Can you see a palm tree? Any others? Do
you see any evidence of a factory? (Soap is the chief manu-
factured product of Jaffa.) Did the ancient Hebrews have

factories? Can you tell how long there has been a city here?

(We are in the presence of one of the oldest cities in the

world. People were going out and in here before Rome
was founded, and even before Greek history began. In the

Bible this town of Jaffa, or Joppa, as it was called in olden

times, is first mentioned as marking the border of the tribe

of Dan (Josh. 19:46). Later it became the port of Jeru-

salem, and to this ver>' place were conveyed the logs of cedar

from Mt. Lebanon for the building of Solomon's Temple

(1 Kings 5:9; 2 Chron. 2:16) and for the rebuilding of

the second temple under Zerubbabel (Ezra 3:7). Can

you tell anything about anybody who was ever here? (It

was from this port that Jonah sailed when attempting to

"flee from the presence of the Lord" (Jonah 1:3). In this

town lived Dorcas whom Peter raised from the dead (Acts

9:36-43), and here also at the home of Simon the Tanner

Peter saw the vision that opened his heart to the Gentile

world.)

Almost every place in Palestine has been made famous

by some event which is recorded in the Bible. We cannot,

however, afford to spend any more time here at Joppa. We
are to go next to the place where Jesus was born. What
was the place? Can you tell in what direction it is from

here (that is, from the position on shipboard before Joppa)?

(Bethlehem is off to the right, or the southeast, 35 to 40

miles away.)

Close the first lesson by assigning as Home Work the

Scripture for the next topic: Matt. 1: 1—2: 18; Luke 1: 1—
2: 38; 3: 23-38. Have the Bibles marked in class (see
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bottom page 40) or write the references on slips so that the

Bibles can be marked at home.

(Note.—Take just as much time as you can afford at
first to get the apparatus of the lessons properly introduced
and to give every scholar the right approach visually and
emotionally to the sacred scenes.

Arrange, if you can, not to be disturbed, and not to close

your lesson the first day when the school closes; have an
extra week-night session, or, if you are not obliged to move
by a schedule, do not worry if almost the whole of the first

lesson is taken in explaining and answering questions Rbout
the stereoscope, by means of which you are to give to your
scholars experiences of standing in Palestine. By succeeding
in getting the apparatus properly used at first, it will be easy
to do so later.

Remember, the best plan in almost every instance is to

find and point out first on the maps the place you are about
to see, the standpoint and the direction and field of vision.

This both arouses interest and prepares the mind to look
intelligently. If the place is seen first the interest in its

details will crowd out attention as to just where it is and its

surroundings.
Again, never use the language of ''pictures," but the

language of travel. We do not say, "I have been talking

Vv^ith the telephone," but "to this or that person over the
telephone." That is the only language that is in accord-

ance with the facts of our experience. In the same sense,

we do not have experiences of seeing a stereoscopic photo-
graph, but of seeing Nazareth, or Bethany, or Jerusalem
from the Mount of Olives.

Furthermore, it is evident that we can get the emotions
of the place or object itself in connection with the stere-

oscope in just the degree that we are able to forget that

we are looking at a stereographed scene and feel that we
are in the presence of the place itself and its surroundings.

If we use, then, the language of pictures, we continually

remind a person of the very thing that he wants to for-

get. If we use the language of the place, we continually

suggest to him and help him to get the experience of the

place. Instead of using the word "picture," then, we should

use the name of the place, or "position," "outlook," "view,"
"scene," and such phrases as "at our feet," "in the dis-

tance," "outside the range of our vision to the right or left,"

etc.)
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I. THE MINISTRY TO A HUMAN HOME

TOPIC I. THE BIRTH OF JESUS

Suggested Lesson: The birth of Jesus was the greatest

event in history. Why?

(The "Suggested Lesson" which we place at the head
of each character study is an attempt to crystalhze, es-

pecially for those who are teaching the young, in a plain

maxim the chief lesson of each topic as it applies to chil-

dren. This or some other golden thought or text should
be in the teacher's mind as he unfolds the story, and should
embody the ultimate impression which he endeavors to

leave with the scholar. Such a "lesson" or text should
be copied into each scholar's note-book before he leaves the
study of each topic.)

Scripture: Matt. 1: 1—2: 18; Luke 1: 1—2: 38; 3: 23-38.

References

:

Edersheim, Book II, Chapters I and III.

Burton and Mathews, Chapter II.

Farrar, Chapters I-IV.

Andrews, pp. 1-22; 77-99.

Stalker, Chapter I.

Gilbert, Chapter II.

Rhees, Chapter V.

Turn again now to our map of Palestine. Notice once

more where we were standing, shown by the number 1 in

red and the red hues at Joppa. As we were looking then

toward the shore, or tow^ard the east, we said, you remem-

ber, that Bethlehem was off in front of us and to our right,

or to the southeast, and about 35 to 40 miles away. Now,

find Bethlehem on the map about six miles southwest of

Jerusalem. Travellers from Joppa would go to Jerusalem
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first on their way to Bethlehem. They go up to Jerusalem

—and it is distinctly up, rising 2,500 feet in forty miles

—by a funny, old-fashioned railroad, in five hours; or even

still more leisurely by camel or wagon. You can trace the

railroad line on the map. In this journey they pass, as

you can see, the Plains of Sharon, and by many famous
places, such as Lod, spoken of several times in the Old

Testament (1 Chron. 8: 12; Ezra 2: 33; Nehem. 11: 35),

and also in the New Testament (Acts 9:32-34), the site

of the great battle of Beth-Horon (Joshua 10), Emmaus
and the valley of Ajalon (Josh. 10: 12-14).

Before we go to Bethlehem, however, let us think over

some of the events that Matthew and Luke tell us occurred

just before the birth of Jesus at Bethlehem. Keep the

map before you. First, Luke tells us that while a priest

by the name of Zacharias was burning incense in the temple

an angel appeared to him and told him that his wife Eliz-

abeth was to have a son whose name was to be John. What
was this John later called? Where was this temple? (Jeru-

salem.) Then Luke tells us that an angel, Gabriel, went

to a woman by the name of Mary, espoused to a man by the

name of Joseph, and told her she was to have a son whom
she was to call Jesus. In what town did Mary live? Find

Nazareth on the map. Mary was told by the angel, too,

that Elizabeth her cousin was to have a son also. There-

upon Mary went to visit Elizabeth. Where does Luke

say she went—to what part of Palestine? (To the hill

country, to a city of Judah, a city in the southern province

of Judea.) Find the neighborhood of Hebron on the map.

From the Songs of Mary of Zacharias and of Simeon (Luke 1

:

46-55; 67-79; 2:29-32) what sort of a person do you judge

Jesus was to be? After the visit Mary returned to her home
at Nazareth. There she remained until a certain decree

of the Roman Emperor compelled her and her husband,

Joseph, to go to Bethlehem. What was the decree? Why
did they have to travel to Bethlehem? They would pass

through Jerusalem on the way.

Topic 1
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We are to go to Bethlehem now ourselves. We shall ap-

proach the town, as most people do, and as Mary and Joseph

did, from the northwest (as though we came from Jeru-

salem), and just at the entrance to the market place we

are to pause and took back along the main street, by which

we have come.

Position 2. The main street of Bethlehem leading from

the Church of the Nativity (looking northwest).

We are in Bethlehem! As we are looking northwest,

Joppa and the Mediterranean Sea lie away in front of us and

to our left, Jerusalem off in front of us and to our right.

What sort of a day is it? Look at the shadows and tell

me what time of day it is, remembering that this wall on

our right faces toward the west. Point toward Jerusalem.

Point toward New York.

(Do not have the student remove his eyes from the scene
while he is doing this pointing. Perhaps nothing cojld more
quickly and thoroughly aid him in securing a sense not only
of being in Bethlehem, but of knowing the points of the com-
pass there than this adaptation of muscular movement to

the mental state you desire to encourage. If you can succeed
even at the expense of considerable time and trouble in mak-
ing the student feel that he is actually in the presence of these

places where Christ once lived—even if this feeling should
come only for a few seconds at a time—is it not worth many
times what it costs?)

What a contrast between this street and the main street

of most western towns? How must it appear at night? Do
you see any street lamps? It is unusually clean for an

Oriental street, but do you see any evidence of sewers?

(Its only drainage is on the surface, down these gutters on

the side.) What are the houses built of? (Limestone.)

What sort of roofs do they have? (Flat.) Do you see

anything pecuHar about the windows? What is growing

in the little outside balconies, and on the edge of this flat

roof at our left? Were any of these houses standing in

Jesus' time? (Probably not.) Did they have two-story
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houses then? (No, but the flat roofs, with the growing

grass and the small outside windows, remind us of the houses

of the olden time. Later we shall see outside stairways,

which were the common method of old of approaching the

roofs.) Does that dog resemble any dog you have seeni

Describe the costumes of the men, the women, the boys.

Do you think they differ from those of olden time? Can
you judge of the nationality or religion of any of these

people by their dress? (Most of the Bethlehemites to-day are

Christians. The fez is the distinguishing mark of the Turks
or Mohammedans. That turban is worn by the Christians

and these women of Bethlehem have a special, local, stiff

headdress. You will not notice the same arrangement

of headdress and cloak in any other town in Palestine.)

Can you mention some of the people spoken of in the Old
Testament who may have passed along here? (Ruth,

David, Boaz.)

Notice for a minute in that wall facing us, seen over the

odge of the walls on our left, the double window with a
small hole just above it. We shall have occasion to point

out that window again.

Now let us turn around and walk into the village square,

which lies immediately behind us here. Our next position

is to be at the east, or far side of the square, from which
point we shall look back in this direction, though some-
what more to our left, or more directly west. We are looking

northwesterly, you remember, in this street.

Position 3. In Bethlehem of Judea, where King David
and our Lord were born.

Here is the square of which we have been speaking! The
opening down at the right of that tower yonder is the street

from which we have just come. You recognize, too, do
you not, the twin windows with the small opening just

above them, which we pointed out before on a house a little

way down the street? Then we were looking northwest.

Now we are looking more directly west.

Topic I
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Here, certainly, we are in the very midst of the East!

As we look out among this company of people, do they

appear as you have always imagined a company of people

in Bethlehem would appear? (Undoubtedly these people

look, in all essential respects, as have the unnumbered

companies of people who have gathered here back through

the ages.)

Judging from what we see, what is still the chief means

of travel and transportation here? Can you tell anything

about the habits of camels? How are their packs arranged?

How are camels guided? Can you see the chains by which

they are led? Are they comfortable to ride on? (Chas. Dud-

ley Warner speaks of their "soul-shaking trot.") Would

poor people own them? (No.) What is the poor man's

burden bearer here? (The donkey.)

But the interest of the world has been drawn to this place

for what reason? (Yes, for we stand here very near to the

spot where Christ was born. This ledge at our feet on which

this boy is leaning marks the beginning of the plaza, or en-

trances to the Church of the Nativity, which stands just

behind us and is built, it is believed, right over the ancient

"inn" of Bethlehem. So it was to this very place that

Joseph and Mary came. Let us think over the events,

in order, of that beautiful story of this town of Bethlehem.)

Where did Joseph and Mary start from? (Luke 2:4.)

How far is Nazareth from here? (Seventy miles.) Why
were they coming here? (Luke 2: 1-3.) Had Mary ever

been here before? (Luke 1:39.) Were they of humble

lineage? (Matt. 1:1.) Were they poor? Prove it. (Lev.

12:8; Luke 2:24.) What beast of burden did they make
use of? (The donkey.)

That street out there in which we were standing is the

present, and undoubtedly was the ancient, road from Jeru-

salem and the north into this town. So now let us picture

to our minds Joseph and Mary coming up that street and

across this very square. What shelter did they seek?

How was the scene in the inn like this? (Crowded.) Then
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where did they go? What was the first bed of the Child

Jesus? (Luke 2: 7.) What a welcome for one who was

heir to Israel's throne and who is King of Kings forever!

This stone building just to our right is the refectory or din-

ing hall of a convent. Its outer or northern and eastern

windows look down upon shepherds' fields. What occurred

to the shepherds on that night? (Luke 2:8-14.) What
did they do then? (Luke 2: 15-20.) Where were the wise

men at that time? What did Herod do in Jerusalem when

they came to him? (Matt. 2: 1-9.) Then where did they

go? With what beast of burden would they be likely to

travel? (The camel.) What did they do when they came
here? (Matt. 2: 11.) Was the birth of Jesus known widely

at the time? Did it seem important? Is it even mentioned

in the histories of the time? (No.) Can you name any event

in this world's history that w^as more important? Mention

some results of it. What statement then will you make
about the birth of Jesus? (This is the vital moment in

the lesson.) Why was this the most important event in

human history?

How long did Joseph and Mary stay here in Bethlehem

with the child? Where first did they go from here, and

for what purpose? (Luke 2:22-24.) What happened?

(Luke 2:25-38.) Then where was Jesus taken? (Matt. 2:

13-18.) In which direction is Egypt? The route would
take the Holy Family down the hill behind us and still

further from Nazareth. (We will take this up further next

Sunday.)

Assign Scripture for the next topic: Matt. 2: 19-23; Luke
2: 39, 40. Bibles marked in class or at home.

(You may not have time for the class to visit all the places
I have arranged for or to ask all the questions. Never mind.
You leave the class keen for more. Next Sunday you can
review, complete this lesson, bring in anything you left out
and plan better just how much you will have time to do in
the lesson hour.
Be sure, whatever else you do, to save time for the home
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work, especially the assigning of Scripture. If necessary,

have the class stay a moment to take it.)

Preparations for Home Work

I suggest having ready two sizeable, ruled blank-books,

upon the title-page of one of v.hich write ''Our Boys' Life

of Christ," and upon the other "A Diary of Our Journeys

Through the Holy Land." In the Life of Christ reserve

four pages for each chapter and print for each chapter head-

ings such as this:

CHAPTER I

The Birth of Christ

From Matt. 2 and Luke 1 and 2.

Written by

In the Diary of Journeys have similar chapter space

and headings, but let each author choose his own title for

his own chapter.

Give these books to two members who will make a good

beginning, and ask them to try, each in one hundred words

or more, the one to start a thoroughly boy-like account

of Christ's life and the other to give a graphic account of

the places in Palestine seen that day. The Life of Christ

might begin something as follows: ''Nearly two thousand

years ago, in a manger near an open square in the little

town of Bethlehem, in Palestine, was born a baby, who,

when he became a man," etc. The travel diary may begin

something like this: "We landed at Joppa from the steamer

on the day of (the Sabbath of the lesson), at •

o'clock (the hour of the lesson), and were taken across the

reefs," etc.

Each of these books may be gradually illustrated. Brought

back and read next Sunday, they will constitute a double
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review of the lesson. The pupils who wrote the first chapter

may choose who shall write the second.

For other individual work, prepare slips containing a

few questions selected from the following list, and at the close

of the lesson give out those that seem at that time the most

fitting.

What would be the time and cost necessary for a trip

from home through the Holy Land?

What would be the probable adventures and experiences

to-day in a camel ride from Bethlehem to Egypt?

Why was it an advantage that the world was largely

one empire (the Roman) during Christ's life, and after-

ward?
Herod called himself a king. The wise men called Jesus

a king. How did the two differ in kingly traits?

Give me a list of the people who met Jesus in Matt. 2

and Luke 1 and 2.

Describe, after reading about her in the Bible, the char-

acter of Mary.

If any point in the lesson arouses special interest, and is

not fully covered in the lesson hour, give it out as a home
problem for report next week, even if it takes the place of

one already in your mind.
Here is where the pupils' quarterly becomes helpful. One

reason pupils do not study the lesson is because they do not
think of the questions in the quarterly as being individual
and of interest. Select and underline certain ones of to-

day's lesson which you think are the best—probably the
pupils have not studied them—and give them out for special

report next Sunday. Later you can select your questions
from the lesson ahead, and thus gradually get some advance
lesson study.

Additional Methods

For a younger class, instead of class authorship of the

Life of Christ, etc., you may have class picture-work. Have
for each scholar a five-cent stiff note-book, and have him
draw rapidly, as indicating those who surround the cradle

of the Christ, a saw and distaff (Joseph and Mary), shep-

herds' crooks, a crutch and cane (Simeon and Anna), a
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star (magi) and a crown (Herod). In the centre put a

text or picture, such as Bouveret's Madonna and Child (W.

A. Wilde & Co.'s Pictures, Boston, Number 338). This

method of picture-work is carried out fully in W. H. Davis'

"Life of Christ for Boys' Bible Classes. " (International

Y. M. C. A., 3 West 29th Street, New York. Twenty-five

cents.)

Those who do not want to try drawing may, for younger

classes, wish to give each Sunday an inexpensive picture,

to be put in a book as a souvenir of the lesson, to be studied

in review the next Sunday. The Pilgrim Teacher Lesson

Pictures (Pilgrim Press, Boston) are the best flat pictures.

The Wilde Catalogue and that of the Perry Picture Co.

(Tremont Temple, Boston) mention hundreds of such pictures

at one cent each. The Leeper Lesson Pictures and Lesson

Lights (Hammond Publishing Co., Milwaukee) cost still

less and include lesson material on their backs.
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TOPIC II. THE BOYHOOD OF JESUS

Suggested Thought: We should grow as Jesus did (Luke

2:40).

Scripture :

Matt. 2: 19-23; Luke 2: 39, 40.

References

:

Edersheim, Book II, Chapters VII-IX.

Burton and Mathews, Chapter III.

Farrar, Chapter V.

Andrews, pp. 98-116.

Stalker, Chapter I.

Gilbert, Chapter III.

Rhees, Chapter V.

Review and Report on Home "Work

(Have ready for each member of your class, as they be-

gin to-day, five-cent ruled note-books with stiff covers.

These individual books are smaller than the class books
mentioned last week. They are each scholar's work book
or laboratory record, a permanent souvenir of the lessons,

and are to be the property of each pupil. Have each write

on the first page as follows:
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(Boys are not fond of 't^Titing. This record, to be kept
up successfully, must be very brief. Perhaps the last sen-
tence might be omitted.
Hear the look-up topics and the written chapter of the

two class books, "The Life" and ''The Diary." Praise
what is good, be patient with failures, stir the class pride
to make this feature a success. Some will not disappoint
you.
The "Diary of Our Journey" may be read while the class

looks again at the places visited the previous Sunday, so
that they may note any omissions. You see, the "Diary"
reviews their observations of the places seen, and the "Life"
the story of each week's lesson.)

We cannot follow the footsteps of Joseph and Mary down
into Egypt, but we can take our map of Palestine at the

end of the book and trace the course of the great high-road

along the eea northward by which they would return, avoid-

ing Jerusalem and the new Herod, across the Plains of

Sharon and Esdraelon to Nazareth in the heart of Galilee.

There we are to go next to study the boyhood of Jesus.

Turn now to the special map of Galilee. By the diverg-

ing red lines which start from Nazareth and are numbered
4 on this map you can see that our position will be upon

the hill northwest of Nazareth, and that we shall be look-

ing in a southwesterly direction over those nearer foothills

and out upon the great Plain of Esdraelon and to the Mt.

Carmel range beyond. As for our surroundings, you ob-

serve that the sea of Galilee will be at our left, twenty miles

away. Behind us will be a sea of mountains, on whose

southerly edge we are to be standing. Before us will sweep

the great triangular plain of Esdraelon, breaking the great

mountain backbone of Palestine clear across. The hills on

which Nazareth, not more than half its ancient size, is built

face to the south and rise five hundred feet above the town.

We will now go to Nazareth.

Position 4. View from the hill at the northwest over

Nazareth and across the plain of Esdraelon.

This is Nazareth! There are the foothills, and beyond
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stretches the plain of Esdraelon to the distant Mt. Carmel

range. Here we are in the midst of Gahlee. We are look-

ing a little west of south, you remember. In which direc-

tion from us here is the sea of Galilee? Jerusalem? The
Mediterranean?

This is the place from which Joseph and Mary set out

on their journey to Bethlehem before Jesus was born. In

which direction did they go from here? Point to it. And
it was to this same place that they came back from Egypt.

From which direction did they come? (Up yonder road,

the entrance into Nazareth from the Carmel region.) Why
did they dare to return? (Matt. 2: 22.) How big a boy do

you suppose Jesus was then? How old was he? (A little

over a year after Jesus was born Herod Archelaus succeeded

his father.)

Looking now into the village, what impressions do you get

of the character of the town in which Jesus was brought up?

Point out modern houses and tell why you think them such.

Ancient houses. Were two-story houses common in Jesus'

day? (No.) Select a house that looks to you like the

one in which Jesus might have lived as a boy. (I suggest

the one with a single open door down at our right, a few

rods from the foot of this hill.) Of what do you suppose

it was built, and what was its appearance? (Very likely

it was built of mud-plastered stone without window or

chimney. A hole in the roof answered for both. The flames

burned smokily in an open hearth, and in w^arm weather the

fire was built out of doors.) What would you think might

have been in Jesus' home—beds, dishes, silverware, chairs,

and what methods of lighting (Luke 8: 16), and heating,

and cooking? Hear what one authority, Stapfer, says was

in the home at Nazareth: "A carpenter's bench and its

tools; a kitchen furnace with two places, a sheet of iron

for roasting wheat or baking bread; a few leathern bot-

tles, some wooden bowls, one or two earthen pitchers,

some goblets and cups. There are no plates, forks or

spoons. The beds are mere pallets spread on the floor at
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night and rolled up by day on an elevated plank running

along the wall. There may be a chest which serves as

table and clothes-press. Besides these articles, Joseph and

Mary possessed a lamp, a basket, a broom and a mill.

"

How many children were there in the house? (Mark 6:

3-4.) Did He have brothers? Sisters? (Matt. 13: 55, 56.)

Jesus always loved to be out of doors, and was, as we
shall learn, a close observer of all things. Can you tell some-

thing of what He learned about birds and beasts? (Luke

8:5; 13:19; 9:58.) These hills before us were in His

time and are now covered with beautiful flowers. Did

He care for plants and flowers? (Luke 15:19; 12:27.)

What were the games of Jesus' boyhood? (Luke 7: 32.)

Do you suppose Jesus dressed like the man just in front

of us? (The people of the East dress in bright colors.

Jesus might have worn a white turban and a purple waist

and a coat of many colors and a striped sash or belt, but

whatever other colors He wore, whether He were boy or

man, pubhcan or high priest, around the border of His

flowing skirt and silk girdle was a ribbon or cord of

blue. It was the color of holy memory. Sometimes

mothers to-day fasten a cord to their children so that they

will remember things, but here was this ribbon of blue on

every garment, that the Hebrews might remember all the

time.)

Can any one imagine what a morning in Jesus' life would

be like? (Just as soon as He woke up in the morning, be-

fore He stirred, He offered a prayer of thanksgiving for

being alive. Before He took four steps He must wash His

hands in a special way, as a sign that He was clean in spirit

as in body. If the sun rose after He was dressed, He had

to stop wherever He was at its first shining, whether out-

doors or inside, on the ground or in a tree, and give thanks.

Before and after each meal He must make a prayer. The

blessing at table was most often asked by the children.

There were also three regular times a day when, in imitatiou

of brave Daniel, He ought to say His pr^vers.)
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Was this ail out-of-the way place in which Jesus lived?

(Jesus was not brought up in an obscure or secluded

country. Across the lake-like vastness of this Plain of

Esdraelon it was possible in Jesus' time to see the great

caravan road from Damascus to Egypt, the bridge from

Europe to Africa. Sir Walter Besant says: ''There was
no part of the Roman Empire better known, more jealously

guarded, more anxiously watched. The land was densely

populated. It was not as a rustic preaching to rustics

that Jesus went about. It was as one who had learned in

the schools of the rabbis, as one who was allowed to

teach in the synagogues that He went forth, in a part

thoroughly well known, full of Roman civilization, where

at every turn He would meet with something to mark the

kingdom to which He belonged. " Commenting on the

temptations to worldly fame and power suggested by the

stimulating associations of his surroundings, George Wil-

liam Curtis once said :
" These were the exceeding high

mountains upon which He was lifted in temptation; here

in the fulness of His youth and hope Satan walked with

Him seductive. ")

Did this place have inspiring historical associations?

(Though Nazareth, unlike Bethlehem and Joppa, does not

appear in Old Testament history, yet it overlooks the scenes

of many historic events. We may imagine Jesus being

taken up here by His mother or the schoolmaster and given

a lesson in history, as He stood in the very presence of these

scenes of stirring national interest. The review of these

events from the Bible and in connection with this scene

will be worthy of an entire lesson-period, not only as

a means of recalling the Old Testament history, but also

in order to get the atmosphere and background of Jesus'

education.

First, was the invasion of Sisera and his defeat by Deborah

and Barak (Judges 4 and 5). Sisera entered this valley

far out at our right and fought in the rain in the field before

us. Barak rushed down from Tabor, at the left beyond
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our field of vision (see map) and drove the enemy into the

Kishon to our right. Sisera fled to his death this side of

Little Hermon, near the Lake of Galilee, far to our left and
rear. Then comes the story of the Victory of Gideon (Judges

5 to 8) in the valley in front of Gilboa, farther to the left

than we now see. Then the Death of Saul (1 Samuel 31)

on the summit of Gilboa. Then the story of Elijah and the

Priests of Baal, farther to the right than we can see on Mt.

Carmel (1 Kings 18). Jezreel, to which Ahab and EHjah
fled from the storm, is at the right of the foot of Mount Gil-

boa. Across this valley to Jezreel Jehu rushed, to assas-

sinate wicked Jezebel (2 Kings 9: 30-35). The Defeat of

Josiah (2 Kings 23: 29, 30) was the last tragedy which the

Plain of Esdraelon witnessed before the birth of Jesus.

Many times since that fertile plain has been crossed by great

conquerors: the Babylonians, the Assyrians, the Greeks, the

Romans, the Crusaders, the Turks and the French under

Napoleon. It is now overrun by wandering Bedouin and

shepherds.

No wonder that the prophet should picture this, the most

bloody vale in history, as the meeting place for the last

Judgment of the nations.)

Although we can see no building here in Nazareth to-day

that was standing in Jesus' time, yet there is one place

down in the town that we know was in existence in those

early days. It is the old, old viUage fountain. We are to

go there now. Our position will be to the left of where

we now are, at the foot of the hill. We shall be standing

on the slope of the hill in the eastern part of the village,

loolving northeastward toward the encircling hills of Galilee.

Position 5. Ancient "Fountain of the Virgin"

—

where

Mary came for water—Nazareth.

The hill top from which we have come is up at our left

beyond our present range of vision. This hill before us is

part of that tableland which stretches north of Nazareth

for many miles.
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This may be a modern arch, but the fountain is the only-

one Nazareth ever had. To this spot we may be sure Mary
came for water every day of Jesus' boyhood. Describe

from what you see the way she would have carried her

water-pot. (You notice that as the women come with

their empty jars they carry them on the sides, then turn

them upright as they take them away full. They seem

very heavy, but the women carry them with a light, grace-

ful step up the lanes of the town.) Do you suppose this

woman in front and her little boy look as Jesus and His

mother did? These women dress like the women of Beth-

lehem, except that instead of the stiff headdress you saw

there, on each side of the face is a rouleau of silver coins

fastened to a pad which is fitted to the head. It was to

similar coins worn in this fashion that our Savior alluded

in the parable of the Lost Piece of Silver.

What would Jesus ever come here for? (Jesus must have

come here to help His mother, as boys do still, and as this

was a popular meeting place, here He would talk with

older men and play with other boys.) What do you see

in the enclosure beyond the fountain to the right? (Yes,

this is cattle market-day, and that building is the village

khan or inn, having an open court, you see, with a shelter at

one side, as did the inn at Eethlehem. Markets were held

here in those early days, to which traders would come on their

way to Cana, Jerusalem and Damascus, so Jesus would also

come here to see the strangers from other cities and lands.)

As we study closely the architecture of to-day and notice

the soft building stone and the flimsy roof material we can

realize why there is standing to-day no house in Nazareth

that Jesus saw. Still we have here the flat roofs, used

now, as then, as resting places in the cool of the day. Upon
roofs such as these Jesus watched the flocks in the valley,

saw the vine-dressers at work in the vineyards on the hill-

side above, noticed the clouds and the wind and the signs

of the weather, and remembered all these things later to

use in His teachings.
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Just to our left outside our range of vision is a church

which claims to occupy the spot where Jesus attended the

synagogue and later preached his first sermon. Was He
in the habit of going to church? (Luke 4: 16.) Was His

school near here? (The two were one.) How do you

know He was a good scholar? (John 7: 15.) Who taught

His school? (The village rabbi.) Did He know how to

read and write? (John 7:15; 8:6; Luke 4:16.) What
language did He speak? (Aramaic.) Did He loiow any

language but His own? (Probably Hebrew, Greek, and

possibly Latin.) What was the text-book in His school?

(The Old Testament.) What did He learn at school?

(When He was three years old He learned His birthday

text. It was a verse that began with the same letter as

His own name, and had just as many letters of that name
as possible. It would be a good exercise for some of us to

spend part of our birthdays looking up such a birthday

text. When He was five He began to learn the psalms,

which were the hymn book of His nation. He took the

easier ones first, one for each day of the week, or those

short ones beginning with the one hundredth, called the

Songs of the Going Up, because He was to sing them when-

ever He went up to Jerusalem to the feast. At six or

seven He went to school. You will be glad to learn that

He had only short hours, only one text-book, and no home
work. The lessons were all from the Old Testament, He
studied by sitting on the floor and saying His lesson out

loud in a sing-song tone, and the louder He sang the

harder He was studying. Then He began to learn some

of the acrostic psahns; that is, the psalms the first lines

of which began with all the letters of the alphabet in

order, and which were written, so He was told, so that

every letter might sing the praise of God. Before He was

thirteen His school days were over, for then He was a

man. Before this if He did anything wrong His father

was punished for it. After this He suffered any punish-

ment himself.)
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What did He do besides going to school? What work
did He do? (The work of a builder, that is, of both a car-

penter and mason.) Find five fine qualities which Jesus

had as a boy, in Luke 2: 40, 47, 52. Did He have a strong,

healthy body? How was that proven later? Bring out the

other qualities by questions and record them on the board

or in the scholars' books in some such phrase as this: The
boy Jesus had a strong, healthy body, a brave heart, a

studious mind, eagerness in asking questions and obedience

to His parents. Here impress the lesson of the day, Grow-
ing as Jesus Grew. In what ways?

Assign Scripture for the next topic; Luke 2: 41-52. Bibles

marked in class or at home.

Home Work

After this let us take for granted that the class "Life"

and "Diary" are always assigned to new scholars.

Topics:

The food of Jesus,

The Climate and Weather of Nazareth.

Did the Jews regard dogs as pets? (1 Sam. 17:43;2

Kings 8: 13; Isa. 56: 10; Job 30: 1; Matt. 7: 6; Mark 7: 28;

Rev. 22: 15.)

If Jesus in His references to earthly fathers later (Matt.

7:9; Luke 11: 5-13; Luke 15: 11-32; Matt. 19: 19) had

Joseph in mind, what idea do you get of Joseph's character?

Describe some of the Jewish holidays.

If you could have visited Nazareth when Jesus was a

boy, how would you have spent a day there?

How did Jesus honor human homes, and what has been

the influence of Jesus on home life? (Luke 2:40-52; John

2: 1, 2; Mark 10: 7, 16; Luke 10: 38-42; John 19: 25-27.)

What institutions are there for helping boys in our town?

What are they doing, and how can we help them?
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Additional Methods

A simple chart for showing Jesus' central place in his-

tory: Let each scholar draw a small cross in the upper

centre of a page in his book and two equal oblique lines

down to the right and to the left from this cross. These

represent equal periods of time before and after Christ.

Write at the bottom of the left line "A," for Abraham,

born about 2,000 years before Christ, and at the bottom of

the right line the present date, 1908. Bisect each line by

a dot, but

DA
A L 1 908

CHART SHOWING JESUS' CENTRAL PLACE IN HISTORY

make each dot a little more than half way down. Under

the left dot print "D,'" for David (king 1064 B.C.?); under

the right, "C, " for the Crusades. Bisect the lower half

of each (a little more than half way down again), and be-

low the left dot print "M," for Moses (1571 B.C.?), and

below the right, "S, " for Shakespeare; also a little to the

left of "S," "D. A.," for Discovery of America, and "L,"

for Luther. Now bisect each upper half and write below

the left dot "B," for Buddha, and below the right "M,"
for Mohammed, thus placing these two great religious teach-

ers under the shadow of the cross. The effect of this graphic

chart is impressive.
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lOPIC III. THE YOUNG MANHOOD OF JESUS

Suggested Thought: Consecrating our life-work to God.

(After this let it be understood that the teacher, each
week, in constantly varied ways, will review as much of
the preceding lesson and return to as many of the localities

as he thinks wise; that he will take up any unfinished work,
and that he will lay continual emphasis upon the home-work,
especially the reading of the next week's Scripture. This is

of the utmost importance. These things being taken for
granted, I shall not mention them hereafter in detail, but
shall simply suggest the special approach, methods and home
work appropriate for each topic)

Scripture :

Luke 2: 41-52.

References :

Edersheim, Book II, Chapter X.

Burton and Mathews, Chapter III.

Farrar, Chapters VI, VII.

Stalker, pp. 35-37.

Gilbert, Chapter III.

Rhees, Chapter V.

During our last meeting we studied, while visiting Naza-
reth, the boyhood of Jesus. Now we come to the first

event of His young manhood of which the Bible tells us.

What was that event? To which of the feasts at Jerusalem

did the Jewish families usually go? At what age were boj'-s

first taken? (About twelve.) Why then? (They were
considered to be of age.) What season of the year was
it? (Lev, 23:5. Early Spring.) What ceremony was
performed in the house before they started for this feast

"^

(Ex. 12: 15.) Where would the procession start in Naza-
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reth? (From ''The Fountain of the Virgin," our last posi-

tion in Nazareth.) We are to take this journey to Jeru-

salem also.

As the company came down the hills from Nazareth it

would, in the first stage of its journey, cross the Plain of

Esdraelon. We shall go to that plain now to look at a

scene which Jesus must have looked upon in every journey

He made to Jerusalem, one of the many scenes of every-

day life with which He was familiar from childhood, and

one that gave Him many illustrations for His teachings

later.

Turn now to the sectional map of Galilee, and note the

position we are to take. Find number 6 in red between

the hill of Moreh and the Mount of Gilboa, and observe that

we are to be looking out upon the central or eastern branch

of the great plain, a section sometimes called the ''Valley

of Jezreel.

"

Position 6. "By the Side of Still Waters" on the Plain

of Jezreel.

Here we are in the southeastern part of the Plain of Es-

draelon (Esdraelon is merely the Greek form of the Hebrew
word Jezreel), which we saw indicated on the map, and a

part of which we saw in the distance from Nazareth. You
can see Mt. Gilboa far to the right. We are looking south-

east here, so Nazareth is behind us and the Jordan four-

teen miles away in front of us. In which direction does

this stream flow? Into what will it empty? (The Jordan.)

This eastern end of the Plain has been frequented by shep-

herds from the time of Abraham, some of whom have their

homes beyond the Jordan. To this stream they still come,

leading their sheep " by the side of still waters. " How
many shepherds do you see? They live wild, lonely lives,

but do you think they are still faithful to their flocks? (They

sometimes even here protect them with their lives from

Bedouin robbers. They often carry the smaller lambs in

their bosoms or under their arms in the folds of their cloaks.)
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About how many sheep do you think there are in this flock?

How do they compare with American merinos? What
other animals do you see? Do they go with the sheep? (The

goats come down to the water with the sheep, but the flocks

do no mingle.) How do you suppose the sheep are sheltered?

(In stormy weather they are sheltered in hillside caves or

in rough enclosures of stone. (John 10: 1-3.) Is the nearer

shepherd young or old? What has he in his hand? Will

he drive the sheep? (He will lead them.) How will he get

them to go? How will he separate them from other flocks?

(He will call them by name, as he knows them all by name.

John 10: 1-5.) How do we distinguish between flocks in this

country? (By brands.) Who takes care of the flocks in

the East at night? What would this boy do if he lost a sheep?

Whom would this young shepherd remind Jesus of? What
books in the Bible contain the story of David? What does

such a scene as this suggest as to where Jesus found the

material for some of His teachings? (The fact that Jesus on

His way to the Passover would pass through innumerable

places like these, and that His ancestors were shepherds and

that sheep were the customary victims of the sacrifices

would help explain why Jesus referred to them so often

later. Probably the sheep which Joseph offered at the Pass-

over was brought from Bethlehem.)

What is that slope to the right? What two brave sol-

diers died on that mountain in battle? (1 Sam. 31:2-4.)

What other brave soldier performed a brilliant piece of

strategy at a spring near this place? (Judges 7.) Do you

suppose Jesus knew these stories? How did Jesus learn

them?

Map Study

It is now time, while we are studying the first journey

of Jesus' manhood out into and through His native land,

about which He was to go in constant ministries there-

after, to learn more about the contour of the whole of this

wonderful country and the relation of the important places
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to each other. Then we shall be able to follow not only this

journey, but all the succeeding movements of Jesus with

greater clearness. For this purpose there has been provided

for us a carefully indexed reproduction of the relief map
of the Palestine Exploration Society, which shows, as no

other method can, the configuration of the whole country.

(Have the flat general maps of Palestine in the lans of the

scholars, for comparison, as they study this relief map
through the stereoscope.)

Position 7. Relief Map of Palestine by the Palestine

Exploration Society. Vertical scale 3J2 times greater than

the horizontal.

What a wrinlvled country is Canaan as we see it in bird's-

eye view! How smooth are the desert plains that encroach

upon the east and south! Now, as the whole land is be-

fore us, we can understand some things that have been said

about it as we could not before, and as the Messiah goes

forth to redeem it, so we may start out to possess it by accur-

ate knowledge.

You should notice first its four great divisions, strips

of various heights all broadening toward the south. They
are from the left, the lowland plain, the high central table-

land sloping gently down to the west and steeply down to

the east, the Jordan Valley, and the highlands to the east.

The first division, as you observe, is cut in two by the Car-

mel range, Avhich at its western end juts out into the sea

and is located by the number [16].* The second, or table-

land division, is broken by the great Plain of Esdraelon

numbered [11], which extends nearly across Central Palestine

from the Mediterranean to the Jordan, separating the moun-
tain ranges of Carmel and Samaria from those of Galilee.

(Find each of these divisions on the flat map also.)

How remarkable are the contrasts of elevation! Here,

nearer to us, is the Dead Sea, 1,300 feet below the level of

the sea, and there, in the distance, just beyond the small

* Numbers on the relief map are always given in brackets.
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lake that is the source of the Jordan, is Mt, Hermon, 9,000
feet above it. The levels of these four strips vary so much
in climate as well as in elevation that five out of the eight

physical zones of the earth are represented within this tiny

country. Between the Mount of Olives, 2,723 feet above
the sea and the valley of the Dead Sea, 1,292 feet below it,

in twenty miles distance one can find the pine and the palm,

the cane and the wheat, the skylark and the grackle, the

mountain wolf and the gazelle. The mountains around
Jerusalem may be seen covered with snow, while the Jordan
valley is green with tropical luxuriance. To the east are

the barren wastes of the Arabian desert. North are the

glaciers of Hermon. South is the steaming cauldron of the

Dead Sea.

It is a little country. From Hermon's summit it is all

visible. Nearly every high hill on the central tableland

includes a view both of the Mediterranean and the Jordan,

which are the western and the eastern boundaries.

Recall some of these statements by questions.

Now let us see with how much of the country Jesus had
already been associated. Look along the central tableland

nearest to you, until you find the second marked spot num-
bered [2]. This stands for Bethlehem. Jesus' first journey

was to Jerusalem, carried there as a baby in His mother's

arms. The site is the next one beyond Bethlehem, num-
bered [3]. When His parents took him to Egypt they

probably came southward.

On their return to Nazareth they would avoid Jerusalem

and the new Herod and keep along the coast, passing Joppa,

numbered [7], and crossing the Plain of Esdraelon to Naza-

reth on its northern edge, numbered [15], either through

a pass in the Carmel range or around it close to the sea

where is the modern port of Haifa.

And now He is going from Nazareth to Jerusalem. Had
He been going alone He would have avoided the Samaritans

and come do\Mi the Jordan Valley to Jericho. This was

the route of His second journey. But with the cavalcade
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of Passover pilgrims the boy and His parents came the

direct mountain route through or near the hne of towns

and places, some of which are marked on the tableland.

These marked are [14] Mt. Tabor, the northernmost of

the hills that bound the Plain of Esdraelon on the east,

[12] Mt. Gilboa forming the southeastern boundary of the

same plain, [10] Plain of Dothan just at the beginning of

the tableland, [9] Samaria, [8] Mt. Ebal, with Mt. Geri-

zim just to the south of it, and with Jacob's well near the

eastern entrance of the valley between these two peaks,

[5] Bethel, [4] Mizpah. (Find these on the flat map as

well.)

Trace that journey southward now. (According to the

time at your disposal, call out the scholars' recollections

of the history and emphasize the interest Jesus must have

had in these places.) What do you know about Mt. Tabor

(Judges 4), of the Mountain of Gilboa? (Judges 6—8.)

What of Jezreel at its foot? What of Dothan? (Genesis

37.) Of Samaria? Of Ebal and Gerizim? (Joshua 8: BO-

SS.) Of Jacob's well? Of Shiloh? (Joshua 18: 1; Judges

21:19.) Of Bethel? (Genesis 12:6-8; 13:3, 4; 28: 1-22.)

Of Ramah? (1 Sam., Chaps. 1 and 3; 19: 18-24.)

(Note.—This Relief Map, never before stereographed, is

the most valuable aid to knowing Palestine geography ever
brought to the Bible student's hand. Use it in every lesson

hereafter.)

The Passover company probably encamped either two or

three nights on the way, once in the plain of Esdraelon

near Jezreel, again near Jacob's well in the most fertile

valley in the land, and perhaps once more at Beeroth (see

flat map).

Samaria, though a hostile region, was smiling with ver-

dure. The scenei/ in Judea is bleak and stony. It has

been compared to New Mexico. But it was pleasant at

that springtime season. The distant hills had a delicate

veil of green after the early rains, and the sheltered hoi-
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lows were gay with little gardens of the crocus and sweet

with the breath of Tvild thjane.

The most impressive moment of this journey of Jesus

must have been when for the first time He caught sight

of the Holy City. We know He came down through Sa-

maria, and so must have approached Jerusalem from the

north. We are now to have the privilege of looking upon

this holy and ancient city from a point very near to that

from which it first burst upon His sight. There we can

most fully realize what this first visit to Jerusalem meant

to Him. As this is to be to many of us, as to Jesus, the

first view of the city, we need to approach it in such a way
as to see it inteUigently from the beginning. The intimate

familiarity with the city which we may gain here will be of

great service to us in our study of many of the later events

in Jesus' life.

Turn now to your special map of Jerusalem. North is

at the top of this map. Note the Mount of Olives extending

north and south on the east. The hea\'y black line near

the centre indicates the wall of the city, which is, as the

scale of feet shows, little more than half a mile square.

The city, as you observe, is situated on a tableland. This

tableland of 100 acres is isolated from the rest of the plateau

of which it is a part by the Valley of Hinnom on the west

and south, and by the Valley of Jehosaphat or Kedron

on the east. In the southeastern part of the city you will

see the Temple area, while a short distance to the west of

the centre is the famous Church of the Holy Sepulchre.

Now find Mt. Scopus in the upper right-hand corner of

the map, and note our position numbered 8 in red and the

two red lines which branch toward the southwest. Mt.

Scopus was "The Mount of Joy" of the Crusaders. Thence

they and the earlier conquerors of Jerusalem first looked

with gladness upon the city. Now we are to stand there,

and from that point we are to see the territory lying between

those two red lines. Turn the map around so that the angles

from number 8 will branch out away from you.
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Position 8. Jerusalem, the Holy City, from the north-

east—near the place from which it was first seen by Jesus.

How many people have come up to this city—how many
have eagerly looked toward it in the long ages of the past!

What companies have met there! What scenes have been

enacted there! What messages have gone out from here

to the whole earth!

Remember for a minute where you are, that you are

looking southwest, near the centre of Judea. Beyond the

city to the left you can see the road that leads to Beth-

lehem and Hebron. Which way is the Mediterranean?

Point toward Jaffa; toward Nazareth; the Dead Sea;

Egypt.

Give more particular attention to the city now. The
northeastern corner is directly before us, with the full length

of the eastern wall stretching off to our left and the northern

wall more dimly seen extending off to the right. You can

see pretty well from here how the city was built on a headland

or tongue of land stretching south. It drops down to the

Valley of Hinnom on the west and south and to the Valley

of Kedron on this side, or the east. The city since Jesus'

day has been growing northwest, and much of it now is out-

side the walls. That largest dome, seen over the centre

of the eastern wall, is the Dome of the Rock, and stands in

the midst of the Temple area, on the site of the Temple. The
white modern tower near the centre of the city belongs

to the German Church of St. John, and a short distance farther

to the right you can see the two domes of the Church of the

Holy Sepulchre.

Jerusalem in those early days, as now, was a walled city,

and that wall on the east side, to which we are looking,

was, perhaps, because it was nearest the Temple, demoMshed

and rebuilt oftener than any other. The present wall is

about three hundred and fifty years old. This wall rises

at the further corner, its oldest part, to a height of one hundred

and eighty feet above the ground. The rubbish that has

gathered at the foot is in places from sixty to ninety-five
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feet deep. The wall is now hemmed by extensive ceme-

teries, and this fact, with the sombre gray of the dome-roofed

houses and the oppressive silence of the place most of the

day, makes the city, upon approach, seem a most mournful

place.

You notice that the "Dome of the Rock," which stands

on the site of the Temple, is very close to this eastern wall.

The city was probably then, as it is to-day, a collection of

low, uninteresting houses with narrow streets, but it was

the Temple that made it glorious. How its white marble

must have shone beside the brick and limestone and mud
of the humbler houses! In Jesus' day the view of it was

somewhat obstructed on the side nearest to us by the

Roman fortress of Antonia. West of the fortress was

probably the council house of the Sanhedrin. StiK far-

ther west were the gymnasium and the lofty palace of

the Asmoneans, built by the ancestors of the patriot

Maccabees and used in the time of Jesus by Herod as his

residence.

The gate vv^hich pierced this eastern wall nearest the Temple

(seen nearest the Dome of the Rock from here) was the

chief entrance to that holy place, and, as it opened into

the path to the Mount of Olives and Bethany, was the one

used most often by Jesus. It is called the Golden Gate

and is nov/ sealed up. Nearor us in this eastern wall is St.

Stephen's Gate (see Key Map), so called because, accord-

ing to a very ancient tradition, it w^as from this gate that

Stephen was dragged by the mob and just outside it was

stoned.

(It might be well to ask the class to point out the places

you fiave just described as you name each one.)

Many as may have been the changes which have occurred

here in the last 2,000 years, yet it was to this very place

that Jesus with Joseph and Mary came. These "hills

round about Jerusalem" stood here then as now. The
company from Nazareth coming down over the highlands

behind us must have crossed that valley over there to our
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right and have entered the city by the Damascus Gate near

the centre of that northern wall.

Did you ever realize before that Jerusalem covered so

little ground that it could all be seen from one spot, and

that a lively, eager boy like Jesus could walk clear around

it in two hours?

What do you suppose would be the impression the Holy

City would make upon a boy at his first visit?

Some of the pilgrims at these immense Passover gather-

ings would be entertained by friends, but most of them
would encamp on these hills outside the city walls. If it

strains the resources of Jerusalem now to entertain the 8,000

pilgrims who arrive every year about Easter, how lively and

full must the town have been when from half a million

to four times as many thronged here at once!

That we may better grasp the nature of this great feast,

let us inquire. What were the circumstances of the earliest

Passover? (Exodus 11 and 12.) How were the lambs

di\dded? (Exodus 12:3, 4.) What was done with the

blood of the lamb? (Exodus 12: 7, 12, 13.) What with the

lamb? (Exodus 12:8-11.) What did all this mean?
The Passover of Jesus and its impressions upon Him may

be summarized for the teacher to tell, as follows: He has

reached this ancient city. Each day with His parents He
has passed old battlefields, ancient ruins, forgotten shrines,

hilltops or caves that speak a holy history. One night they

may have encamped in the valley where the people listened

to the blessings of Joshua, and beside Jacob's well. They
have climbed the last toilsome slope, singing the One Hun-
dred and Twenty-first Psalm, which He has learned in

His boyhood, and they have knelt with shouts and tears

at the first glimpse from the summit of the shining towers

and golden domes of the City of God.

Too eager to rest, too grateful to sleep, they join the

large company who, even until midnight, pour into yonder

temple courts under the calm paschal moon, to leave their

free-will offerings in the temple. (Secure a very brief gen-
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eral description of Herod's temple. Use your Teachers'

Bible for this.) They take a few short hours of sleep. It

is the edge of the dawn. They go again to the temple.

Point to it again in the sceno before us. Long ago the

temple doors had been opened by a priest who slept beside

the keys and kissed them before he put them into the

lock.

The boy Jesus now stands in the Court of the Jews, for

He is a Jew and the service belongs to Him. (Find that

Court in a plan of the Temple.) He sees the strange wash-

ings and bowings before the sacrifice is offered. At the

rising of the incense He kneels with thousands, and as the

priest with the tinkling bells upon his garments goes within

to offer the morning sacrifice, He can tell by the music

of the bells at what part of the service he is engaged. (Ex.

28:33-35.) A little later He sees priests coming up from

the valley beyond the walls waving the first bundle of grain

cut with a golden sickle, the first fruits of the harvest

(Lev. 23: 10, 11); and He sees them bringing the golden

pitcher of water from the sacred wells.

But it is the feast itself that comes nearest to the boy.

It is eaten, we are to remember, not in the crowd, but

with His own parents and possibly a few relatives, in an

upper room, just as twenty-one years later, at the same
season. He shall again in an upper room eat with the twelve.

Here is thelamb, white and spotless, the emblem that redemp-

tion costs life; here are the bitter herbs and the vinegar,

and the paste of fruits—reminders of the bitterness and

the bondage of the slavery in Egypt. There are solemn

prayers and glad thanksgivings.

Then comes the children's hour. It is a sweet childish

treble that rises alone: "What meaneth this lamb of sacri-

fice and that eating with haste and these bitter herbs?"

(Ex. 12:26, 27.) Well He knows the story that Joseph

will tell and has told for so many Passovers—how God led

the children of Israel out of Egypt by night with a mighty

hand and an outstretched arm. And all this service is
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meant to stir a child to ask and to be answered concern-

ing God's deliverance, that the memory of it may not pass

from the earth. Do the Jews still keep the Passover in

our ovm country? (Yes.) In the same way? (Very

nearly. Get a copy of "the Seder Service," if you can.)

Is there any wonder that this wide-wake, earnest lad,

with the ribbon of blue on His garments and all through

His being, should come two days later into the temple and

seek wisdom from Hillel and Annas and Nicodemus and

Joseph of Arimathea—the wise doctors, some of whom shall

later condemn Him, and some of whom shall bury Him

—

and that when His mother found Him, bright-eyed and

eager-faced, all these years of learning and remembering

and doing God's will should burst forth in those words that

were His first manly resolve: "Wist ye not that I must

be about my Father's business?"

What resolution did He express when His parents found

Him? (Luke 2:49.) Emphasize the "I must." Before

this his parents had said, "You must." Hereafter his obed-

ience must be to the Voice within.

How did He carry out His resolution? (Luke 2: 51.)

Was it easy and pleasant to do? How long did He stay in

Nazareth. What was His emplojinent? How does such

work develop character? How many people did He care

for? (Eight.) What was He shut away from? (Cities,

wars, courts, colleges.) How much of His work was what

we call drudgery? How mjtny times during that period did

He probably visit Jerusalem? (Once every year.) How
could the life of Galilee, freer than that of Judea, be in

His favor? What books did He have to read? (Only the

Old Testament.) What languages did He learn? (Prob-

ably Greek and Hebrevv.) What would He do in His leisure

time? (Fish in the Lake of Galilee.) What effect would

this kind of life have on His power to meet temptation?

What kinds of people would His work give Him opportun-

ities to meet? What were His relations to God during this

time? (Luke 2:52.) Do you think He ever wanted to
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leave home? Why did He not go sooner? How did His

work make Him feel toward toilers? (Matt. 11:28-30.)

The impression to be left is that of a beautiful, brave

boyhood. The lesson that the story yields is that of the

boy who is the heir of national hopes, of godly training

of days of wholesome growth, making the one great deci-

sion—to obey the inner, divine Voice,' to be about a life-

work for God. Practically impress how He carried out this

decision just where He was, in everyday life and toil. A
boy's first duty in beginning a life-work for God is pa-

tiently and fully to get ready. Jesus never hurried, but

when His life work was over He could say of it, "It is

finished!"

With this lesson we close the first of the five periods into

which these lessons divide the life of Jesus, this first period

being called "The Ministry to a Human Home." This

period covered thirty years of Jesus' life. In our next

lesson we shall begin the second period, "The Opening of

the Public Ministry.

"

Assign Scripture for the next topic: Matt. 3: 1-17; Mark

1: 1-11; Luke 3: 1-23; John 1: 1-18. Bibles marked in class

or at home.

Home Work

Find out all you can about the Plain of Jezreel (or Es-

draelon) in history. (See a Bible Dictionary.)

The shepherd life of David (1 Sam. 17: 14-20; 28-36).

Describe a Jewish passover in Jesus' time (Bible Dictionary

or Farrar, Chapter LV).

What games and sports of young men are mentioned in

the following places

:

2 Samuel 1: 18. Luke 15: 25. Luke 22: 64.

Judges 20: 16. Judges 14: 12.

For girls: The housework of Mary (using Luke 15:8;

Matt. 24: 41; 1 Sam. 2: 19; Matt. 13: 56.)

The character of Mary (Luke 1:28, 48; 2:19, 48, 51;

John 19:26; Acts 1: 14.)
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II. THE OPENING OF THE PUBLIC MINISTRY

TOPIC IV. THE HERO HERALD AND THE BAPTISM
OF JESUS

(I have showTi in the last three lessons how to ask a ques-
tion. I will sketch hereafter in the form of statements the
general details of the scenes and the facts of the story which
the teacher himself is to turn into questions, and show how
the lesson is to be conducted so as to lead up to its vital mean-
ing. Ill general, remember to do things in proper order;

stud}^ the map before you look at the place through the stere-

oscope, see the place before you study the event, study the
event before the application.

In lessons where the heroes of study seem to live, the
questions must live also. "Your questions march" was
the warm praise given by a State Sunday-school Secretary
to the questions in these lessons. Let that phrase describe
yours.)

This lesson being about a new topic, I would have no

review, except the reading of "The Diary" and "The
Life."

Record in the students' own note-books, previous to any-

thing else, this table:

JESUS— cousins— JOHN THE BAPTIST
son of son of

Mary Elizabeth

David Aaron

a family of Kings a Family of Priests.

Suggested Thought: The nobility of making way for

others.

Scripture: Matt. 3: 1-17; Mark 1: 1-11; Luke 3:1-23;

John 1 : 1-18.
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References :

Edersheim, Book II, Chapters XI and XII.

Burton and Mathews, Chapter IV.

Farrar, Chapter VIII.

Andrews, pp. 121-140.

Stalker, pp. 37, 38.

Gilbert, Chapters IV and V.

Rhees, Chapter VI.

In our last lesson we finished what we have called "The

Ministry to a Human Home, " the first period of Jesus' life.

In this lesson we enter the second period, *'The Opening

of the Public Ministry." We shall begin this period by a

study of John the Baptist, the noble herald of Jesus.

And so we turn now for a little time from this youth, the

son of kings, the heir of Da\'id, who is li\ang so quietly at

Nazareth, surrounded by scenes of beauty and the com-

panionship of friends, to another lad a little older, a son

of priests, the descendant of Aaron and Levi, who in south-

ern Judea is having such a different preparation for his

life-work. What have we learned about the parents and

the birth of John? (Luke 1:5-80.) His early nurturing

by old Zacharias and Elizabeth near ancient Hebron, the

burial place of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, was not so very

different from that of Jesus at Nazareth. Do you suppose

they met as boys? (Very likely, for their mothers were

dear friends.) But as John matured he chose a different

manner of life than Jesus. He retired to the wilderness, to

scenes of desolation, and there, with no companions save

the wild beasts, he opened his heart to God's great thoughts,

and gave himself to meditation. We are now to go to a place

in the wilderness which it is very likely that John knew well,

where perhaps he lived.

Turn to the Key Map of Palestine, find Jerusalem again,

and then locate the region of the wilderness stretching

from north to south through Judea on the western side of

the Jordan Valley. Find the number 9 in red and the red

lines which branch from it that show our next standpoint
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and our field of \aew. It is not twenty miles from Jeru-

salem. The brook which Ave are to see is by many believed

to be the Brook Cherith of Elijah. We are to look in a north-

easterly direction. Jerusalem will be behind us and Jericho

before and beyond our field of vision. Do you see now just

where we are to be?

Position 9. Marvellous Gorge of Brook Cherith and
Elijah Convent.

As John's hero was Elijah, it would not be strange if

this very spot, which has for generations been held in tra-

dition as Elijah's Cherith stopping place, should have been

his abode. See the deep gorge, the brook and the path that

follows it—a part of one of the thief-infested roads that are

still found in the region between Jerusalem and Jericho

—and the cave above the convent. It is but a few miles

from the Holy City, but it is another world. A good hiding

place for Elijah (1 Kings 17: 1-6) and for a man who had

many things to think out. Ah! how still it would be and

how lonely those -tawny cliffs and sombre bushes. Such a

man would need to be a hunter, a woodsman and a natural-

ist, a Thoreau for simple living, a St. Francis perhaps in his

communion with the beasts, but in his moral courage a

John Knox who dared stand before kings and queens and

tell them the truth. You know how simple and direct and

fearless often are those who dwell aloof and think on noble

things. This man helped Jesus. The old worthies of Israel

were His saints, but John was His living hero, as is made
evident by His eulogy. Matt. 11: 11.

(Bring out the details, then, rapidly: Elijah's connection

with this region (1 Kings 17: 1-6), John's ways of sustain-

ing his hfe (Matt 3:4), the wild beasts he met (jackals

Isa. 34: 13-15), his mental conflicts, the resultant character

of the prophet: courageous, straightforward, intolerant, in-

dependent—^men who were his historical analogues in char-

acter, St. Francis, Savanarola, Jolm Knox, John Brov/n; his

influence upon Jesus.)
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And now Jesus and John are to meet again. John is to

leave his wilderness retreat and go down on the Jordan plain

to begin his work as the forerunner. Jesus is to come to

Judea, leaving His Nazareth Home where He has lived so

long, this time coming down the sultry Jordan Valley.

Turn first to your Key Map of Palestine and then to the

Relief Map and trace this Jordan route from Nazareth.

Locate Jericho, the old metropolis of the Jordan Valley,

numbered [6] on the Relief Map, and the traditional spot

east of it of Jesus' baptism. Trace John's route from the

wilderness, as well as that of Jesus from Nazareth, to their

meeting place on the bank of the Jordan. Again on our

Key Map of Palestine find the number 10 and the diverging

red lines which show that our position will be on the w^est

shore looking southeastward.

Position 10. Baptizing in the Jordan.

This is the river Jordan! Does it look at all as you im-

agined it would? But even though this river, which was

the scene of Joshua's triumphant crossing, which is glori-

fied in our hymnology as the symbol of the Christian's

death, does appear turbid and uninteresting, still to untold

millions it is a sacred river with holy memories. For what
purpose do you think each of these people (pointing each

out) has com.e here now? (Thousands of Christians come
here every year from far-ofT Russia at untold sacrifice to

be baptized in their shrouds. They are usually surrounded

by spectators, such as -we see here, who wear the garb of

the time of Jesus and are guarded by Mohammedan tribes-

men, who protect them from other tribes in the still dan-

gerous journey from Jerusalem.)

We should remember, however, concerning this river, into

which thousands of modern pilgrims rush each year ''to

wash their sins away," that it was never to the Hebrews a

sacred or beloved stream. Its shores were never thickly

populated, and it was never more than a boundary line to

Israel. It was to this river, though, and the plain border-
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ing it, that John the Baptist came to begin his preaching.

Why did he choose this Jordan Valley rather than Jeru-

salem as his arena? (Perhaps because it was far from the

temptations of that corrupt town, perhaps because it sym-

bolized withdrawal from the world, perhaps because the

place where Israel crossed the river was an emblem of the

new Israel's crossing over into the new life.) At any rate,

John heard the Voice and came out from his hermitage

and, walking up and down the Jordan Valley near which he

had dv.elt so long, with the dress and accent of the ancient

prophet, he called by terse and simple speech (Matt. 3 : 5-

12) all people to that repentance which should prepare the

way for the King and the kingdom he felt to be near. Can
you people these shores with the motley throng that as-

sembled in those brief days when John was popular? What
illustrations did he use in teaching? (Matt. 3:5, 6, 11, 12.)

Who came to hear him?

What ceremonial did he impose? (Luke 3: 16.) What
was its origin? (Whether Elijah's pouring of floods of

water on the altar at Carmel suggested the rite which he

used as the symbol of cleansed and separated lives we can-

not tell, but it was a tremendous parable in action.) Give

an account of this baptism, stating all the facts mentioned

in the different Gospels. (Matt. 3: 13-17; Mark 1:9-11;

Luke 3:21-22.) What does the rite of baptism signify?

Why was it necessary for Jesus to be baptized? (Discuss

Matt. 3: 15.) What did the Voice mean? (Approval of all

His life so far.) How did baptism help Jesus? (It made
Him one with His people, it made Him feel that He was

beginning the work of the kingdom; it made Him feel the

Father's presence as never before.)

What does the consecration which John demanded cor-

respond to in a young person's life to-day? Suggest the

contrast between a life that seeks everything for itself and

one like John's, that becomes a preparation for making the

world better after he is gone. Contrast any modern pre-

tended Elijahs and prophets. Was John to be the Mes-
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siah? What was his place to be? (Luke 3:4, 16.) What
noble trait did he show in this? (The Suggested Thought.)

(For older scholars Mr. C. G. Trumbull says: ''He had

the people at his feet. Do you suppose that he escaped

the temptation that sweeps down on every man, to hold

and use for himself the power that comes to him? John

was human, and John was leading the ivorld fust then; there-

fore, the hosts of the powers of Darkness must have been

hurled against him.

"When we see that picture of the crash of two armies

—

God's and the Devil's—out there in the Jordan Valley,

battling for the citadel of a young man's life and character,

we get a hint of the splendid meaning of that simple an-

nouncement of victory: 'And he confessed and denied not;

and he confessed, I am not the Christ.'

"But the battle was not over; back comes the attack in

the question: 'Art thou Elijah?' Another victory: 'I am
not.' Then a third attack: 'Art thou the prophet?' The
same answer this time is short and direct :

' No. ' And fin-

ally, when the attacks of suggestion cease, and John is

asked to say who he is, he flings out his message of triumphant

self-crucifixion. All history does not record a more mag-

nificent act of renunciation.")

To just what had John and Jesus consecrated themselves?

(To serve God and man for all their lives and with all their

powers.) What similar resolves ought all youth to-day

to make?

Assign Scripture for the next topic Matt 4: 1-11; Mark
1: 12-13; Luke 4: 1-13. Bibles marked in class or at home.

Home Work

Construct a map showing four historic places in Elijah's

life and describe them briefly to the class. (Material in 1

Kings 17-19.)

The story of John Knox.

How are locusts and wild honey used as food?
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Tell how a soldier's life was once saved by eating wild

honey. (1 Sam. 14: 24-27.)

The character of Zacharias (from Luke 1: 6-20).

The Jordan in history. (Joshua 3: 9-17; 2 Kings 2: 6-14;

5: 1-14.)
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TOPIC V. THE TEMPTATION OF JESUS

Suggested Thought: If I am a child of God, I must

decide to act like one.

Scripture: Matt. 4: 1-11; Mark 1: 12, 13; Luke 4: 1-13.

References :

Edersheim, Book II, Chapter XII; Book III, Chapter I.

Burton and Mathews, Chapter V,

Farrar, Chapter IX.

Andrews, pp. 22-35.

Stalker, pp. 41-43, 140-147.

Gilbert, Chapters IV and V.

Rhees, Chapter VII.

During our last hour we followed part of the work of

John and his baptism of Jesus. Now we come to the temp-

tation of Jesus. We are told that after this baptism Jesus

retreated to scenes similar to those of John's upbringing

and was there tempted. It might be well to return to

Position 9 to get an idea of what sort of country Jesus went

to. Whatever we know of these forty days we know from

Jesus Himself, for no one was with Him. Might not John's

influence have determined this place of resort?

Why was Jesus tempted just then? ("Because the Devil

sees that if he can make us fall when we are highest, the

fall will be worse than it would be at any other time, be-

cause our very closeness to God at certain times exposes us

to the danger of over-confidence (not in God, but in self).

And 'trials come to cement our triumphs.'")

What was the first temptation? (Matt. 4:1-4; Luke

4: 1-4.)

Point out that this is a country of old brook beds and
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of worn, round, smooth stones. Might these hitter have

suggested the first temptation?

EHjah was fed by a miracle; why should Jesus not use

such means of subsistence? (Because it was not right to

take unearned privileges that others could not share.)

How are you ever tempted to be dissatisfied? To en\y

others who are more prosperous? To try to get what does

not really belong to you? To value what you can get more
than what you become? How did Jesus meet this tempta-

tion? (Matt 4:4.) What do these words mean? What
would they mean in your struggle against the temptations

I have just mentioned? Name some great Americans

who resisted this temptation. What was the second

temptation, according to Luke? (Luke 4: 5-8.)

Show on the large map of Palestine that this traditional

Mount of Temptation is a little to the north of that part

of the Wilderness in which we have been. (For older scholars:

Do you think Jesus took v.n actual journey up the mountain

from the Wilderness? Why or why not? Reasons in favor

of this site. Against it. (See Bible Dictionary or Com-
mentary.)

Point out that our next position is to be just south of

this mountain, as the red numl^er 11 shows, and that we
are to be looking in a southeasterly direction over the site

of Jericho on the Jordan plain toward the north end of the

Dead Sea. There we shall l^e better able to see how such

a temptation could have been brought to Jesus. The desert

and Jerusalem will be to our right. We shall, as you see,

include in the distance the spot of Jesus' baptism.

Position II. Plain of the Jordan southeast from the

site of Ancient Jericho.

Bring out the view from the mountain summit eastward

and in all directions, with its glimpses of Jewish, Roman,
foreign and future power and glory, as intimated below.

We are standing on the acclivity that leads up to the

traditional Mount of the Temptation, and are therefore
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getting the same view southeastward which Jesus would

see if He climbed to the mountain top. Yonder to the right

we have our first glimpse of the Dead Sea, and to the left

see the Jordan glimmer in the sun as it rushes to its grave

in the Dead Sea. We must be looking over a part of the

plain which John traversed in going from the desert to the

Jordan. Off there to our left by the Jordan is the tradi-

tional spot of the baptism. Still farther away, beyond the

Jordan, stand the gray ramparts of the hills of Moab,

which rise at the extreme left into Mount Nebo, the burial

place of Moses, who from those mountains caught sight of

the Canaan he could not enter. Could we see farther be-

yond the sea at the right and over the intervening cliffs,

we should catch sight of Machaerus, Herod's castle, where

John the Baptist later suffered imprisonment and death.

Looking nearer, we see the once fertile and palm-covered

plain of the Jordan, covered now only with stunted trees

and bushes. It is a picture of the wreck of human glory.

There have been at least three Jerichos, Where the plain

rises near us into a higher plateau, over which a path runs,

stood Old Testament Jericho. The few heaps there now
are later than those of the walls which tumbled down at

Joshua's attack (Joshua 6). The aqueduct near us, upon

which our two companions are sitting, was probably here

in Jesus' time, and stretches down across the plain to New
Testament Jericho under Roman rule, which is at the

extreme right and half way to the sea. Modern Jericho

is to the left in the distance, a miserable village, as you see.

We are over a thousand feet below the level of the ocean and

over 3,000 feet below Jerusalem. The climate is sultry and

enervating. Jericho, though rich, has, because of its nerve-

less inhabitants, been the spoils of many captures. Smith

says: "She never stood a siege and her inhabitants were

always running away. No great man was born in her, no

heroic deed was done in her. She was only the pantry of

Judea."

The Israelites came dov/n over yonder mountains of
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Moab at our extreme left from their last camiDing place at

Heshbon. Thej^ crossed the river near the traditional spot

of the baptism of Jesus. Before them stood this Jericho,

"city of pakns," hidden by a forest of luxuriant foHage

eight miles long, the capital of the district, which must be

captured if they v.'ould make any further advance into the

white limestone mountains of Judea that stood like a ram-

part before them. Down the path before us near ancient

Jericho is Elisha's spring, the only spring of good water

anywhere near either ancient or modern Jericho. It was
these waters that Elisha sweetened (2 Kings 2: 19-22), and
from here down to the river walked Elisha and Elijah at

the latter's translation. From this well must have come
the water upon Zacchaeus' table when our Lord was en-

tertained here, and from this fountain the Herod who slew

the infants of Bethlehem and who spent his last days at

Jericho must have drunk.

Review all this by a few terse questions. Look now at

the Relief Map and realize still more carefully the depth of

the Jericho plain, the relation to the Dead Sea, the strategic

position of Jericho itself, the height of the surrounding

mountain chains.

If Jesus really climbed to the top of the mountain be-

hind us, He came here from the desert to our right. From
the mountain He would have looked in every direction.

The view reaches from Hebron to Bethel and Ramah on

the west, and includes the Holy City. It is easy to see

that a temptation suggested by this mountain-top vision

of all the kingdoms of the world would embrace Israel's

history from its passage of the Jordan to its glory under

Solomon, when this height was the centre and not the outpost

of his extended domain. It would include Abraham and

Moses and Elijah and Elisha and David. It would consider

this narrow path from the Jordan as the roadway of prophets,

priests, kings, crusaders and armies of all nations. Through

this valley once moved the stately train of Cleopatra and here

passed Herod's funeral.
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The transition in imagination t^ a world-vision would be

easy as dominions, principalities and powers of all climes

came into mind and he was tempted to become a Jewish

Alexander or Caesar.

"The world was longing for a leader. With His knowl-

edge of men's hearts, Jesus could have led them all, and

have established such a kingdom as earth had n^iver seen.

If Jesus would but accept a crown instead of a cross, a king-

dom under His rule would be quickly established, anc

there was much to be said in favor of it as seemingly the

better way. It is a natural impulse of a noble mind to desire

power for good as a leader of men and to help the world

at once instead of waiting. But the way proposed was not

God's way. " If He had yielded, as men hoped and expected,

the world would have had a better Caesar^ but no Savior.

Were the times ripe? Had He the ability? Get one or two

such careers and the results of them briefly stated. What
steps would He need to take? What would have been the

gain? The danger? The loss? How many kings are really

kingly? Are our "money-kings" kingly men? Name things a

kingly man will and will not do. What temptation have you
ever felt to buy power by selling yourself, in any way, to

make something by prostrating yourself? What was Jesus'

answer? (Luke 4: 8.)

We need not settle the question whether the next tempta-

tion (Luke 4:9-13; Matt. 4:5-7) was to the eye or to the

mind of the Master, whether He actually journeyed to the

temple or not. If He did. He went southwestward to our

right, back into the desert and up the valley of the Kedron
to Jerusalem. He was familiar with the view, at any rate.

Satan placed Him, at least in imagination, upon the pin-

nacle of the temple, and dared Him by one sensational act

to make Himself owned as Messiah by the credulous throngs.

We are to go now to a point near the Golden Gate on the

eastern side of Jerusalem and look east over part of the

scene that would be spread before Jesus as He looked

from the temple. Turn to the map of Jerusalem and find
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this position marked by the number 12 near the centre of

the eastern wall and the two lines, indicating direction,

that branch east across the valley of Kedron to the Mount
of Olives, enclosing Gethsemane and several of the roads

leading over Olivet.

Return for an instant to Position 8, with the stereograph,

and find the top of the eastern wall near the temple site.

It is nearly two hundred feet above the valley. It was 200

feet higher then. Here Jesus was asked by the tempter

to place Himself. That spot is where we are now to stand

looking eastward.

Position 12. Garden of Gethsemane and Mount of Olives

from the eastern wall, Jerusalem.

Here we can see how very deep is this gorge, or valley of

Kedron, which runs along this east side of Jerusalem. Yonder
across the valley is the Mount of Olives. Beyond that

hill lie Jericho and the Jordan from which we have come.

The road farthest to the left leads to Jericho, and the two
roads running off to the right lead to Bethany, which lies

just over the hill in that direction. The upper one of these

roads running over the hill is believed to be the one over

which Christ came from Bethany at the time of His triumphal

entry into Jerusalem. That small enclosure, containing

the tall, dark cypress trees, down there where the several

roads meet, is the Garden of Gethsemane, where only four

days later than that entry Jesus spent His last night of awful

suffering.

Emphasize by questions how each place here was after-

ward the scene of an act of humility instead of one of such

ostentation as this temptation encouraged. Which kind of

Messiah did the Jews prefer? (For older scholars: If He
had become their kind, what Vv'ould have been the first

results? The later ones? What would the world have lost?)

Remember that beyond on the summit of Olivet was the

scene of the ascension. That spire on the summit is its

m.emorial. If He had yielded to this temptation, would there
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ever have been an ascension? How does this temptation

come to men now? Illustrate it by newspapers, theatres,

preachers, fashions. How does it touch you? How did Jesus

meet it? (Luke 4: 12.) ''That would be presumption," was
practically the response of Jesus. " I have no right to expect

help in meeting dangers to which I have not been called. It

is written, 'Thou shalt not tempt (or put to the test or trial)

the Lord thy God.'" It is enough to expect help in dangers

which must be met, without seeking or risking unnecessary

ones. And thus the third temptation was met and overcome.

Name ways in which you can meet this temptation: in

your ideals, your dress, your manners, your conversation,

your conduct.

What does Jesus say occurred at the close of His temp-

tations? (Matt. 4: 11; Luke 4: 13.) Where was Jesus at

the close of the temptations? (Back in the desert alone.)

Was Jesus ever tempted again? (Luke 4: 13; 22'. 28.) Were
any of these temptations ever repeated? (Mark 8:33; 11:

8-10.)

I would have the class put in their note-books as the temp-

tations Jesus shared with young people:

The temptation to be selfish.

The temptation to sell one's ideals.

The temptation to show off.

Assign Scripture for the next topic: John 1: 19—2: 12.

Bibles marked in class or at home.

Home Work

Debate (for two or four) : Could Jesus have become a

world-conqueror like Alexander?

The Career of Alexander.

The Career of Antony.

From what books of the Bible did Satan and Jesus quote

during the temptations?

What does the statement in Mark 1: 13, "He was with

the wild beasts," mean, do you think?
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When during His active ministry later was Jesus forced

to resist a temptation to satisfy His own physical need

miraculously?

When did He, so to speak, refuse to establish His authority

by a miracle which would merely astound the multitude?

When did He refuse to advance His kingdom by falling

in with popular prejudice?

Which is a more helpful interpretation, to regard the

story of the temptations as a parable portraying certain

distinct and real spiritual experiences of Jesus, or as a literal

narrative of three actual events?
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TOPIC VI. HIS FIRST FRIENDS

Suggested Thought: How to make and keep friendships.

Scripture: John 1: 19—2: 12.

References :

Edersheim, Book III, Chapters III, IV.

Burton and Mathews, Chapter VI.

Farrar, Chapter X.

Andrews, pp. 148-152.

Stalker, pp. 47, 48.

Gilbert, Chapter VII.

Rhees, Chapter VIII.

I would have the pupils take their note-books first to-

day and begin some

Map Work

First.—Show the scholars, on the board or on paper,

how to draw a map of Palestine in thirty seconds. Let

them try it themselves. By the following formula you
get constructed a skeleton map, upon which you need put

each time only the one place you are about to visit. Rule:

Draw a rectangle, by making a straight line from a point

near the upper right-hand corner of a sheet of paper down
across twelve ruled lines and horizontally two-thirds as

long, then completing the "square." Divide each side into

thirds by dots. Opposite the upper dot on the right-hand

side and below the right-hand dot on the upper side make
a smaU harp-shaped thing for Lake Galilee. Draw a short

line from its top straight up, then curling to the right,

for the source of the Jordan; draw a very wavy line per-

pendicularly down to opposite the lower dot on the right

side. Draw the Dead Sea from this down toward the
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lower part of your frame. Begin on the left side of your

frame opposite the lower dot and draw' a line slightly

curved to the right up at an angle of twenty degrees, until

PALESTINE MAP DRAWN IN THIRTY SECONDS.

it is as high up as the upper dot. Make a "jog" here for

Carmel and continue to the left-hand dot at the top of

the map.
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(The horizontal lines represent the ruled lines in the stu-

dent's note-book.)

A dot for Nazareth half way between Carmel and Galilee,

for Jerusalem two-thirds of the way between the coast and
the Dead Sea, and for Bethlehem one-half line south and a

little west of Jerusalem, and the map is done. Do this at

home by the rule several times, with a map before you to

make it plain, and you will amaze yourself and your class

by your facility.

When this sketch map is completed, put on a dot to indi-

cate the place of Jesus' baptism.

After the baptism of Jesus, John continued his work near

the Jordan. (John 1 : 28.) After the Temptation in the

Wilderness Jesus returned to John in the Jordan Valley,

where He chose His first disciples. We are to think particu-

larly to-day about these new friends of Jesus, but first of all

we should consider again the beautiful self-renunciation of

John. Do you think John had his temptations as well as

Jesus? Look at John 1:19-28, which tells of an event that

transpired just before the events of the present lesson. Re-

member that this occurred at the very time Jesus was being

tempted. Have the details of this event brought out. Did

John flinch? What quality of a good friend did he show?

On the following day he reiterated these statements (John

1: 29-34). What did he say about Jesus at this time? On
the day after he completed his self-renunciation by deliber-

ately giving away two disciples, knowing that the others

would follow them (John 1:35-37). From these records we
can see that John was truly a great-hearted, self-sacrificing

man of God. He stood the fiercest of tests—the quick and

joyful acceptance of subordination when he had been a leader

of men. He never hesitated to testify to Jesus as the Lamb of

God, the Redeemer, although he must have known what it

would cost him.

Turning now to the two disciples of John who followed

Jesus, what do you think won these men to go with Jesus?
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Had they perhaps met Him before? What do you think

was His charm? Did Jesus know how to fish? (Luke 5:

4-6; John 21:6, 9.) Where did they go first? (John 1:

39.) In what sort of place do you think Jesus was staying?

What do you suppose they talked about that day? Who was

the third disciple who joined Jesus? (John 1; 40-42.) Where

then did Jesus go? (Jolm 1: 43.)

From what place did these men come? (John 1 : 44.)

From what province then? (Most of Jesus' disciples were

Galileans, and at least five of them were Galilean fisher-

men.) We are now to go to the Sea of Galilee, that we

may perhaps gain a better conception of the character of

these men who were to play so important a part in the work

of Jesus.

Turn to your special map of Galilee and find our next posi-

tion as indicated by the number 13 at Tiberias on the south-

western shore of the lake. Find this place also, numbered

[17], on the Relief Map. This town of Tiberias, the only

town now left on the shores of the Sea of Galilee, is our only

means of making real to ourselves the village life of Capernaum

and Bethsaida, the homes of the fishermen disciples. The

red lines show that we are to Ije looking somewhat west of

north.

Position 13. Life on the shore of Galilee, at Tiberias,

Here we stand on the shore of Galilee. As we are look-

ing northwest, in which direction is Nazareth? How fat

away? (Fifteen miles.) Point toward Nazareth. In which

direction is Jerusalem now? How far from here? (About

67 miles.)

It was during Jesus' boyhood that Herod Antipas rebuilt

this place, so that it was a new city in Jesus' day. Although

no act of Jesus in this place is mentioned in Scripture, He
often passed through it and looked, as we are doing, along

this shore toward His mother's home at Capernaum. Beth-

saida and Capernaum were situated on that northwestern
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shore, which we see dimly in the distance. They have long

since vanished, but this town of Tiberias, the capital and

home of Herod Antipas, remains, and in its busy life we can

see what were the nature and toil of the fishermen who fol-

lowed Jesus and from whom He chose many of Plis friends

and disciples. Notice the broad, stout fishing boat with its

curious sail moored beside that old Roman fortress. In such

a boat Christ often sailed this sea, and from its stern He
preached to such a motley company as this on its shores. Do
you mark any differences between these costumes and faces

and those of Bethlehem? These people are many of them
Jews. These fish in the fisherman's hand are the small fish

such as the boy brought to Jesus, not the large ones caught

out in the lake. The lake still swarms with fish, but the in-

habitants of to-day are too indolent to go out after them. In

the time of Jesus, Josephus says the fishing and the attendant

commerce supported nine large towns on the lake shore, so

that in His days the houses and hamlets must have been

nearly continuous, at least on this western shore. To-day

the lake is a sheet of water among naked hills, with only this

town of Tiberias left on its shores.

That fortress is a forcible reminder of the Roman power

which was made manifest in Jesus' day by the new palace

beside the sea.

Ask a great many rapid questions to make real the life

of fishermen on the shore. Suggest their ignorance, their

impetuousness, their courage, their loyalty, their patience

(doesn't it take patience to fish?), their constancy. (Do

not forget also the untidiness, garrulousness, shallowness

hinted at before us.) From men of such training came
these three disciples of John, who, as our Scripture for

to-day tells us, became the first friends of Jesus in His

public work. Tell now under what circumstances they

began to follow Jesus. (John 1:35-37.) Why did they

come? Who was the fourth disciple called? (John 1:43,

44). The fifth? (John 1: 45-51.) What conversation took

place? Put it in your own words.
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We are to remember that this first call of Peter, Andrew
and John led to no immediate change in their mode of li\ang.

" He (Peter) and his fellow disciples looked henceforth upon
Jesus as their teacher and accompanied Him for a time

in His work, but were not at this time commanded to follow

Him as regular disciples. They later returned to Capernaum,

where they pursued their usual business, waiting for a

further intimation of His will." The second call came
later, as we shall see.

It w^ould be well to point out here that this w^as really

the beginning of the Christian Church, and that the method
Christ followed, personal work with individuals, is to-day

the most elTective method of building up the Church.

Where did Jesus go next? (John 2: 1, 2.) Why vras He
invited? (Because of His acquaintance with, perhaps re-

lation to, the bride.) Could He bring His friends with Him?

Tell all you know about an Oriental wedding; about

marriage and home life among the Jew^s. Would John the

Baptist have been at home there? Was Jesus? Which
of these first friends of Jesus lived in Cana? (Nathaniel.)

(See Bible Dictionary.) Find Cana on your map of Gali-

lee. Mark it on the scholar's sketch map and trace the

route from the outlet of the Lake of Galilee.

We w^ill turn aside now to look at a typical w^edding in

Palestine.

Position 14. A bride's arrival before the home of her

bridegroom.

"The wedding procession," says Dr. Paterson in the

Dictionary of the Bible, "naturally fell into two parts. First

the bridegroom and his friends marched to the home of

the bride. The attendant throng gives vent to its jubi-

lant feelings in dancing and shouting." The bridesmaids

are supposed to be wakeful and watching for them. Then
came the return, the escorting of the bride to the house
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of the groom, by himself and his friends. The close of this

journey at the bridegroom's gate is the scene we are wit-

nessing here. We see the bride, in her gala array, mounted,
carrying her husband's sword, used in the service either to

symbolize his authority in the household or by the bride

in a sword dance after the ceremony; the groom and his

friends are at her side, the women attendants of the bride

are following behind. The rest are interested neighbors.

Jesus at this feast would have been in the company of escorts

to the bride, and when once within the house would have
been seated near the bridal party and ''the master of the

feast.

"

What did Jesus once say about the relation produced

by marriage? (Mark 10:8.) What did Paul say? (Eph.

5: 25 and 33.) Do all people live up to these holy laws

to-day? What things in the lives of young people to-day

work harm to their real friendships and to the holiness of

their home life when they are older?

What seems to have been the part of Mary at the wed-
ding Jesus attended? What did she say to Jesus? (John

2:3.) What did she seem to expect of Him? How did

He answer her? (John 2: 4.) Was this a courteous reply?

Why? Just what did He mean? (Perhaps He meant : We
are not to blame for this lack in the wine, and it is not the

time for Me to distract attention nor fitting for Me to shame
the groom by publicly performing a wonder.) Was she

offended by His answer? (John 2:5.) How did what He
did differ from what His mother wanted? (He did it so

quietly that every need was supplied, but without calling

attention to Himself in doing so.) What effect did it have

on the joy of the wedding? (John 2: 10.) On His friends?

(John 2: 11.) Why was it right to make water into wine

if it had been wrong to make stones into bread? (Because

the former was an unselfish act; the latter would have been

a selfish one.) Did He tell the bridegroom and his guests

what He had done? Why not? What quality was this which

Jesus showed? Was it a manly trait? What would you have
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done in His place? What couid be meant if I should say of

one of you, •''Wherever he is present he turns life's water

into wine"? Bow could one have said that of Him?
Introduce here an earnest discussion of friendships. Why

they are made. Why they should be made. The de-

mands which friendship has a right to make, as illustrated

here. The qualities of a friend which Jesus showed here:

interest; sharing of time, gifts and knowledge; tact, un-

selfishness, etc. What attracted people to Jesus as a friend?

What does now? Other stories of His friendship? How to

make friends with Jesus.

Assign Scripture for the next topic: John 2: 13—3:21.

Mark Bibles in class or at home.

Home Work

Find out all you can about the fish and fishing on the

Sea of Galilee.

Give some student who is too indolent or incompetent to

do a studious or written task all the places up to date, with

the problem:

Try to find something in each place we have visited

that none of us have yet noticed. (This is in preparation

for the next lesson, which is a review.)

Ask somebody to prepare three puzzling review questions

on each previous lesson for next Sunday's review.

If the idea of a review does not seem popular, don't for-

get to announce that there will be an advance lesson next

Sunday also.
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TOPIC VII. REVIEW, AND THE CLEANSING OF
THE TEMPLE

By this time the scholars may begin to feel that they

have been so interested in separate places and events that

they have lost some of the links that bind them together.

They will, therefore, welcome a review of all the ground

now covered. This is a fitting time to do this, for they

have now completed the boyhood, the preparation and the

quiet, opening ministry, and they ought to see these all as one

whole before they follow the public ministry.

One way to conduct this review wiU be to have the sites

in order as taken up to date gone over again with the stere-

oscope, while the scholar who was last week assigned to try

to find something in each place not yet seen by any of the

class makes his report.

(While doing this, I suggest using the sketch-map re-

cently made in the individual note-books or making a new
one, and have all Jesus' journeys reviewed (see "Chief Jour-

nej^s of Jesus," page 23). Mark the path of His journeys as

fast as the places are visited, in order, on the map with red
wax crayons. This new map may be drawn, using cheap
colored crayons (six colors for a cent), the outlines in black,

the mountains in green, the waters in blue, the places in

another color and the routes in red; or with black, red and
green pencils. The teacher can execute this a little in advance
with colored chalk on the blackboard. D. C. Heath & Co.

publish a map for such purposes printed in pale ink, for three

cents; the Atlas Supply Company, Chicago, 111., a white
relief map, which is very attractive. These are five cents

apiece.)

Now will be a good time to turn back through the note-

books and see that each, especially any one who may have

been absent, has all his records complete.
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Have the review questions prepared in last week's home
work asked. See how many can write from memory the

titles in the table, ''The Campaigns of Jesus" (page 21).

Suggested Thought: (Advance Lesson.) The nobility of

standing alone for the right.

Scripture, for the Cleansing of the Temple: John 2: 13

—

3:21.

References

:

Edersheim, Book III, Chapters V and VI.

Burton and Mathews, Chapter VII.

Farrar, Chapters XIII, XIV.
Andrews, pp. 152-154.

Stalker, p. 49.

Gilbert, Chapter VIII.

Rhees, Part II, Chapter II.

(Save at least half the time for the advance lesson.)

"We have studied the getting ready of Jesus and His mani-

festation to His own people at Cana. Now we come to

His manifestation to His nation in His earliest Judean

ministry. Where did He go after the marriage at Cana?

(John 2: 12.) Who went with Him? After a few days

at Capernaum, He went over the tablelands that are the

backbone of Palestine, past the scenes of His boyhood's

journey, this time not with His mother, but with His new-

found friends, to what place? (John 2: 13.) Trace these

intervening events (John 2: 12, 13) and the journey to Jeru-

salem by the Relief Map (and, if desired, recall especially

the scenes (Positions 5, 6) which outline that journey),

remarking especially on the Passover event. How many
times had Jesus been to Jerusalem in His life? (After He
was twelve He had probably gone every year.) To how
many Passovers? How many more would He live to at-

tend? Who went with Him the past times? This time?

(John 2: 17, 22.)
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Return again to Position 8 and fix the eyes of the students

for a few seconds on the Temple area, the very place to

which Jesus now came and where the cleansing occurred.

Have all draw a sketch of the Temple rooms. (See any
Teachers' Bible or Bible Dictionary.) Into which court

could Jesus enter? (The Court of the Jews.) Where did

He sacrifice? How? Where were the traders? What did they

sell? Why? Who was responsible for their being there?

(Annas, who is said to have shared their unholy profits.) Were
they there in David's day? (No.) Were they honest in their

business? (Matt. 21: 13.) How did He drive them out? Why
did they yield to Him? What quality did He show? What
might have happened if they had resisted Him? (They could

easily have overpowered and arrested him.) Did anybody

encourage Him to do this? What important people did He
oppose in this act? (John 2:18.) Was Jesus angry? What
dangers did He face? What sort of thingswould Jesus oppose

in the house of God to-day? On what occasions could this

act of Jesus be an example to you? What does the spirit

of the act mean to put in your relation to things that are

wrong?

Who was encouraged by this deed? (John 3:1.) What
sort of man does he seem to have been? (John 3:2.)

What does his coming teach about the influence of a deed

of courage? Did Jesus have confidence in all those who
were attracted to Him by this act? (John 2: 23-25.) Why
not? What did Nicodemus talk to Jesus about? (John 3:

3 and 16.) Why did He bother v.ith Nicodemus? (Be-

cause he was honest and thoughtful.) What of Nicodemus

later? (John 7:50, 52; John 19:39.) What do you think

of Nicodemus? What makes you admire Jesus more than

Nicodemus in this matter? Which kind of man do other

people really admire? What ought a fellow to do when
he is ridiculed? (Consider (1) who ridicules him, (2)

whether he is wTong, (3) how to do the manliest thing

in the matter.) Can anyone but yourself make you really

ridiculous? Why is it hard to say "Not" when one's
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friends urge him to do wrong? How can one succeed in

doing it?

According to your judgment of the maturity of your

class, go into the conversation with Nicodemus in John 3.

Would it not be better to emphasize for to-day the moral

courage of Jesus and bring up this conversation in review?

Assign Scripture for the next topic: John 3:22—4:42.

Bibles marked in class or at home.

Home Work
The proper uses of the Jewish temple. (Deut. 12:5-14;

1 Kings 8: 12-61; 2 Kings 19: 14, 15; 2 Chron. 2: 4, 5.)

Debate: Is it proper to use any part of a meeting-house

for entertainments?

Give in your own language your own idea of what it means

to be "born again."

Which life of Christ in our public library do you recom-

mend as of most interest to our class?

Which portrait of Jesus do you like best? (The class

may ba invited to bring in inexpensive reproductions, taking

leisure to make their selections. These may be used to

illustrate the class "Life" and note-books. Girls might

have a Sunday for the best Madonna, etc.)
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TOPIC VIII. HELPING JOHN IN JUDEA AND
SAMARIA

Suggested Thought : The power of loving tact.

Scripture : John 3 : 22—4 : 42.

References:

Edersheim, Book III, Chapters VII, VIII.

Burton and Mathews, Chapter VIII.

Farrar, Chapter XV.
Andrews, pp. 156-168.

Gilbert, Chapter IX.

Rhees, Part II, Chapter II.

Reviewing the last lesson and calling attention to John

2:18-25, as showing the unreadiness of the Jews to accept

their King, pass to Jesus' consequent withdrawal from Jeru-

salem into the country regions pi Judea, near the Jordan

probably, to help John by baptizing. (John 3:22-24.) Did

He baptize many? (John 3:26; 4:2.) Why did Jesus cease

doing this? (John 4:1-3.) What quality did this manifest.^

Is it a common one? Is it a part of perfect friendship? Is it

easy? Give any illustrations of it you ever saw or heard of.

What was there to do if He could not baptize? In what noble

and generous terms did John speak of Jesus at this time?

(John 3: 29, 30) How could you explain these words about

"the bridegroom" from your knowledge already gained of

wedding customs?

Where did Jesus now go? (John 4:3-5.) Does the map
indicate that He needed to go from where He was to Nazareth

through Samaria? (No. It was the roundabout way from

the Jordan region.) What "need" was there? (John the
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Baptist had just been imprisoned by Herod, which made the

Jordan route dangerous.) Just what did He come there for?

(To give help to the Samaritans.) Was such a purpose in

His mind whatever He did?

On your map of Palestine find Mount Gerizim, near the

heart of Samaria, and Jacob's well, at its foot to the north-

east, the place to which Jesus now came. You will notice

that another elevation, Mount Ebal, rises just north of Mount
Gerizim. Find these two peaks on the Relief Map, Mt. Ebal

designated by the number [8J. Note on the map of Palestine

that Sychar is at the foot of Mount Ebal on the southeastern

side; directly west is Shechem, while the site of Samaria, once

the political capital of Palestine, is farther to the northwest,

known to-day as Sebaste. We are now to have the privilege

of standing on Mt. Ebal and looking over the very place where

occurred one of the most memorable events in Jesus' life.

As the diverging red lines on the map show, we shall be look-

ing directly south over Jacob's well and the eastern end of

Mt. Gerizim and to the hills of Judea beyond.

Position 15. From Mount Ebal south, over Jacob's Well

and Joseph's Tomb, to Mount Gerizim and the Summits
toward Jerusalem.

What a magnificent prospect! There is Mt. Gerizim

rising off there to our right, as our study of the map
led us to expect. As we remember, we are standing

here near the centre of Palestine looking south. Galilee

and most of Samaria are behind us. Before us we look

over the tableland of Judea as far south as Shiloh, and

even Bethel. That road stretching away in the distance

is the road to Jerusalem. How far away before us is

Jerusalem? Down that path wandered Abraham, the

father of the Hebrew people, when he first passed south-

ward seeking a home. He camped in this valley, he may
have climbed one of these mountains to reconnoitre, and he

tarried at Bethel before he moved south to Hebron. Jacob,
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his grandson, passed through here, when he was driven from

his home in Hebron by the anger of his brother Isaac, and
many years later, when he was rich in servants and cattle,

he dug a well here in this valley, full of springs, which he had

captured from the native Amorites (Gen. 33:18-20.) It is in

that enclosure, down at our left beyond those orchards. The
Greek monks have built a wall around it. Here, to the centre

of the land, the Israelites came, when they marched in from

Egypt, and here, beneath that white-domed building down
at our extreme left, is the tomb which they made for their

distinguished prince, Joseph, Jacob's son (Josh. 24:32.) A
little to the right, where the mountain walls come nearer

together, Joshua, their leader, gathered them in two bands and

declared from Gerizim the blessings, and from the mountain

on which we stand the curses. Joshua himself was buried

later on the mountain slopes behind us. This region was the

scene of many other notable events in Israel's history, but

after the exile it was settled by a mixed population, Jews who
had intermarried with their conquerors and with the native

races. They still continued the worship of Jehovah, and built

a temple for Him on Mount Gerizim, which they declared

was the Mount Moriah where Abraham went to sacrifice

Isaac.

On our extreme right on the summit of Mt. Gerizim you

can see a ruined temple of the Samaritans, which stands on

the site of their more ancient temple. What can anyone

tell us of the Samaritans who lived here in the time of Jesus?

Find their origin in 2 Kings 17: 24, It was as a result of being

refused participation in rebuilding the temple at Jerusalem

that they became open enemies of the Jews, and on this, their

holy mountain, built their temple which they considered to

be superior to the one at Jerusalem. On this mountain they

still keep the Passover as of old. In the time of Jesus, the

Samaritans living here were cordially hated and despised

by the Jews.

Now we are prepared to take up what Jesus did here. As
we have already seen, He had stopped baptizing down by
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the Jordan and, in returning to Galilee, felt He must needs

go not up the Jordan, but over this highland route through

Samaria. Over what road did Jesus and His disciples come?

(Probably that road from Jerusalem.) As they made their

way along that road by the foot of Mt. Gerizim, Jesus turned

aside to Jacob's well.

At what season of the year did Jesus come here? (John

4:35.) (Springtime.) At what time of day? (John 4:6.)

(The sixth hour was midday.) How far had He walked that

morning? Was He weary? Were His disciples with Him?
(John 4: 8.) Where were they? How far away was that?

(About one-half mile.) Was He alone?

Who came out to the well while Jesus was there? (John

4:7.)

We are now to go down ourselves to this well where

Jesus talked with this woman. It is to-day covered over

by a sort of crypt. We are going to see now the one ex-

act spot in the world where we can be sure Jesus actually

stood.

Position 1 6. A Samaritan woman at Jacob's Well.

(That most wonderful of all the conversations of Jesus,

held at this well, and which we are about to study, teaches

to adults many spiritual lessons, but in a biographical course

for young people, its place is as a narrative of a beautiful

instance of tact in the great Master's life, and the lesson is

that a life which possesses this grace must be nourished from

the everlasting fountains.

This lesson, to give one in full again, in case any teacher

is forgetting his power to be picturesque and full in his treat-

ment, may be somewhat as follows: It will be evident that

some of the.se questions are inserted more particularly for

younger scholars. The teacher of more mature classes will

use his judgment in selecting from them.)

This vaulted room is 20 feet long, 10 feet wide and 6 feet

high.

Do you see the mouth of the well? What is it made of?
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Does the stone look worn? How deep a well did you ever

see? Was the water cold? Do you know how deep this one

was? (About 120 feet.) Is it as deep now? (About seventy-

five now.) Why not? (Stones have been thrown into it.)

Could you see to the bottom of it? Do you suppose it is as

narrow as this all the way down? (It is fifteen feet around

lower do^Ti.) What is that thing in the corner for? (To light

up the w^ell.) To whom does the jar belong? How does she

carry it when empty? (On its side on her head.) How when

full? Whose rope is this? Of what material is the bucket

made? (There is plenty of water at the bottom and, of course,

every traveller wants a drink of it.) How does the woman
draw the water?

Why do you think that woman whom Jesus met came so

far for water? Was it because it was a sacred well, or was it

because she was so sinful nobody would have anything to do

with her?

Do you think the woman Jesus met here looked and

dressed like the woman whom you see here now? Describe

her costume. Was Jesus acquainted with her? (No.) Did

she expect Jesus to speak to her? Why did He? Was
there anything else in common between Jesus and the

woman except that they were both thirsty? Was she a

good woman? Was she a wise one? Was she rich? Was
there any other gift she could have made Jesus except a

drink of water? Do people like to have favors asked of

them? Did she draw water just as this woman does now?

(John 4: 11.) Did Jesus know what kind of a woman she

was? Was He just as courteous to her? Do you suppose

Jesus helped her draw the water from the well? Why did

she ask so many questions? How many did she ask?

What did Jesus reply w^hen she inquired why He asked her

for a drink of water? (John 4:10.) Did she understand

what He meant? What did He mean by living water,

which if a man should drink would prevent his ever being

thirsty? (If there is hesitation, ask, How would this state-

ment answer: He meant that a man who depends on God
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for help is always full of strength and joy and helpful-

ness?) Why did she call His attention away to the well

and the mountain? (Because His words made her con-

science uneasy.)

Return to Position 15 and notice that Gerizim is in full

view from the well, rising sheer up 800 feet above it. Imagine

the woman standing by the well beside Jesus pointing

to the temple on top. What statement did she make?
(John 4: 20.) What did He reply? (John 4: 21-24.) Would
most people have troubled themselves to answer such a

woman's questions? Would they have known how to help

her?

Now to Position 16 again. What is the painting on the

wall above the woman's head? How does it differ from the

scene of the lesson as you imagine it, now that you are looking

at the actual site? (Now impress the gracious and helpful

tact of the Master, so that such a question as the following

will soon be asked: What is tact?) Give me three ways in

which the Master showed it on this occasion. What virtues

must one have before he can have tact? Would it have been

easy to have wounded her feelings? To have excited her

prejudices? To have stirred up her enmity? Just what were

her feslings as she went away? What did she say about them?

(John 4:29.) Did she take her water-pot with her? Why
not? Who carried it home for her? (Do you suppose Jesus

did?) Would you have interested and helped a stranger like

that? Why not?

Returning again to our standpoint on Mt. Ebal (Position

15), point to where you think Jesus was when the disciples

came back. To the direction from which they came. Why
did He not feel hungry? Did you ever have such an experi-

ence? When He pointed to the growing "harvest," in which

direction did He point ? Point that direction yourself. Whom
did He see? (Sychar is only half a mile away and in plain

sight.) Where were they coming? How long did He stay in

this place? (John 4:40.) How long had He been in Judea?

(Two or three months.) Which mission was more successful?
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Can you give any instance from your experience or reading
of an accident that proved more important than a plan?

What must a man usually do to make it so?

Give out Scripture for the next topic: Matt. 4:12-22;

8:1-4,14-17; 9:2-10; Mark 1: 14—2: 15; Luke 4: 14—5:29;
John 4:43-54. Bibles marked in class or at home.

Home Work
Jesus' example in His treatment of women. (Matt. 27:

55; John 19:25-27; Luke 7:37-47.)

What sensible "personal work" is there which young people

can do?
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III. THE GALILEAN MINISTRY OF SERVICE

TOPIC IX. JESUS BEGINS HIS MISSION TO THE
MULTITUDE

Suggested Thought: The radiance of a life of loving ser-

vice. (John 1: 14.)

Scripture: Matt. 4:12-22; 8: 1-4, 14-17; 9: 2-10; Mark
1: 14—2: 15; Luke 4: 14—5: 29; John 4: 43-54.

References

:

Edersheim. Book III, Chapters IX-XI.

Burton and Mathews, Chapter IX,

Farrar, Chapters XII, XVI, XVII.

Andrews, pp. 168-170.

Stalker, pp. 54-61.

Gilbert, Part II, Chapter X.

Rhees, pp. 116-120.

Omit any review, except in the "Life" and ''Diary."

At our last lesson we left Jesus in Samaria. Where did

He go from there? (John 4: 43.)

Jesus' work in Samaria marked the end of what we have

called the second period of His life: "The Opening of the

Public Ministry. " With His return to Galilee, which we
take up in this topic, we begin the third period of His life:

"The Galilean Ministry of Service.
"

The imprisonment of John the Baptist at this time set

Jesus free to begin His larger ministry (Matt. 4: 12; Mark

1:14), although the danger to Himself which that event

portended indicates the heroism of the Master. We find

Him beginning His work at home, where He was brought

up. He began alone, for His fisher friends had returned

for a time to their old employment.
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Outline the way He was received in Galilee (John 4: 45;

Luke 4: 14, 15); His revisit to Cana, perhaps to see the

bride whom He had blessed, whom some conjecture to have

been His sister, and His healing of the nobleman's boy
(John 4:46-54); His offering of His gracious message at

Nazareth and His rejection by His owai jealous neighbors

(Luke 4: 16-30), Return to the first position (4) in Naz-

areth, and note that the very hill upon which you stand,

and not the declivity in the distance—sometimes so named
—is probably that from which they would have cast Him
headlong. Notice how winsomely and skilfully He began

His address, how He used the ancient prophets as His sup-

porters, how bravely He declared His mission. The intol-

erent and narrow villagers could not endure such talk; it

Avas the end of His visit and of His ministry there.

(Having made the character of Jesus shine in its strength

in cleansing the temple, and in its tenderness at Jacob's

well, we have come here to the second deed of courage

—

making a claim for Himself in the place where His every

act and trait was known, braving the mean-spirited throng

alone, and departing, not by flight, but in the majesty of

courage. Have that story (Luke 4:14-30) told in full by

the class.)

After the rejection at Nazareth, He removed His family

to Capernaum (Matt. 4: 13; Luke 4:31) on the northwest

shore of the Sea of Galilee, the centre of the Galilee district,

Vi'hich was for some time to be His field of work (see map).

Here He began to collect His disciples (Luke 5: 1-9; Mark
1: 16-20; Matt. 4:18-22), though the whole process of

choice lasted probably three months. It was this call which

led Peter, Andrew, James and John to give up their old

manner of life that they might follow Jesus permanently.

(Return to Position 13 and review and add to your knowl-

edge of the fisher life.)

(I would have here drawn in the students' note-books

rough sketch maps in which the divisions of Palestine are

shown in different colors, or Galilee may be colored on one
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of the maps already drawn. Use the map of Galilee in the

back of the book for a guide. Give just enough time to

this to make clear that just this territory is the arena of

Jesus' new public work.)

It is not possible here to discover the exact order of events,

but a harmony of the Gospel stories makes plain the general

movement of Jesus' mission.

First we have given us a sample day of Jesus' ministry

in Capernaum. (Matt. 8: 14-17; Mark 1:21-34; Luke 4:

31-41.) In the Synagogue He heals a man with an unclean

spirit, cures Peter's mother-in-law, and when the day is

over the narrow lanes of the city are still thronged with

people from all about who are brought to be healed. He
takes a brief rest and rises long before it is day to pray (Mark

1:35-45; Luke 4:42-44) and then starts out to continue

this sort of work throughout all Galilee (Matt. 4:23; Mark

1:39).

The first event that impressed itself upon all three of

the synoptic writers was His unexampled cure of a leper.

(Matt. 8: 1-4; Mark 1: 40-45; Luke 5: 12-16.) We are now
to see some of the wretched victims of this terrible dis-

ease. They are part of the number which are found out-

side the eastern and southern wall of Jerusalem.

Position 17. "Unclean! Unclean!" Wretched lepers

outside of Jerusalem.

' Forty or fifty of those wretched people may generally be

seen outside of Jerusalem. These are seated by the wall

of the Garden of Gethsemane. They are found in many
other parts of Palestine, living in pitiful seclusion, "afar

from the dwellings of men. " We need this horrible sight

to make plain to us the awfulness of misery and sin to which

Jesus ministered. These lepers to-day, with hoarse, un-

intelligible sounds, beg from the passer-by, but never attempt

to come near him, yet Jesus touched them. Bring out the

details of the Scripture story. The disobedience and in-

gratitude of the leper mark his disfigurement as one of
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soul as well as of body. Call out leprosy's many strange

analogies to sin. It comes through a capricious law of

heredity, leaping sometimes over several generations and

then breaking out anew; its development is insidious and

slow, and more noticeable to others than to the victim; it

isolates him from others (Num. 5 : 2-4) ; it is awful but al-

most painless; it proceeds to disfigurement and the maim-

ing of the members; it cannot be arrested or cured by man;

it ends in death; it was cured by Jesus. The conceptions

of the Jews regarding the disease as expressed in their laws

is of interest (Lev. 13:43; 14:33-35; 48), and the story

of Naaman is memorable ; but of greater interest are the

endeavors of modern medicine and philanthropy (in Hawaii,

for example) to alleviate the disease. Did Jesus need to

touch the lepers in order to heal them ? Why did He, then ?

(Mark 1:41; Matt. 8:3.)

Next the evangelists tell of Jesus being in Capernaum
and another specimen day of ministry is pictured. Two
events of great interest are recorded.

First was the healing of the paralytic. (Matt. 9: 2-8;

Mark 2: 1-12; Luke 5: 17-26.)

To appreciate this healing of the palsied man in Jesus'

own house, as well as to make more real to us the livss of

the people among whom Jesus worked, we will visit a typical

modern house in Galilee. We shall stand in the inner court

of the house and survey the arrangement of the rooms and

of the court itself.

Position 1 8. In the court of a village home, Cana of

Galilee.

Would Jesus' house in Capernaum be like this? (Very

likely, though it may have been only a one-story house,

like those in Nazareth.) Notice the substantial masonry
and arches with their carven emblems. The typical house

here is a sort of castle, forbidding and Vvindov/less without,

but with plenty of social life in this inner court, where the

family lives most of the time in fair weather. The roof is
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flat and covers an ''upper room" (Mark 14: 15; Acts 1: 13;

9:37), probably approached by a stairway on the outside.

The goats (Lev. 16: 7-27) (who furnish milk and meat, and

whose skins were made into receptacles for wine) share

the sociability within. Where do they sleep? (With the

cattle, in the first story under the archways.) Is that a small

manger or a cradle by the left-hand door? See the omnipres-

ent dog. How many women are here? How many chil-

dren? Try to puzzle out the family relationships. Note

that one woman is grinding at the mill (Matt. 24: 41) and

has her kneading trough near by, and two others seem to

be washing clothes with an extremely frugal amount of water.

The earthenware is dilapidated, and the waterpot is a re-

minder of those in which here at Cana the water was turned

into wine. Apparently there is in this group, as of old, more

interest in "washings" (Heb. 9: 10) than in bathing. Read
and notice how this scene illustrates the following parables of

Jesus: The Householder (Matt. 13) (Where is the householder

here?), the Leaven (Matt. 13: 33) (to be stirred into the flour

in the pan), the L^nmerciful Servant (Matt. 18) (Which

are servants here?), and the Pieces of Money (Luke 15: 8-10)

(in strings in the headdresses of the women).

Now imagine the openings from the second-story rooms

to be larger, perhaps even in the form of a small gallery.

The crowd fills this courtyard and the upper rooms all

around the court (Mark 2: 1-12). Jesus sits in the gallerj^

overlooking the court, where those around Him and those

below can see and hear Him. The four friends bearing the

palsied man come to the street door and find they cannot

get into the courtyard or the lower rooms. They climb one

flight of the outer stairs and find that they cannot get into

tlie upper rooms. They climb to the flat roof and there,

laying the sick man down, they break up the hard clay and

poles and let their friend down into the upper room close to

Jesus. It is possible Jesus' house had but one story and

no court. If so, they simply climbed the roof and let their

friend down into the main room of the house.
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Now what else happened that day? The calling of Mat-

thew (Matt 9: 9; Mark 2: 13-14; Luke 5: 27, 28); the dinner

at his house (Matt. 9: 10; Mark 2: 15; Luke 5:29). In

what part of a house like this would the dining-room be?

(At the top of those stairs. The servants would bring

food and wine from the lower rooms across the courtyard.)

It was at this dinner that the opposition of the Scribes

and Pharisees broke out, which we are to take up in the

next topic.

How is Jesus' ministry of healing in Galilee described?

(Matt. 4: 23.) Close with the Suggested Thought.

Scripture for next topic given out: Matt. 9: 11-17; 12:

1-14; Mark 2:16—3:6; Luke 5:30—6:11; John, Chap. 5.

Bibles to be marked in class or at home.

Home Work
Which professon did Jesus most belong to: that of the

physician, the teacher, or the minister, and why?
Debate: Which is preferable, to be a physician or a min-

ister?

Why is not the ministry attractive to more young men
to-day?

The elements that should enter into my choice of a call-

ing.

Note.—The home work assigned for next week may be

given out this week, as a preparation for instead of a

review of next week's lesson.
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TOPIC X. JESUS MEETS THE FIRST OPPOSITION
OF THE SCRIBES AND PHARISEES

Suggested Thought : What constitutes a holy and reason-

able Sabbath?

Scripture

:

Matt. 9: 11-17; Matt. 12: 1-14; Mark 2: 16—3: 6; Luke

5: 30—6: 11; John, Chap. 5.

References

:

Edersheim, Book III, Chapters XVI, XVII.

Burton and Mathews, Chapter X.

Farrar, Chapter XXXI.
Andrews, pp. 170, 180, 244.

Stalker, pp. 85-92.

Gilbert, Chapter XI.

Rhees, Part II, Chapter IV.

The evangeli-ts, especially Mark, having pictured to us

the effsctive and popular nature of Jesus' ministry to the

multitude, now give us a group of incidents to show us

who and what were the opposing forces which began to make
themselves manliest.

First, however, it will be wise for us to get in review

as good an outline as we can of the work of Jesus so far

in this Galilean ministry. Be sure to follow these events

on the map. From Jacob's well Jesus entered Galilee and

commenced His preaching, while His fame spread through

all the region. He w^ent again to Cana, where Pie healed

the nobleman's son, and to Nazareth, where He was rejected.

Then He moved to Capernaum, and going down by the sea

called the first four disciples. He returned to Capernaum,

where He taught and performed many miracles. Multitudcj

now flocked to Him, but He went forth on a preaching tour
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ill Galilee. Then came the healing of the leper and His
return to Capernaum, where the paralytic was healed. Go-
ing to the seaside He called Matthew, and on His participa-

tion in Matthew's feast attended by publicans, the opposi-

tion of the Scribes and Pharisees, which we take up in to-day's

lesson, broke out.

Now we shall take time, because of the new opportunity

we have, to review that instance of faith, the most attractive

in Jesus' experience, the healing of the paralytic, which we
studied in the last topic. Our position is to be at Cgesarea

Philippi, where we shall see some typical house roofs. Find

Csesarea Philippi on the map, some distance north of the

Sea of Galilee. Our position is to be south of the village

and the direction of our view northward.

Position 19. Summer houses on the roofs at Csesarea

Philippi.

This flat roof of poles, covered with brushwood and baked
clay, on which we are standing, is an unexpectedly unsub-

stantial cover to such strong houses as these and the house

we saw at Cana (Position 17). Yet these still are, as they

were in Jesus' time, the universal material of the native

homes Each roof had in those days, by law, a battlement

to protect those who rest here and those who pass below.

In the rainy season the whole structure often falls do^oi

into the room below. These you see are one-story homes,

and have smoke holes over the door to serve for a window
and chimney. These were common in Jesus' day. The
women and children farther back are just climbing up from

their own courtyard upon their roof, which is evidently

used partly as a store-house. Now show how the para-

lytic's friends broke up the roof, and picture what followed.

It is worth noticing again,, too, that it was Jesus' own
house they thus unceremoniously entered. (Mark 2:1,

margin R. V.) The house roof was probably Jesus' usual

place of prayer and of private conversation, as with Nico-

demus.
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After this miracle at Capernaum Jesus v.ent, you remeiri-

ber, to the seaside, where He saw the publican Levi or

Matthew, whom He called to follow Him. Then Jesus took

part in a feast. It was at this feast that the opposition

of the Scribes and Pharisees broke out. The criticisms

that now followed were that Jesus ate with sinners (IMatt.

9:11-13; Mark 2:16-17; Luke 5:30-32), that He did not

fast ceremoniously (Matt. 9: 14-17; Mark 2: 18-22; Luke

5: 33-39), and that He was beginning to claim divine power

to forgive sins. Note that in Luke 4: 35, 36, He simply

commanded the evil spirits; in Luke 5: 14 He charges the

lepers to do the ceremonial act of cleansing, but in Luke

5:20, when He heals the paralytic. He forgives his sins.

Bring out in a general way the nature of these criticisms

and Jesus' answer. But more especially, on His going to

Jerusalem (John 5: 1), their criticism was that He did not

keep the Sabbath with pharisaic detail.

Three kindly acts on the Sabbath excited these bitter

and narrow traditionalists in this last criticism: the heal-

ing of the lame man at Bethsaida (John, Chap. 5), the pluck-

ing of the grain (Matt. 12:1-8; Mark 2:23-28; Luke 6:

1-5), and the healing of the man with the withered hand

after His return to Capernaum (Matt. 12:9-14; Mark 3:

1-6; Luke 6: 6-11).

Partly because we know of His disciples plucking the

ripened grain on this occasion of going to Jerusalem, and

partly because of the importance of the feast itself, it is

believed that this was the time of the feast of the Taber-

nacles. We have right here before us modem tabernacles,

built for summer hou.ses on these roofs, of the same fashion

as those in which the Israelites, in memory of their pil-

grim fathers, were accustomed to live all through the

joyous week of this harvest festival. We may, therefore,

fancy Jesus talking in or near one of such leafy huts as

these, upon a house roof, with some excited group of

Pharisees. (The Hebrews even in the crowded parts of

New York City still build these booths when the harvest feast
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comes round.) Bring out from the class in outline these

Sabbath events, for which Jesus and His disciples were

criticized.

The lesson may be best brought to a point by centering

the conversation on the special theme of discussion between

Jesus and His foes: AVhat is a reasonable and holy Sabbath

for young people to-day? (Let the first story (John 5:

1-18) suggest the good works, the second (Luke 6: 1-5) the

simple and natural way of spending the time, the third

(Mark 3: 1-6) the loving kindness by which Jesus illustrated

His idea of the true Sabbath.)

Advance into discussion of concrete duties and privileges

of the day. Don't discredit home teaching or determine

minutiae arbitrarily. After general statements have been

volunteered, try to get a clear consensus of principles for the

activities of the holy day. For example, as to recreation,

reading, service. Find a sufficient Scripture verse or two
for this also.

Scripture given out for next topic: Matt. 4: 23-25; 12: 15-

21; Chaps. 5, 6, 7; Mark 3: 7-19; Luke 6: 12-49; Acts 1: 13.

Bibles marked in class or at home.

Home Work

Is it right to study home lessons on Sunday ?

Debate : Does the Sunday newspaper deserve to exist ?

Is it right to use public conveyances on Sunday ?

Proper and improper visiting on Sunday,

A prescription for making Sunday the happiest day in

the week.

How would Jesus spend each hour of a summer Sabbath

if He lived in our town? (Go into details.)
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TOPIC XI. THE CHOOSING OF THE TWELVE AND
THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT

Suggested Thought : What real living is.

Scripture : Matt. 4: 23-25; 12: 15-21; Chaps. 5, 6, 7; Mark
3: 7-19; Luke 6: 12-49; Acts 1: 13.

References:

Edersheim, Book III, Chapters XVII and XVIII.

Burton and Mathews, Chapter XI.

Farrar, Chapter XVIII.

Andrews, pp. 246-253.

Stalker, pp. 61-76.

Gilbert, pp. 206-211.

Rhees, pp. 127, 128, 295.

The teacher should find out all he can about the Apostles

before teaching this lesson. (See Bible Dictionary.)

In the next to the last topic we studied the nature of

Jesus' Galilean work; in our last topic we found what

were the opposing forces. (Re\'iew both.) To-day we see

how He organized His helpers, and how He j)roclaimed His

kingdom.

It will be well for us to continue to trace on the map in

review the outline (commenced on page 118) of the events

in this Galilean ministry to the time of our present lesson.

We had reached the point (on page 119) where the opposi-

tion of the Scribes and Pharisees broke out in open criti-

cism when Jesus attended the feast given by Le\i whom
He had just before called to be one of His disciples. Soon

after this Jesus went, you remember, to Jerusalem to a

feast of the Jews. There at the Pool of Bethesda (see

Jerusalem map) He healed an infirm man. Then, prob-
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ably on the return to Galilee, the disciples plucked the grain

on the Sabbath; and Jesus arriving at Capernaum entered

a synagogue on a later Sabbathand restored the withered

hand. This ends what is usually called the first division of

this Galilean ministry.

With this topic we begin the second division. After this

return to Galilee from Jsrusalem, Jesus goes about in all

Galilee, teaching, preaching and healing all manner of disease

and all manner of sickness, so much so that His fame becomes

more widespread, and multitudes from all the regions round

about crowd to Him (Matt. 4:23-25; 12: 15-21; Mark 3: 7-12).

Thereupon He withdraws to a mountain, and after spending

the night in prayer selects His twelve disciples (Matt. 10:2-4;

Mark 3: 13-19; Luke 6: 12-19), and dehvers the Sermon on the

Mount (Matt., Chaps. 5, 6, 7; Luke 6: 20-49), the subject of

to-day's lesson.

The Horns of Hattin, commonly known as the Mount of

Beatitudes, are, according to tradition, the place where Jesus

chose the Twelve and gave the Sermon on the Mount. Find

this Mount of Beatitudes on the special map of Galilee, about

five miles west of the Sea of Galilee, twelve miles southwest of

Capernaum, and ten miles northeast from Cana. Note the

position of the Mount of Beatitudes, numbered [18] on the

Relief Map, and its relation to the places just mentioned,

Capernaum, numbered [19], and the Sea of Galilee. We are

now to stand on the Mount of Beatitudes ourselves. On the

map of Galilee find the number 20 and the branching red lines

which show that we shall be looking to the northeast toward

Capernaum and to the Sea of Galilee. We shall be able to see

the roadway along which Jesus and His friends came from

their lakeside home.

Position 20. Looking northeast from the Mount of

Beatitudes to Capernaum and the Sea of Galilee.

There in the distance is the Sea of Galilee! Does it seem

possible that it is a walk of an hour and three-quarters to

reach it?
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(Bring out a full description of the scene before us—the

approach of Jesus and His disciples—and a word-picture of

it as it appeared when Jesus was speaking, as suggested

below :)

This gorge before us marks the road that Jesus took so

often from Nazareth to Capernaum. It was a part of the

highway from the south to Damascus. It was in Jesus' boy-

hood a famous nest of robbers. Can you see a road leading

over that more level tract beyond? That steep cleft still

farther away is called the Valley of the Pigeons, because of

the multitude of pigeons that make their nests in its walls.

Just beyond it is Magdala. As ^Ye are looking to the northeast,

the level place beyond on the northwestern shore of Galilee

is the Plain of Gennesaret. Somewhere on that curve of

shore lay Capernaum, long vanished and lost. Nearly all

the scenes of the ministry in eastern Galilee are visible from

this spot. Now, try to imagine this hilltop bright with flowers

and the many-colored garments of the throng, the pathway

below filled with an approaching multitude, swarming up
here from the populous shores of the Sea of Galilee and the

sections round about, and Jesus sitting here, announcing the

names of the Twelve, and then speaking the gracious Beati-

tudes,

Have the class write in their note-books the names of the

Twelve in the order as found in the Gospels and the book of

Acts, and have them notice the primacy of Peter, the arrange-

ment in pairs, and the significance of these arrangements on

their journeys, preaching tours (walking along the narrov/

pathways) and in the degrees of their friendship with Jesus

(like planets at varying distances from the sun). Go over the

list to get a character-sketch of each one as far as he is known,

and the reasons for his choice to share in the campaigns of

the kingdom. Why the number twelve? (Because it was a

national matter: there were twelve tribes.) Why all or

nearly all from Galilee? Were they young or old? (Probably

young, as several had to get their parents' permission before

leaving home.) Experienced or inexperienced? What rela-
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tion each to the other, brothers, cousins, relatives of Jesus?

(See Bible Dictionary.) Why so chosen? (Because of their

clan and fraternal ties.) What evil was there present in the

group? (John 6:70; Matt. 16:23.) Why such men chosen?

How many were fishermen? What other callings Y\'ere repre-

sented? How many were poor? (All were in moderate cir-

cumstances.) Exactly what did each one leave? Why did

it take courage now to follow Jesus? What did each one hope

for?

The purpose of their appointment? (Luke 9:1, 2; Acts

1:8.) How had Jesus called several of them previously?

(John 1:35-50; Mark 2:13-14.) Exactly what were they

to do? (Imitate Jesus and learn of Him.) How did they

resemble each other? How differ? What does this teach

us about the kind of people who can follow Jesus now? What
did He require of them to become His disciples? (John 1 : 43;

21:19.) Just what does that mean to-day? How does that

require separation from others ? How does it bring one nearer

to others? Is this also true of all noble friendships? Were
they better or worse off for following Him? How? Bring

out the contrast between the little, selfish lives they had been

living and the joyous service into which they had entered.

Speak of the results in their after lives and their influence on
history. Truly they vrere learning (Suggested Thought)

"what real living is."

Now coming to the Sermon on the Mount, what contrast

was there betv/een Jesus' giving the Gospel and Moses' bring-

ing down the law? (Exodus 19:18-25.) With what word
did Moses begin? (Exodus 20:3, 4.) Jesus? (Matt. 5:3.)

To whom was the Sermon on the Mount really spoken?

(Matt. 5:1, 2.) What was its subject? (The Suggested

Thought.) What kind of people were counted happy? (Matt.

5: 3-12 passim.) What five vices were discussed? (In Matt.

5:21-41.) Just what did He say should be His soldiers'

attitude toward each one? What three graces? (In Matt. 6:

2-18.) What six things did He tell His men to be watchful
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about? (In Matt. 6:19—7:27.) Jesus was discussing True

Values, the Things Worth While, What Real Li\ang Is. If

you were to summarize His teachings what words would you

insert in the following statement : Real Living means : not

possessions, but (Matt. 6: 19, 20, 33); not rules,

but (Matt. 6: 16-18); not reputation, but

(Matt. 6:4); not profession, but (Matt. 7: 20-27);

not time, but (Matt. 6: 25).

What does this address mean to a young Christian to-day?

How can you use it in your daily living? How does it help

your judgments as to what real happiness is? As to your

relations to sin? As to prayer? As to what things are worth

while?

How was this discourse received? (Matt. 7: 28, 29.)

Scripture given out for the next topic: Matt. 8: 5-13; 11:

2-30; Luke 7 :
1—8 : 3. Bibles marked in the class or at home.

Home Work

What nicknames or familiar titles did some of the apostles

have? (Matt. 10: 2-4; Mark 3:17; Luke 6: 15).

What does history or tradition tell us of the lives of the

apostles after the Bible days? (Bible Dictionary.)

Regarding the Sermon on the Mount as the first orders

of a king, put a summary of it in proclamation form in one

hundred words.

To prepare for the next lesson

:

Describe a day in Jesus' life as a traveller. (Refer scholar

to appropriate passage in a Life of Christ.)

DescrilDe the funeral of the young man of Nain which

Jesus witnessed.

Tell us of the appearance, armor, duties and character

of a centurion in the Roman army.
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TOPIC XII. A PREACHING TOUR IN GALILEE

Suggested Thought : Gathering up the fragments of hu-

man life.

Scripture: Matt. 8:5-13; 11:2-30; Luke 7:1—8:3.

References :

Edersheim, Book III, Chapters XIX, XXI.
Burton and Mathews, Chapter XII.

Farrar, Chapters XIX-XXI.
Andrews, pp. 253-262.

Gilbert, pp. 218-221, 239, 240.

Rhees, pp. 224, 239.

Having studied the purpose of mercy in the Galilean min-

istry, the marshalling of Jesus' foes, the summoning of His

friends and the proclamation of His kingdom, we come now
after noting some intervening events to the detailed study

of His travels about the whole region.

The order of events covered by this topic is about as fol-

lows: (Trace them on the map.) After the choosing of the

Twelve on the Mount of Beatitudes and the delivery of the

Sermon on the Mount, studied in our last lesson, Jesus re-

turned to Capernaum where He healed the centurion's ser-

vant (Matt. 8:5-13; Luke 7:1-10), went to Nain where He
restored life to the widow's son (Luke 7: 11-17), received the

two disciples of John who came to Him with the Baptist's

last message (Matt. 11 : 2-30; Luke 7: 18-35), and was anointed

by the sinful woman (Luke 7: 36-50). A general picture of the

work of this period with His disciples and friends is found in

Luke 8: 1-3.

This is a good opportunity to bring out the manner of life

adopted by a travelling rabbi such as Jesus was. The class
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can contribute ideas as to the way He v/ould be entertained

in homes such as we have already visited, the food, the sleep-

ing apartments, the Oriental idea of hospitality, the other

guests and the crowding visitors who interrupted His privacy.

They can also tell, some of them from experience, what a

tramping-trip and a camp are like, and can suggest the

features of Jesus' pilgrimages where no homes were open to

Him. Dwell on this in such a way as to show how the fisher-

men disciples would get food, how the visiting, ministering

women of Galilee would bring in victuals and comforts, caring

for their garments, etc., and how Jesus drew near those He
would help by His manner of life. Suggest the joys of the

open air, the songs on the march, the busy days of ministry,

the rest by the campfire at night. Contrast John the Baptist's

confinement, enforced idleness and growing doubts, and show

the pathos of his message (Matt. 11:3) and the force of Jesus'

generous and sympathetic comment upon it.

Map Study

(A careful study of Galilee would be appropriate here
both as a review and as a means of making real the scenes
of the ministry of this period.

Have the class open to their maps of Palestine in the text-

book, note-book or sheet form. Have each draw a new
sketch-outline of Galilee, putting in the Lake of Galilee and
part of the Jordan River, Carmel, Gilboa, Little Hermon,
Tabor, Hermon, the Mount of Beatitudes and the Hills of

Northern Galilee. Make a double dot for Capernaum, as the
headquarters of Jesus' mission. Mark also by dots: Naza-
reth, Cana, Tiberias, Magdala, Bethsaida, Nain.)

(An exceedingly valuable way also of realizing the difficulties of His
outdoor ministry would be to have each member of the class model
a map of the Galilee region in paper pulp or modelling clay. The
method is fully described in "Manual Methods," by Dr. Hodge, 700
Park Avenue, New York. It is very simple. The clay requires no
preparation. The pulp must be kept moist. Thick sheets of card-
board or drawing boards are good for the background. The material
is laid on and moulded with the fingers. By the use of the contour
map (stereograph 7) the Galilee region could be modelled in the time
of a lesson period and the towns indicated by thumbtacks. These
maps show the hills Jesus had to climb and the valleys He descended.
They also give a fine opportunity to study those historic events that
centred about the Plain of Esdraelon, which Jesus and the Twelve must
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have discussed every time they ploughed through its winter mud or
traversed its summer grain-fields.

Use the scale of miles on our section map of Galilee to get its length
and breadth. Set them down in the note-books. Get an estimate of
the number of miles Jesus walked during the Galilean minstry, lasting
two years.)

Just before this springtime tour of Galilee began there

came a cheering response by one of the sons of men to the

presence and power of the Son of Man—the faith of the

Roman centurion. Appeal to the martial side of your

students by bringing out the life, the courage, the responsi-

bility of a centurion's life and show how noble v/as not

only this one, but were all the centurions mentioned in the

Bible. (Find in Matt. 8, Matt. 27; Acts 10, Acts 27.) Now
describe and picture the miracle. (Luke 7: 1-10.)

Jesus now starts into the hill country and is found at

Nain. Point out its location and our position (21) on the

map of Galilee, south of NazareLh and a short distance to

the southwest of Mount Tabor, and show that our direc-

tion of outlook will be slightly northeast toward that moun-
tain.

Position 21. Village of Nain and Mount Tabor—looking

northeast.

We are on the edge of the northwestern slope of Little

Hermon. It is easy enough to recognize Mount Tabor, ris-

ing high and beautiful, a perfect cone, out yonder to the

northeast. There Barak quartered his army, and in that

plain below vanquished Sisera. The Sea of Galilee lies a

few miles away to the right of Tabor and Mount Hermon
sixty miles away in the same direction. Nazareth is about

seven miles due north, or to the left of Tabor. This town
of Nain is on the road over the hills between Nazareth and
Jerusalem. The Damascus road passed around to the left

of Tabor, but did not touch this little town. Two miles

away on the road to the Sea of Galilee is Endor. (1 Sam.
28: 7-25.) In which direction from here did we see the

shepherds watching their flocks? (Position 6.)

The w^omen before us are probably shepherds' wives, as
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this ruined courtyard at our feet is a sheepfold. The chil-

dren live in the stone huts yonder. Only about twenty

Moslem houses mark this site of Nain, which was probably

never larger, and the only substantial building in the place

is the Greek church which commemorates the one golden

deed that gives to Nain its sole interest.

The road from the Jordan over which Jesus came on His

way from the prosperous cities to the isolated hill towns,

to perform His miracle here, lies farther to the right than

we can now see. Bring out the story of the miracle (Luke

7: 11-17), the unasked sympathy of Jesus, the joy of the

mother, the effect in the whole region. (There is a hill

behind us and to our right pierced with many rock-hewn

tombs, and it was there that our Saviour met the wailing

procession and the broken-hearted widow and gave her

back her boy.)

Endeavor to leave as a last impression the picture of

little forlorn Xain, the helpless widow, the humble, min-

istering disciples, over against the figure of Jesus, so full

of vitality, strength, goodness and mercy.

When Jesus returned from this tour to Capernaum, the dis-

ciples of John brought Him their leader's last message (Luke

7: 18-35). Probably the same day, the woman who was a

sinner anointed Him (Luke 7:36-50) at the Pharisee's

house.

The former event should be at least mentioned, to sug-

gest the lonely heroism of John. The latter incident will,

if the teacher thinks wise, be well worth telling as an addi-

tional testimony to the graciousness of Jesus' ministry.

Note not only this act, but its effect (in Luke 7: 49). The
bitterness against Jesus' claims is increasing.

Scripture given out for next topic: Matt. 12:22—13:53;

8:23—9:34; Mark 3:20—5:43; Luke 8:19-21; 8:4-18; 8:

22-56. Bibles marked.
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Home Work

Why was it unusual for a teacher to touch a dead per-

son? (Num. 19:11-16.)

Bring in a map showing by lines in red your idea of the

journeys of Jesus during the last two lessons. (Refer to

Matt. 8:5—9-38.)
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TOPIC XIII. MINISTERING TO MEN BESIDE THE
SEA OF GALILEE

Suggested Thought : The patience of manhood.

Scripture: Matt. 12: 22—13: 53; 8: 23—9: 34; Mark 3:

20—5: 43; Luke 8: 19-21; 8: 4-18; 8: 22-56.

References

:

Edersheim, Book III, Chapters XXI-XXII.
Burton and Mathews, XIII, XIV.
Farrar, Chapters XXII-XXV.
Andrews, pp. 262-284.

Gilbert, 211-218.

Rhees, 138, 141, 296.

Review the last lesson.

Map Work

Have all follow the teacher to-day in drawing a map of

the Sea of Galilee pretty carefully to scale, so as to measure

its diameter and circumference, locating all the towns near

it as well as those on the hills to the west. Draw angles,

as on the Key Map, to show how much of the lake we have

already seen. Compare the map as drawn with the Profile

Map (Stereograph 7), so as to add to the scholars' con-

ception of the deep depression of this lake below the

level of the sea, and its consequent sultry and tempestuous

weather.

It will probably be well for us to get in mind an out-

line of the events included in the period of this topic. Fol-

low them on the map of Galilee. First, at the end' of His

second preaching tour, studied in our last topic, Jesus is by

the sea, at Capernaum probably, and utters His warnings
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to the Scribes and Pharisees (Matt. 12: 22-45; Mark 3: 19-30),

tells who are His true kindred (Matt. 12:46-50; Mark 3: 31-35;

Luke 8: 19-21), delivers His parables by the sea (Matt.

13: 1-53; Mark 4: 1-34; Luke 8: 4-18):

The Parable of the Sower.

The Parable of the Tares.

The Parable of the Seed Growing Secretly.

The Parable of the Mustard Seed.

The Parable of the Leaven.

The Parable of the Treasure Hid in a Field.

The Parable of the Pearl.

The Parable of the Net.

Then crossing the Sea of Galilee, He stills the tempest

(Matt. 8:23-27; Mark 4:35-41; Luke 8:22-25), enters the

country of the Gadarenes on the east and south coast (Matt.

8:28-34; Mark 5:1-20; Luke 8:26-39), recrosses to Ca-

pernaum and raises Jairus' daughter (Matt. 9: 18-26; Mark
5: 21-43; Luke 8: 40-56), and cures the two Wind men and
the demoniac (Matt 9: 27-34).

Outlines, like this above, will be given frequently here-
after in the beginning or end of a topic, that we may keep
clearly in mind the subjects covered in the Scripture for the
week. They would be given to, or called out from, the class
in the "lesson hour only in the briefest way. The Scripture
here appended is not for reading in the class, but for use in
case reference is desired. Such outlines serve to make the
narrative continuous to teachers and older classes, and are
convenient for reviews, and for consultation in going over
the work in any course in which the teachings are empha-
sized.

Jesus has returned to His favorite haunts by the Lake of

Galilee. The lake itself now becomes His arena.

Let us try to get closer to this lakeside ministry.

From our Position 13 (return to it) we first saw the lake,

and looking northwest along the shore at Tiberias saw such

a town as Jesus dwelt in, and in the distance the misty

hills that hung above His actual home.

From Position 20, which we will revisit also, we learned
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how lofty are the hills on the west. We located ?,Iagdala,

Bethsaida and the vicinity of Capernaum along that curve

of shore which contains the only plains and level beaches

beside the lake. These beaches are four miles in length.

Now we are to take a new position by the lake. Find the

red lines numbered 22 on the Key Map of Galilee, which

show where we are to stand and the direction in which we
are to look. We are to be, you see, just off shore east of

Tiberias, looking east.

Position 22. Fishermen on the Sea of Galilee,

Who can look at these boats and the fishermen with their

nets without a thrill of emotion! What suggestions they

give—suggestions of Peter and Andrew, of James and John,

and Jesus Himself !

This lake of Galilee is 682 feet below sea level and with

its tropical climate is subject to the most sudden and dan-

gerous storms. The boats are therefore, as you see, built

broad of beam and with easily shifted sails. We are to

realize that the parables in our present Scripture, which

followed His return from Nain, were spoken from the prow

of such a boat as these to men who were as rugged as these

before us. Give your class enough of the conversations and

parables of the current Scripture to indicate the courage

sho^A-n in the denunciations by Jesus (such as Luke 11:29-

36). Discuss any conceptions any scholar may have of an

effeminate Christ. Let the scholars watch the gathering

tempest of opposition and show that Jesus did not quail

under it, but hailed it with joj'ous courage as showing more

highly the serenity and security and persistence of His

spiritual kingdom. Show how He fought His foes by Scrip-

ture (Matt. 12: 3,4), by reason (10-12), by mighty power

(13). Make emphasis here not only on the allusions in

these present parables in our Scripture to the farm tasks

and scenes He had lately visited, and perhaps earlier shared

(as in Matt. 13: 1-8, 24-30), but on His conception of the

kingdom as something not set up but planted; not a monu-
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ment but a growth; not magnificence but men. Even

boys' and girls' imagination can be stirred at the thought

of our King working with such patient courage against the

obstacles of open enmity and of the dulness of mind of

His friends .

Returning to the stereographed scene: Such boats were

His ferry across the lake for works of mercy or periods of

rest. It was in so frail a craft as these, on this very lake,

that the wearied but indomitable Jesus slept until His dis-

ciples, used to such storms as they were, awoke Him in

fright and implored His aid. (Tell or get some one to tell

the story of the stilling of the tempest.)

We are standing now near the western shore, you remem-

ber, not far from Tiberias, and are looking east. In the

distance we see the precipices on the east coast. We see

there part of the Gadarene coast, as the country of the

Gadarenes was on the east and south of this sea. How far

do you think it is to that east shore ? (See the map scale.)

I would have the route to the country of the Gadarenes and

return traced on sketch maps by the class.

(Have some one tell in outline of Jesus' crossing to the

Gadarene coast.) Often Jesus helped hoist such sails or

labored with Andrew and Peter at the long, slender oars.

He seems to have acted as captain in their voyages. He
learned how to catch fish too (John 21:9), probably with

both the hand-net and boat-net. (Seines were unlawful in

these waters.) Emphasize Jesus' partnership with these

fishermen in their work as well as theirs in His thought.

What annoying sluggishness did they sometimes show?

(Matt. 13:36; 15:15-17.) Get a word-picture of a day of

work and rest with Jesus on the lake.

Such a day of work is now described to us in the Gos-

pels. You may like to tell this all to your class as one

continuous story, calling out their recollections of the Scrip-

ture :

Evening: The stilling of the tempest.

Night: The healing of the demoniac.
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Morning: The raising of Jairus' daughter and the curing

of the woman on the way to the house.

Noon: The healing of the blind man and the dumb de-

moniac.

Let this lesson prepare for the great crisis in our next

lesson by showing how bravely and quietly Jesus keeps on

doing deeds of mercy and speaking words of help, even

though danger and rejection await him.

Scripture given out for the next topic: Matt. 13: 54—15:

20; Mark 6:1—7:23; Luke 9:1-17; John 6:1-70. Bibles

marked.

Home Work

Tell the class a story you have heard or made up; one

illustrating the truth in Matt. 12: 43-45.

Describe the character of the brothers of Jesus as seen

in Mark 3: 21, 31-35.

Why is a boy's (or girl's) life like the story told in Matt.

13: 24-30?

Preparatory to the next lesson: How did Jesus use to

take a vacation? (Luke 4:1, 42; 5:12; Matt. 9:10, 11;

12: 1; Mark 6: 31, 32; John 21: 4, 9.)
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TOPIC XIV. THE CRISIS IN JESUS' MINISTRY

Suggested Thought: Jesus shares His life.

Scripture: Matt. 13:54—15:20; Mark 6:1—7:23; Luke

9:1-17; John 6:1-71.

References:

Edersheim, Part III, Chapters XXVI, XXX.
Burton and Mathews, Chapters XV, XVI.

Farrar, Chapters XXVIII, XXIX.
Andrews, pp. 289-306.

Stalker, pp. 85-96.

Gilbert, pp. 226-233.

Rhees, pp. 134, 135, 297.

Jesus now makes His third tour through Galilee. He goes

with His disciples to Nazareth and is rejected again (Matt.

13:54-58; Mark 6: 1-6), and continues, in many places, to

preach the Gospel (Matt. 9: 35; Mark 6:6). Now He directs

the Twelve to leave Him and go out independently, two by
two (Matt. 9: 36—11: 1; Mark 6:7-13; Luke 9: 1-6).

Then occurs the death of John the Baptist. (Matt. 14:

1-12; Mark 6:14-29; Luke 9:7-9.) This is followed by
the return of the disciples and the feeding of the five

thousand at Bethsaida (Matt. 14:13-23; Mark 6:30-46;

Luke 9:10-17; John 6:1-15); Jesus walking on the sea

(Matt. 14:24-36; Mark 6:47-56; John 6: 16-21), and the

Discourse on the Bread of Life (John 6:22-71), and the

Discourse on Eating with Unwashen Hands (Matt. 15: 1-20;

Mark 7: 1-23).

Have told the story of the second rejection at Naza-

reth and the triumphal mission of the disciples (Mark

6:12, 13). Get a description of the awful contrasts of

John the Baptist's death with these successes, summarized
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from Mark 6 : 7-32 ; how the consequent disheartenment

of His disciples ; indicate Jsesus' loving-kindness and

tact in proposing a vacation (Mark 6:31), and show
by map the route Jesus took across the lake and how
the multitude went around it. Then, focussing atten-

tion on the Feeding of the Five Thousand: Why were

ttere so many people about? (John 6:4.) From what

places would they be coming? Did He plan to have them
follow Him? How did He treat them? (Luke 9: 11.) How
did He feel toward them? (Matt. 9:36.) (Read to adult

classes, if you can, in Matheson's "Studies of the Portrait

of Christ," Chapter XXII, "The First Communion.") Was
it a friendly crowd? (Simply a rabble.) How did Jesus

spend the day with them? Did Jesus have any obligation

to them? Why was it a sacrifice to give them His time?

How did the disciples try to get rid of them? Would this

have been practicable? Why did Jesus refuse to do this?

Why did He want thsm to eat with Him? (He wanted

to share and help their commonest need: it was a com-

munion feast.) Whom did He ask to supply the banquet?

Who finally came to the rescue? (John 6:9.) Where did

he come from? (He probably came over in the boat with

Jesus.) How did he happen to have food? (It w^as prob-

ably the remnant of the disciples' lunch left in the boat.)

Why did he offer it? What do you suppose Jesus said to

him? What do you think became of the boy? (The legend

is that he became a bishop of the Church and that he was

called Theophorus, "one who bears God in his heart.")

Try to picture the feeding of the multitude, the arrange-

ment of the people, the station of the Master, the boy,

the Twelve, the Anew from their seats, the departure. At

what time of day was the supper given? (Mark 6:35.)

Why did Jesus have the disciples gather up the frag-

ments? (For the poorest or for themselves on the mor-

row, because they were not to Hve by miracle bread every

day.) What did the people want to do for Him now?

(John 6: 15.)
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How did Jesus rest that night? In which direction was
that mountain from the shore? (Northwest.) How was

the night spent? (Mark 6: 47-52.)

Our position now is to be near the shore where Jesus passed

whenever He came by land from Nazareth to Capernaum,

and along which part of the multitude hurried to follow Him.

It is the northwest shore of the Sea of Galilee. On the map
of Galilee the two red lines marked 23 show where we are to

stand and that we shall be looking in a southwesterly direction

toward the probable site of Magdala and the Mount of Beati-

tudes.

Position 23. West shore Of Galilee, Plain of Gennesaret

and Mount of Beatitudes, from Bethsaida.

In the distance you see the mountains of Galilee. That
great rent through the nearer mountain is the Valley of the

Pigeons, and through that valley we can see the traditional

Mount of Beatitudes, upon which we stood (Position 20) and
looked down to this shore. Get these points by the Relief

Map. Jesus' boyhood home, Nazareth, lies about twenty-

five miles away, a little to the right, beyond those mountains

directly before us. Capernaum, the place where Jesus came
to make His home for a whole year, the second year of His

ministry, was probably on the shore behind us. Chorazin

was located up in the hills in our rear. What prophecy of

Jesus has since then been fulfilled? (Matt. 11:20-24.) The
multitudes from the hill country around Nazareth are to

be imagined coming toward us near the shore.

The Feeding of the Five Thousand was upon such a strand

and hillside as this, a few miles behind us, near the entrance

of the Jordan into the lake, probably near Bethsaida Julias.

(See the map.) We catch here the situation and the view

which Jesus had in looking along the shore from the "moun-
tain" where He spent that night in prayer; we are looking

upon the shore not far from where Jesus and His disciples

landed the next morning. The night before the people had
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offered Him an earthly cro\\Ti. He came here now (Mark 6:

53) to give them His answer. Imagine Him walking up from

the shore to the village synagogue or the open space by the

strand. What did He mean by His answer? (John 6: 34, 35.

You want to give Me a crown. I want to give you Myself.)

What now became the people's attitude toward Him?
(John 6:60-66.) What would it have been if He had let the

throng crown Him king? Why did He decline? Was it

possible to win such m^en to Jesus' point of view? What did

He know about the nature of Judas? (John 6:64, 70, 71.)

What stand did the Twelve take at this juncture? (Jolm 6:

67-69.)

(It will he of great value at this point to show older scholars

the importance of this crisis, when the refusal of Jesus to be

made king led to the gradual withdrawal of the multitude

(John 6:66), as they saw that He was striving for an inner

kingdom of character and not an outer one of earthly power.

Jesus, now at least, began to know that His permanent in-

fluence miust Ije upon His disciples and not upon the crowd.

The remaining events in Galilee are really introductory to

and a part of the Perean ministry, which was one of teaching

rather than of other form.s of service.) Hoav was this event

a crisis in Jesus' life? What choice did He now make? What
quality of manhood does this show? Why did He do it?

Home Work

Contrast and compare this feeding with bread and fish

with the feeding of Israel with manna. (Exodus 16:14-31.)

Find in a Bible Dictionary or a Life of Christ a description

of the bread and fish eaten bj'- the Jewish people.

Draw a map of the Sea of Galilee, locating the towns and

journeys of Jesus in the region up to the lesson.

Give out any home work in any lesson from XIII-XIV,

not yet used, for next Sunday's review lesson.
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TOPIC XV. REVIEW OF LESSONS IX—XIV

The review covers the Mission to the Multitude, the Period

of Popularity and the beginning of the Period of Opposition.

I suggest a return to Positions 17-23 and a drawing simultane-

ously of a map of journeys, with angles like the Key Map to

show each place which we have visited. Check each place off

as you come to it by making an angle of vision on the map.
Connect all the places by lines. If you use the colors this

time on the maps, use them to indicate the territories of Judea,

Samaria, Galilee and Perea. Use the Relief Map also. Simul-

taneously review the chief events. Follow the outlines of

these events on pages 118 and 119, 122 and 123, 132, 137.

Let the review make this era stand out as one of Service,

as the earlier one was one of Preparation. Emphasize once

more the crisis at the end, so as to prepare for the contrast

which the next era will show.

For supplementary work, use some of the "special look-

up questions " found near the close of the book on page 197.

Scripture given out for next topic: Matt. 15:21—16:12;

Mark 7: 24—8: 26, Bibles marked in class or at home.

Home Work

Preparatory to the next lesson

:

Tell us all you can about the history of Phoenicia.

Tell us all you can about the City of Tyre.

Find out what you can about Decapolis.
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TOPIC XVI. THE NORTHERN JOURNEY AND
RETURN

Suggested Thought: The courage of faith, or the men
Jesus might have had.

Scripture: Matt. 15: 21—16: 12; Mark 7: 24—8: 26.

References

:

Edersheim, Book III, Chapters XXXIII, XXXVI.
Burton and Mathews, Chapter XIXXIV.
Farrar, Chapter XXXIV.
Andrews, pp. 309-316.

Stalker, p. 97.

Gilbert, pp. 256-264.

Rhees, pp. 138-141.

Make a red circle near the top of a sketch map, or indicate

it on our general map, showing how this northern journey

completes by a tour of a hundred miles the evangelizing

circuit of upper Galilee, and so much of the kindred Syrian

country and Decapolis as Jesus in His fast shortening life

could reach.

We now come to the third and last division of the Gah-

lean Ministry.

It was the plan of Jesus to fulfil with completeness and

thoroughness His mission of witness to "the lost sheep of

the house of Israel." We must keep track of the successive

journeys which He took, and by which He eventually covered

all Palestine. He had already taught in Jerusalem, at least

twice, and in surrounding Judea; He had made a tour through
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Samaria; He had tv/ice witnessed at Nazareth and at Cana,

and in Capernaum, and some of the other cities by the Lake.

Then He broadened the circuit of Gahlee by a second and

wider tour, accompanied by the Twelve and the women who
ministered to Him.

Now, coming to His tour through northern Galilee (Matt.

15: 21; Mark 7:24), get the story of Phoenicia and of Tyre,

the places visited.

"Like some fowl of the sea, which never touches shore or

visits the land, save to rear its young, the Phoenicians asked

no territory, conquered no nations, yet were found on every

coast." What has Phoenicia done for the world? How did

the willingness of its inhabitants to adventure help them to

do this?

Show how Jesus was beginning to withdraw that He
might get His disciples away by themselves, so that, the

multitude having failed Him, He might prepare the few for

the upbuilding of His kingdom, and that at the same time

He might cover with His evangel an unreached region and

the borders of a foreign country. We have Jesus here as a

foreign missionary, and we may regard the incident with

the Syrophoenician or Canaanitish woman as typical of His

attitude, and that of the people of the country to which He
came.

Trace the journey, by the Key Map, from Capernaum
(where we left Him in our last lesson, discoursing with

the multitude after He had fed them), to get the direction

and distance, and then by the Relief Map to see how hilly

was the journey. Find Tyre, numbered [21] on the Relief

Map. We cannot locate Jesus exactly in this tour. When
He reached the capital and His fisher companions hurried

to the quay, as they would be likely to do, to talk with

the foreign sailors, we may imagine His outlook from the

quay across the harbor eastward toward the shore and the

Phoenician hills would be the same as the one we are about

to see. We will go to that quay now ourselves. See the

Palestine Key Map.
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Position 24. Ruins of Ancient Tyre.

We are looking across the bay from a quay, toward the

shore and the east. This town was once the Venice of

ancient times, the mistress of the seas. (Ezek. 27: 3-9.)

This mined breakwater and these broken pillars are about

all there is of it for the ancient prophecies (Ezek. 26: 1-5)

have been fulfilled, and it is now only "a place for the

spreading of nets." From those foothills of Lebanon

through which Jesus came were cut the cedars for Solo-

mon's temple (1 Kings 5: 1-10) by Hiram and floated to

Joppa from this port. You can see two sections of the

ancient wall, and around columns in the water, black with

moss, that long before Christ supported graceful arches and

magnificent palaces.

Paul came here on his last visit to Jerusalem (Acts 21

:

3-7), and somewhere on this strand the Syrian disciples knelt

and prajT^ed with him at his departure across yonder water

to the south.

Bring out in detail the Scriptural story of the Syro-

phoenician woman, who dwelt in this region (Matt. 15: 21-

28; Mark 7: 24-30). Jesus was probably quoting the in-

tolerant speech of the disciples in speaking of these for-

eigners as dogs. The woman caught some encouragement

from His manner. ''Yes, but even they get something

from their owners. Shall not I, a Syrian dog, get some-

thing from my 0^^^ler and Maker?" Let the teaching em-

phasize the courage of faith as illustrated by this mother-

love. Such,' among these "barbarians," were the followers

He might have had.

Get modern illustrations and examples in present-day life

of courage of faith, in school, in making decisions, in hours of

great need.

When Jesus saw the need and the response of these for-

eigners, don't you suppose He was tempted to leave His own

unfaithful countrj^men and stay among them? Why did He
not do it? (Matt. 15: 24.) When He stood on yonder hills
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and looked across the blue Mediterranean toward Greece

and Rome and Gibraltar, what do you think He thought

about? (Perhaps of His future disciples in those distant

lands.) Why did He still cling to Israel? Would you have

done so? Why?
In which direction did Jesus go from here? (Mark 7:31.)

(Eastward, over those hills across northern Galilee.) Look

up Decapolis in your Bible Dictionary.

Color the section of Decapolis in the note-book maps and

measure on the map the length of this long walk of Jesus.

Get from the class an outline of the events on the v/ay there

and in the region; His reception upon a mountain there (Matt.

15: 29-31), the history of the deaf man (Mark 7:32-37), the

feeding of the four thousand (Matt. 15:32-38; Mark 8:1-9),

the hounding by the Pharisees (Matt. 15: 39—16: 12; Mark 8:

10-21), giving sight to the blind man (Mark 8:22-26).

This lesson is instructive in showing Jesus' loyal patriot-

ism to his own people, together with his universal interest

in men.

Scripture given out for next topic: Matt. 16:13 to the end
of Chapter 18; Mark 8: 27—9: 50; Luke 9:18-50. Bibles

marked in class or at home.

Home Work

Write a letter in which you imagine yourself a person
visiting in Palestine at the time of Christ, giving your friends

in Rome a description and your impressions of Jesus of

Nazareth.

What is the manliest act in Jesus' life which we have studied

so far?
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TOPIC XVII. THE TRANSFIGURATION

Suggested Thought : The glor>' of facing death.

Scripture: Matt. 16: 13 to the end of Chapter 18; Mark

8 : 27—9 : 50 ; Luke 9 : 1 8-50.

References

:

Edersheim, Book III, Chapters XXXVII and Book IV,

Chapters I, II, III.

Burton and Mathews, Chapters XVIII-XX.
Farrar, Chapters XXXVI-XXXIX.
Andrews, pp. 316-324.

Stalker, pp. 99, 100.

Gilbert, pp. 266-278.

Rhees, pp. 147-150, 292.

Review the last lesson and the home work.

Gather up all the class knows about Peter's life and his

qualities, impetuosity, courage, generosity, fickleness, lead-

ership. What makes one boy a leader of other boys, or one

girl a leader among other girls? What explains leadership

among men? How far was Peter ahead of the others, and

how far did he express what they thought? (Reproductions

of artist's conceptions of Peter may be introduced and criti-

cised as to the probable life-likeness.)

The main subject of to-day's lesson is the Transfiguration,

but we are to consider first Peter's confession and Christ's

foretelling of His death and resurrection.

Locate the scene and circumstance of the lesson (Matt.

16:13; Mark 8: 27; Luke 9: 18). The healing of the blind man
near Bethsaida, chronicled by Mark (8:22-26) at this time,

noted in our last topic, seems to indicate that a brief visit

at least w^as made to the Capernaum region, before starting
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directly north, thirty miles, to Caesarea Philippi, When
near that town Jesus had an important conversation with the

Twelve. What did Jesus ask? Why did He ask it? Had He
ever asked such a question before? (John 6:67-69.) Why
did the question mean more now? (Because the multitude

was now not with Him, but against Him.) How did they

answer? (Matt. 16:14.) How would the multitude have

answered once ? (John 6:14-15.) How did Peter answer for

himself? (John 16:16.) Was Jesus pleased at his reply?

(Matt. 16: 17.) What name and description did He give Peter?

(Matt, 16: 18.) How was Peter like a corner-stone? Was he

to be the only pillar in the Church? (Rev. 3: 12; Gal. 2: 9.)

What is it to be a pillar in the Church now? Can a boy or

girl be one ? How ?

What announcement did Jesus now make to them? (Matt.

16:21; Mark 8:31; Luke 9:22.) How did Peter take

it? (Matt. 16:22.) Was Jesus pleased at this? (Matt.

16:23.) Was Peter to blame for feeling as he did? Was
the attitude of Peter a temptation to Jesus? (Yes, for

if His nearest friends did not think He Vv^as taking the right

course, it might well make Him falter.) Why was Jesus

willing to die? (Mark 8:35, first part.) When is that

time in any one's life now?
Jesus rises and leads His disciples on now to the region

of, if not to the city of, Caesarea Philippi, Herod Philip's

northern capital, and thence probably to the foothills of

Mount Hermon, where quiet glens, pleasant running brooks

and peaceful hoary summits must have seemed restful

after their weary journey through the almost pathless

lonely hills and plains.

We now come to the Transfiguration, which occurred, it

is believed, on Mount Hermon. (Matt. 17:1; Mark 9:2;

Luke 9: 28.)

Jesus had often seen Mount Hermon from Nazareth, from

the lake, from the Jordan, and even from parts of Samaria

and Judea. Its solitary peak was itself a benediction.

Every Hebrew loved it. It was the king of hills. It has
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been suggested that the \^Titer of the Revelation may have
been thinking of snow-capped Hermon, the Jordan and the

Sea of Galilee when he spoke of ''the great white throne,"

proceeding from it "a river of the water of life" and be-

fore it " a sea of glass.

"

Observe the location and height of Hermon, numbered

[25] on our Relief Map, and realize how grand was the view

from its summit. Jesus could see to the east Damascus,
that treasure city in the midst of a desert, and to the south the

entire scene of His ministry, Galilee, Samaria, Judea, the

Jordan Valley and Decapolis.

He could point out the Sea of Galilee, the hill at Naza-

reth, Carmel and Olivet, while, bounding all, westward was
the Mediterranean, a waste of waters, and eastward the

desert, a waste of sand.

It was at the foot of the mountain, in Ca^sarea Philippi

or Paneas, that, according to the old legend and Milton's

poem, the statues of the god Pan and his peers fell and

shivered with a moan resounding over land and sea at the

moment of Jesus' birth. The legend fits well the scene

where Jesus conquered the fear of death.

We shall go now to the southern slopes of Mount Plermon.

We are to stand on the south side of the city which was

rebuilt by Herod Philip and called by him Csesarea Philippi

(Philip's Castle), to distinguish it from the Csiisarea on the

coast south of Carmel, which was the Roman capital of

Judea. Locate our position, numbered 25 on the Key Map
of Palestine. As you see, we are to look north.

Position 25. Old gate to Caesarea Philippi, at the foot

of Mount Hermon.

At the bottom of this gorge before us runs a stream that

is one of the sources of the Jordan, which near here starts

on its outward course. This brook, the clearest and most

beautiful of Palestine, proceeds from one of the largest

springs in the world, bounding forth from it in a full flood,

able to sweep aAvay horse and rider if they should fall over
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this low wall. The round knobs that project from yonder

town wall are columns from an older building thrust in to

patch this structure, which was built in the time of the

crusades by Turkish captives under the last of the Christian

conquerors.

Mount Hermon, of which we can see one of the lower

summits in the distance, is the only mountain in Palestine

high enough to be snow-cro^\^led all the year. It rises

9,000 feet above the sea.

How beautiful it must have been to have stood with

Jesus on that mountain side! What feelings would the

traveller have had there above the world? (Pride? Joy?

Sense of Victory?)

Up this path Jesus probably passed with the Twelve.

Yonder crest may as well as any other have been the scene of

the vision. It may have been where stands this village

gate that the waiting father in vain sought help for his

demoniac boy, from the disciples left behind. Back here

Jesus came with ready aid, in what someone has beauti-

fully called " the transfiguration in the valley.

"

Describe the Transfiguration in your o\Yn words. (Matt.

17: 1-13; Mark 9: 2-13; Luke 9: 28-36.)

Is it easier or harder to face death when you know it is

coming? (It is easy to die if one is suddenly called to do

so by one heroic deed. It is hard if one must wait and

anticipate and suffer fdr days.) Jesus was made ready

by the vision of the Transfiguration to do that. The dis-

ciples were afforded a view of His real glory, of which this

supernal courage was an element. They were also helped

for the days of personal trial that came later to themselves.

(2 Peter 1: 18; 1 Peter 4: 12, 13.)

Tell about the demoniac boy (Matt. 17: 14-20; Mark 9:

14-29; Luke 9: 37-43). How does the Transfiguration show

the glory of Jesus? How did the healing of the boy (Matt.

17: 14-18 show it? Which the more?

What to you are the elements that constitute the glory

of Jesus? Could Jesus have avoided the cross? Why did
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He not do it? Was He afraid to die? What did He have

to live for? Why then was He wiUing to die? What do

you call such a trait as that?

An interesting sidelight on the Transfiguration may be
seen by returning to Position 19, as a reminder that we
have been in Csesarea Philippi before; that such were its

homes and peoples, and that these roof huts, the same as

were built for the feast of the Tabernacles and are used now
for summer houses, may have been the sort Peter had in

mind and which he had just seen in the neighborhood when
he craved to build three "tabernacles" on the Mountain of

Transfiguration.

After the Transfiguration Jesus went into Galilee, where

He again foretold His death and resurrection (Matt. 17:

22-23; Mark 9:30-32; Luke 9:43-45), then to Capernaum

to see His mother. He had been absent for half a year.

There occurred the incident about the half shekel (Matt.

17:24-27), and there Jesus gave His discourse on humility

(Matt. Chap. 18; Mark 9: 33-50; Luke 9: 46-50).

These events practically close what we have called the

third and last division of the third period of Jesus' life,

"The Galilean Ministry of Service." Matthew suggests

that ws are beginning a new period (16: 21).

We are to remember that the chief events of this last

division of 'The Galilean Ministry of Service" are: Jesus'

journey toward Tyre and Sidon, and the healing of the

Syrophcenician woman's daughter (Matt. 15:21-28; Mark

7: 24-30); the return through Decapolis and many miracles

of healing (Matt. 15:29-31; Mark 7:31-37); the feed-

ing of the four thousand (Matt. 15:32-38; Mark 8:1-9);

the Pharisees and Sadducees demanding a sign (Matt. 15: 39

—16:12; Mark 8:10-21); the healing of the blind man
near Bethsaida (Mark 8:22-26); Peter's confession (Matt.

16:13-20; Mark 8:27-30; Luke 9:18-21); Christ foretells

His death and resurrection (Matt. 16: 21-28; Mark 8: 31—9:

1; Luke 9: 22-27); the transfiguration (Matt. 17: 1-13; Mark

9:2-13; Luke 9:28-36); the demoniac boy (Matt. 17;
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14-20; Mark 9: 14-29; Luke 9: 37-43); the second foretelling

of His death and resurrection (Matt 17:22, 23; Mark 9:

30-32; Luke 9: 43-45); and the return to Capernaum where

occurred the incident about the shekel in the fish's mouth

(Matt. 17:24-27) and the discourse on humility and for-

giveness (Matt. Chap 18; Mark 9:33-50; Luke 9:46-50).

This completes the outline of events in ' 'The Galilean Min-

istry of Service," given on pages 118 and 119, 122 and 123,

132, 137.

In our next lesson we shall follow Jesus to Jerusalem,

thus entering the fourth period of His life, "The Judean

and Perean Ministry of Teaching. " There are one or two

passages which lead us to think that He made one more

trip to Galilee, but his final departure from Galilee must

have occurred at about this time.

Scripture given out for next topic: Matt. 19:1, 2; 8:19-

22; Mark 10: 1; Luke 9: 51—10: 42; John, Chaps. 7 and 8,

11: 1-46; 11: 55—12: 11. Bibles marked in class or at home.

Home Work

Make a short list of the greatest events in the life of

Jesus up to the present lesson.

Why did Jesus heal the sick?

Under what circumstances may a man be willing to die?

Give instances in history of a man's deliberately getting

ready to die for others.
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IV. THE JUDEAN AND PEREAN MINISTRY OF
TEACHING

TOPIC XVIII. EVENTS AND TEACHINGS IN JUDEA

Suggested Thought: Jesus the i)ersonal teacher and
friend.

Scripture :

Matt. 19:1, 2; 8:19-22; Mark 10:1; Luke 9:51—10:42;
John, Chaps. 7, 8, 11: 1-46; 11: 55—12: 11.

References:

Edersheim, Book IV, Chapters III-VIIL

Burton and Mathews, Chapter XXI.
Farrar, Chapters XXIX, XL.

Andrews, pp. 326-348.

Stalker, p. 100.

Gilbert, pp. 284-300.

Rhees, pp. 148-158.

In approaching to-day the fourth period of Jesus' life,

"The Judean and Perean Ministry of Teaching," we find

Jesus, rejecting the advice of His brothers to make Him-
self king, going up alone in great personal danger to the feast

of Tabernacles at Jerusalem. Though this period is often

kno-\Mi simply as "The Perean Ministry," yet Jesus is men-
tioned as being twice oi three times in Jerusalem and Judea,

giving the impression that He was seeking again and again

to "gather" that beloved city to Himself and drawing more

constantly nearer to it mitil it should deliver Him over to

death.

It will be best to begin the study of this period by call-

ing attention simply to the following salient facts: The
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return through Capernaum (Matt. 17:24), the temptation

by His brothers (John 7: 1-9), the courage and love shown

by going to Jerusalem (John 7: 10-32), the testimony of

the multitude (John 7: 31, 40, 41), of the officers (John 7: 46),

of Jesus Himself (John 7:28, 29, 37-39). It was while at

Jerusalem at this time that, according to John (John 7: 53

—

8: 11), the woman taken in adultery was brought before

Him, that He gave His discourse on the light of the

world (John 8: 12-30), and on spiritual freedom (John 8:

31-59),

The events of Jesus' life and His teachings during this

period in Judea and Perea, after His final departure from

Galilee, are so numerous and the time we can give so short

that it will be wise for us to summarize them here briefly

and then select certain parts for special consideration in

this and the next two topics.

In Matt. 19:1,2, we are told of the final departure of

Jesus from Galilee. Luke, in 9 : 51-62, also tells us that

His face was set resolutely toward Jerusalem, and then,

according to Luke, came the mission of the Seventy (Luke

10: 1-24); the story of the Good Samaritan (Luke 10: 25-37);

the visit to Martha and Mary at Bethany (Luke 10: 38-42).

Then, according to John, came the healing of the man born

blind at Jerusalem (John, Chap. 9); the parable of the

Good Shepherd (John 10: 1-21); Jesus at the feast of dedi-

cation at Jerusalem (John 10:22-42). John tells us here

also that, as a result of opposition aroused by His teaching,

Jesus went again in Perea beyond the Jordan. Returning

to Luke again, who is the chief chronicler of this period, w^e

have the discourse on prayer (Luke 11: 1-13); woes against

the Pharisees (Luke 11:14-54); warnings against the spirit

of Pharisiasm (Luke, Chap. 12); the Galileans slain by Pilate

(Luke 13: 1-9); the woman healed on a Sabbath (Luke 13:

10-21). On His way back to Jerusalem (Luke 13:22) He
meets the question whether few are saved (Luke 13: 23-30);

replies to the warning against Herod (Luke 13: 31-35); dis-

courses at a chief Pharisee's table (Luke 14: 1-24); talks
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about counting the cost (Luke 14:25-35); gives three par-

ables of grace (Luke, Chap. 15); two parables of warning

(Luke, Chap. 16) and discourses concerning forgiveness

and faith (Luke 17: 1-10). Returning to John again, we are

told of his return to Bethany and the raising of Lazarus

(John 11 : 1-46); the withdrawal to Ephraim (John 11 : 47-54).

Then, according to Luke, on His way to Jerusalem (Luke

17: 11) He healed the ten lepers in Samaria, discoursed on

the coming of the Kingdom, and the Pharisee and the publican

(Luke 17: 11—18: 14). Matthew and Mark tell us of Jesus'

teaching on divorce (Matt. 19:3-12; Mark 10:2-12); Mat-

thew, Mark and Luke, of the blessing of the children (Mat.

19: 13-15; Mark 10: 13-16; Luke 18: 15-17); also of the rich

young ruler (Matt. 19:16—20:16; Mark 10:17-31; Luke

18:18-30); also, as they neared Jerusalem (Matt. 20:17),

the foretelling of the Crucifixion (Matt. 20: 18-19; Mark

10:32-34; Luke 18: 31-34).

Coming now to the lesson proper, while He is on the way,

probably from Galilee, to Jerusalem, He plans a swift and

broad campaign by sending out the Seventy. (Luke 10: 1-12,

17-24). Why seventy rather than twelve? How was their

mission different from that of the Twelve? (Luke 10:1.)

What directions did they receive? (Luke 10:4-11.) Why?
Do you know any of their names? (No.) What did these

unknown helpers amount to? (Luke 10: 17.) How did Jesus

show His pleasure at their work? (Luke 10:18.) What did

He mean? To whom would He say such words now? What
message did they carry? (Matt. 11:28-30.) What references

to His carpenter days in these verses?

Now we will study the parable of the Good Samaritan and

the visit to Bethany, l^ecause by visiting two places we shall

be able to bring vividly to mind the two characteristics of

this whole era of the Master's ministry: teaching, and fellow-

ship with intimate friends and disciples.

Tell the story of the Good Samaritan. (Luke 10:25-

37.)
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Position 26. On the road to Jericho. The Parable of

the Good Samaritan.

There might be a danger, if any one supposed for a

moment that what we see before us purported to be a

serious occurrence, of raising some difficult chronological

and ethical questions, but the student will be glad of such

striking evidence of the essentially picturesque and per-

sonal character of the Master's parables. Even the deeds

mentioned in the parable still occur. At several times

during His ministry Jesus was in Jericho, near the scene

of His earlier temptations, and now when He came from

Galilee He passed up along the dangerous roadway from

the Jordan to Jerusalem. The parable, which is undated,

may have been spoken soon after He left Jericho, and so

have been suggested by His experiences and even by some
recent actual occurrence, for thefts were constantly occur-

ring there, as they are even to this day. For it was a life-

like character study of the typical priest and Levite of

Jerusalem, and Jesus had found in Sychar of Samaria that

there were really "good" Samaritans. Our present out-

look is on this very Jericho road, and I have no doubt that

one or more of the actors we see are actually robbers, because

the distinction between a guide and robber in this vicinity

is still usually that of the same man when in and out of paid

employment. With the substitution of donkeys for horses,

we have in costumes, faces and even in the leathern wine
bottle the impression to the eye which Jesus gave to the mind
when He told this story.

How could Jesus' disciples be good Samaritans? How
can a boy or girl be a good Samaritan? What kinds of

good Samaritan work are done in our town? How can we
help it? Whom do you know who is like the Good Sa-

maritan?

As, according to Luke, the visit of Jesus to Bethany (Luke

10: 38-42) follows the parable of the Good Samaritan, we shall

now go to that restful httle town where some of His best
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friends lived. Return first to Position 12 (see map of Jeru-

salem, Mount of Olives and Bethany), to get in mind better

the position of Bethany relative to Jerusalem. From this

position (12) Bethany lies to the right and east just over

Olivet, only a mile away. The road which passes on this side

of the Garden of Gethsemane, and beyond our vision-limit

to the right, winds around Olivet's southern slope to Bethany.

Our next position is to be on the farther or eastern side of

Olivet, from which the direction of our outlook will be south

upon Bethany and the Ju.dean hills. Find this next position

(27) on the little map of Jerusalem, IMount of Olives and

Bethany.

Position 27. Bethany, where our Lord was anointed by

Mary—south from eastern slope of Olivet.

Bethany, like Bethlehem and Nazareth, is, you see, on a

hill-slope. Unlike them, it is surrounded by terraced walls.

It is now a wretched, squalid place.

We are standing, you are to remember, on a spur on the

eastern side of Olivet, looking south. The main ridge of

Olivet lies to our right, running practically parallel to our

range of vision. Jerusalem lies to our right over the

ridge. Two roads come here from Jerusalem, as we pointed

out from Position 12; the one running around the southern

end of Olivet, off to our right, makes almost a complete

circuit of this village. You can trace its course running

between walls as it comes doAvn on our right beyond the

village. We catch glimpses of its white road-bed between

the trees as it extends to the left. Then making a sharp

turn, it comes toward us as we see down at our left. A
short distance farther to our left than we can see, this

road divides, one branch going to Jericho and the other

right over Olivet to Jerusalem. Up the road from Jer-

icho Jesus comes now to visit His Bethany friends.

Naturally the largest ruin in the town—the two ruined

towers at the right—is pointed out to travellers to-day as

the house of Simon the leper, and the open ruin behind
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the man nearest us is said to be the house of Mary and

Martha. Lazarus' tomb is pointed out in the middle of the

village, but the ancient rock tombs are farther east, beside

the road.

We see about that woman's brow, by the way, the chain of

coins from which ''one piece of silver" might be lost, and we
get on this sunny southern slope of Olivet the best impression

we have yet had of an orchard of figs. Jesus' references to

this tree are familiar (Luke 13 : 6-9; Matt. 21 : 17-20) . It may
have been right here that He saw the barren fig tree. Evi-

dently it is summer-time, and we should find, if we were

still nearer, that the boughs, which bear before the leaves

come out, are full of fruit. The fig tree often carries fruit ten

months of the year. Bethany was probably named for its

orchards, for its name means "house of dates."

The Bethany stories had better be told as one whole,

although it should be carefully explained that the raising of

Lazarus (John 11:1-46) and the anointing by Mary (Matt.

26:6-13; Mark 14:3-9; John 11:55—12: 11) took place later.

In telling the story of the talk in the garden of Martha (Luke

10 : 38-42) note that Luke speaks as if it was there that he

taught the Lord's Prayer (Luke 11:1-4). The class itself

should point out the lesson of the blessedness of Jesus' friend-

ship.

Jesus, during this special period, was not only teaching,

we are to notice, but reaching out in His last earnest ef-

fort to touch the nation's life. He had sent out seventy

disciples to thirty-five towns of Judea, and it may be that

He succeeded in following them to nearly all these places

Himself.

Scripture given out for the next topic: John, Chaps. 9

and 10. Bibles marked in class or at home,

Hoine Work

Jesus' talk about Freedom. (John 8:31-36.) Give your

ideas about it in 100 words.
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Give some illustrations from life or people who act the

part of the Levite and the Priest in the story of the Good
Samaritan.

Suggest one practicable plan for a deed of Good Samar-

itanship by our class.

What experiences of Jesus may have made Him speak so

kindlv of Samaritans? (John 4:39, 40; 11:54; Luke 17:

11.)

'

How can one keep from worrying?
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TOPIC XIX. JESUS' STAY AT THE FEAST OF
DEDICATION

Suggested Thought : Faith and pluck.

Scripture: John, Chaps. 9 and 10.

References

:

Edersheim, Book IV, Chapter XIV.
Burton and Mathews, Chapter XXII.
Farrar, Chapter XLI.

Andrews, pp. 334-338.

Gilbert, pp. 294-297.

Rhees, pp. 104, 159.

Review the last lesson well.

After the visit to Martha and Mary in Bethany, told by
Luke and studied in our last lesson, we are told by John of the

healing of the man born blind at the Pool of Siloam at Jeru-

salem (John, Chap. 9). Jesus was at Jerusalem to attend

the feast of Dedication. What was the feast of Dedication?

(Bible Dictiona^y^) Locate on the map of Jerusalem the

Pool of Siloam.

This pool is down in what used to be the Royal Gardens

in the city of David. David and Solomon and Isaiah all

knew the spot. (See our Old Testament Lessons.) Trace

carefully the route by which the blind man w^ould have to

come from the temple.

We are to stand on the northern edge of the pool and,

as the red lines indicate, shall be looking in a southeasterly

direction across the valley of the Kedron.

Position 28. The Pool of Siloam—outside of Jerusalem.

As you remember, Ave are standing south of the city in

the Valley of Kedron. This ancient pool before us is the
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Pool of Siloam. The surrounding wall was built three

centuries ago by Sultan Soliman, but there, is little change

in the appearance from Jesus' time, except that it was once

less neglected and the water was more fresh and clean than

now. In Nehemiah's day the pool was well known, for it was
being repaired then (Neh. 3: 15), and was in King David's

garden, just below Solomon's palace. Across the valley

to our left is the village of Siloam, and the Mount of Offence,

where Solomon built a temple of idols (1 Kings 11:7),

under the eaves of Mount Moriah. Onh' a few rods away,

in front of us and to our right, is the Hill of Evil Counsel,

where Judas is said to have later plotted, and at its foot

is the Potter's Field, bought with the price of his treacherj-.

A Christian church later stood over this pool. One of its

broken pillars can be seen in the water. This pool is lined

with maiden-hair fern and blossoms. Its waters flow out

and, after having been used by the city washerwomen,

irrigate the gardens below, ^vhere once were the pleasant

resting places of the Hebrew kings.

Women still come with water-pots from Siloam and

Jerusalem and use its befouled water for drinking pur-

poses. There is, therefore, always some curious spectator

on the path who is climbing down the steep steps into the

pool.

Now picture the miracle, the coming of the blind beggar,

pattering along, picking his path with his cane through the

streets, down the stone road and into the steep steps to the

pool. His eyelids are clotted with mud which the Master

had placed there, and which he will not allow removed.

He is mailing his confession of Christ. He clambers down
these steps, tapping the rocks below as he descends; he washes

off the mud in the pool; he returns, seeing and glorifying

God.

Bring out the story and make the details as picturesque

as you can. Show the lesson of having a plucky faith and
Jesus' appreciation of it.

John connects with this event the parables of the Good
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Shepherd (John 10: 1-42), by which Jesus testified to the

Jerusalemites of His Messianic mission and provoked the

wrath which drove Him from the city into Perea, It will

be worth while to review the shepherd scenes (Positions 6

and 21) for the single purpose of gathering up the beauti-

ful Oriental details of these allusions. Bring out the

lesson of the leadership of Jesus; to this blind man, to the

Twelve, to Peter, to us. Show that as sheep we may show

an intelligent, not a blind docility. This parable does not

usually appeal to the young, especially to boys. But the

emphasis is not upon sheeplike character, but upon the

magnificent courage, care and trustworthiness of our Shep-

herd. Let the lesson make this plain, and spare not to

emphasize the sacrifices of the Oriental shepherds in facing

wild beasts and thieves, even unto death, for their sheep.

Illustrate that the Shepherd, whenever He came to Jeru-

salem, was in a den of wolves (from John 10: 39—11: 45-54).

Where did Jesus go from Jerusalem? (John 10: 40.)

Scripture given out for next topic: Matt., Chaps. 19, 20

and 26:6-13 (re-reading); Mark, Chaps. 10 and 14:3-9 (re-

reading); Luke, Chaps. 11—19:28; John 11:1—12:11 (re-

reading).

Home Work

Read over the Scripture and the teaching for the next

lesson, which is unusually rich, and select such incidents

of teachings as you wish for condensed reports next week.
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TOPIC XX. THE EVENTS OF THE PEREAN
MINISTRY

Suggested Thought: Who are true candidates for God'«

kingdom?

Scripture: Matt., Chaps. 19, 20, and also re-read 26: 6-13;

Mark, Chap. 10, and also re-read 14:3-9; Luke, Chaps. 11:

1—19: 28; also re-read John 11: 1—12: 11.

References:

Edersheim. Book IV, Chapters XI-XXII.

Burton and Mathews, XXIII-XXVII.
Farrar, Chapters XLVI, XLVII.

Andrews, pp. 374-385.

Stalker, p. 100.

Gilbert, pp. 301-308.

Rhees, pp. 154-162.

Review the Judean ministry. See outline on page 153.

At the end of our last lesson w^e found Jesus departing

from Jerusalem and taking up His abode in Perea beyond

the Jordan. The teachings in Luke 11-18, which are ascribed

to Jesus while in Perea and during His return to Jerusalem,

are unusually rich, but the lesson will have to be taught

by a selective process. This is the last lesson in His ministry

of teaching. In the next topic we approach the mission of

atonement. Turn to the maps and sketch this journey

from Jerusalem to the Jordan and as far east as Gerasa,

and show how Jesus had now, by His personal work and

through His organized forces, covered the w^hole land. Have
written up to date the chart of ''The Campaigns of Jesus."

The teachings of Jesus given in these Chapters of Luke, 11-18,

are summarized on pp. 153, 154. I should select first a

sketch of those teachings which emphasize the solemnity
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of a life of service, the courageous denunciations of hypoc-

risy and from the events those which emphasize His per-

sonal courage. (Luke 8:31,32; John 11:8-10.) Then
against this strong background I should lay the tender

colors of the Lost Boy (Luke 15), the Raising of Lazarus,

the kindness to others who needed His help and believed

in Him (Luke 13: 16; John 11: 33-35; Mark 10:21) and

His love to children. Bring these out in the form of

brief reports from the class.

After the return of Jesus from Perea to Bethany and

the Raising of Lazarus, Jesus withdrew to the region of

Ephraim (John 11:54), in which is Ramah, Samuel's birth-

place. We will go now into the same region.

Where was our last position? Find on the Relief Map
Jerusalem, numbered [3], and Bethany, just to the east of

it, then (by the aid of the Palestine map in the back of the

book) Ephraim and Ramah.

Position 29. Greek priest blessing little children in

Ramah.

It is an interesting coincidence which places before us a

modern Greek teacher of Jesus' gospel giving His blessing

to a group of children in the village where Samuel was a

child, and in which it is possible that Jesus blessed the

baby ancestors of these little ones twenty centuries ago.

We do not look for aught that shall remind us of the

Master in the genial, dark-skinned ecclesiastic with his

queer clerical cap and cloak and his prayer beads, nor do

we find in the mothers' faces the reverence and eagerness

with which the mothers of old brought their little ones to

Jesus. But it has always been true in Canaan since the

days of patriarchs (Gen. 27: 1-40; 48: 9-16; Deut.

33: 1), and even until now, that the blessing of a good

father or teacher has been felt to have prophetic and pro-

tecting power. If Jesus walked down Ramah's street,

mothers dressed probably like these—for, as you see, each

village seems to have and retain its local costume—came
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to greet him; and children are ahvays the same, and so the

squirming lad upon whose wrist the kneeling mother holds

the amulet, the three stolid babies v/ith not over-clean

faces sucking their thumbs, and the two who peep in such

interested attitudes around the corner may remrain for us

typical of the children of Jesus' day.

Try to have some scholar prepare a story in which he

shall imagine the way one mother happened to bring her

children to Jesus (Luke 18: 15-17), the discouragements at

home, the adventures on the ^^'ay, how they felt when they

saw Jesus coming, what was said by Jesus to the boys and

girls, what became of them when they grew up. If no

one else will, do it yourself.

Why did Jesus say that young people belong to His king-

dom? Why are they members of it? How can they stay

in it? Tell the story of "the Children's Crusade." What
might those children have done for the kingdom, if they

had been really led by their King, Jesus? What may they

do now?
Emphasize that Jesus' last farewell to His nation before

He went from the country to the city to die was to spend

an hour with young people. Why? (Because they were

the men of to-morrow.)

It would be a good thing now to look at the lepers again

(Position 18) as a reminder that there were lepers in Samaria

whom Jesus healed (Luke 17: 11-19), of whom only one

was grateful, and the places of the temptation (Positions 9

and 11), because through that valley and up that road

Jesus was now advancing for the last time as He approached

Jerusalem for His ministry of atonement.

Matthew and Mark tell now of the ambition of James
and John (Matt. 20: 20-28; Mark 10:35-45). Matthew,

Mark and Luke tell of the blind men near Jericho (Matt.

20: 29-34; Mark 10: 46-52; Luke 18: 35-43). Luke only tells

us of Jesus' \'isit to Zacchaeus at Jericho (Luke 19: 1-10),

and the parable of the "Talents" (Luke 19: 11-28). Finally

Matthew, Mark and John tell of the anointing of Jesus by
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Mary of Bethany (Matt. 26:6-13; Mark 14:3-9; John 11:

55—12: 11).

Scripture given out for next topic: Matt. 21: 1-11; Mark
11:1-11; Luke 19:29-44- John 12:12-19. Bibles marked
in class or at home.

Home Work

Espacially for lengthened studies of this lesson material.

Contrast and compare the lessons in the Three Parables

of Things in Luke 15.

How did Jesus and other teachers differ as to their treat-

ment of "lost things" and "lost" men?
What were old excuses (Luke 14: 15-24), and what are

new ones for not attending God's feast?

How can we apply Luke 14: 12-14 to-day?

Debate: Was the older brother in Luke 15 justified in his

position toward his father and his younger brother?

What three persons did Jesus raise from the dead, and

what relation did they bear to their friends? (An only

son, an only daughter, an only brother.)

When is it brave and when cowardly to "count the cost"?

(Luke 14:25-35.)

Debate founded on Luke 16: 19-31: Is it possible to ])e

rich and have the approval of Christ?

Whom did the rich man and whom did Lazarus repre-

sent in Luke 16: 19-31? Whom now?

When is a boy (or a girl) a Pharisee? (Luke 18:9-14;

Luke 11: 37-44.)

Write a short story, telling what you think became of

the rich young ruler in the end. (Mark 10: 17-31.)

Herod's relation to Jesus. (Luke 9: 7-9; 13: 31-33; 23: 8-

12.)

Give all the evidence you can of Jesus' love for Jerusalem.

Write a letter of excuse in behalf of an imaginary per-

son who is invited to God's feast. (Luke 14: 15-24.)

Tell briefly an imaginary story of the life of Mary of Beth-

any both before and after the gospel story
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V. THE MINISTRY OF ATONEMENT AT JERUSALEM

TOPIC XXI. THE TRIUMPHAL ENTRY INTO
JERUSALEM

Suggested Thought : Praising Jesus vs. obeying Him.

Scripture: Matt. 21: 1-11; Mark 11: 1-11; Luke 19:29-44;

John 12: 12-19.

References

:

Edersheim, Book LV, Chapter XXIV; Book V, Chapter I.

Burton and Mathews, Chapters XXVIII, XXIX.
Farrar, XLVIII, XLIX.
Andrews, pp. 396-408.

Stalker, pp. 103-106.

Gilbert, pp. 309-318.

Rhees, pp. 169-173.

In our last lesson we left Jesus on His way to Jesusalem.

He had arrived at Bethany, the only village between Jer-

icho and Jerusalem. Here He had for several days a beauti-

ful reprieve, was anointed by Mary at Simon's supper, was

visited by the common people from Jerusalem, and was

plotted against by the priests and probably by Judas at

the close of His rebuke at the supper. (Matt. 26: 6-13;

Mark 14: 3-9; John 11: 55—12: 11.)

Here we enter the fifth or last period of Jesus' life: "The
Ministry of Atonement at Jerusalem.

"

A sketch map of the approaches to Jerusalem, the out-

line of the walls and the location of the Temple enclosure

(an excellent one in Morgan and Diffendorfer's "Studies")

should be made. Otherwise, use our own map of Jerusalem

Read if you can Rhees, pp. 170, 171.
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We now come to the triumphal entry on Sunday, the first

day of the Passover Week. (Matt. 21: 1-11; Mark 11: 1-11;

Luke 19: 29-44; John 12: 12-19.) We can now from several

positions make very real to us His Messianic entry into

Jerusalem. Use the small map of Jerusalem, Mount of

Olives, and Bethany constantly here. Returning to Posi-

tion 27, we can see again the road down to the left by which

He came into Bethany from Jericho. By this road, which

approaches us under the hill out of sight to our left. He
started for Jerusalem. Now returning to Position 12,

we are in the position of a Jerusalem citizen who watches

the little procession come over the crest of Olivet, for it

is the direct road over the hill-top by which His entry was

probably made. This is the middle way of three over the

Mount of Olives, for to the north the map shows a road

direct from Jericho and to the south one from Bethany
that avoids the hill-top. This middle road was built by
the Romans before the time of Jesus, and there is at least

one place, where the road is partly hewn out of the rock,

which has apparently suffered no change since His time.

Have the details of the Scripture accounts brought out

now, up to the point where He weeps over the city. We can

seem to see the throng spreading their garments in the

way and the branches snatched from palm trees, now cen-

turies gone, which then lined the roadway; we can hear

the anthems sung by those before and behind; we watch
the procession pause and become silent just before the steep

descent into the Valley of Kedron begins, as Jesus is seen

to interrupt the jubilant shouts by weeping in prophetic

grief over the city so recreant to its prophets of old and

its present Redeemer, and so soon doomed to fall beneath

besieging hosts camped on this very hillside.

The first view of Jerusalem which Jesus caught as He
approached from Bethany included only the southwestern

corner, surmounted by the castle of Herod, which was sup-

posed to stand on the site of the castle of David, in the

section which for that reason was called " The City of
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David." The slope of Olivet on His right hid the temple

and the rest of the city. It was then that the multitude,

''as He drew near, at the descent of the Mount of Olives/'

began to shout, ''Hosanna to the Son of David." It was
probably while they were passing through the narrow defile

that came next that Jesus pointed to the loose stones in

the Roman road beneath their feet and said to the com-
plaining Pharisees that "these would immediately cry out"

if the children should hold their peace. In a few moments
He made a slight ascent and passed out upon a ledge of

smooth rock, as you shall see, when the whole city burst

at once into view. From that place the Valley of the Kedron,

seen at its greatest depth, makes the city seem to arise

out of a great abyss. Above it stood the temple in almost

ghostly beauty, and beyond was the background of the

great town. Here we may believe "He, when He beheld

the city, wept over it.
"

We will go out to the mountain ourselves now to join

the procession as it winds over Olivet, and looking back

westward over the wide panorama of Jerusalem, now "a
gray town on its broken hills, " catch the same view, to-day

as extensive but not so glorious as in Jesus' time. Turn
to the Jerusalem map and find the encircled number 30

on Ohvet, near the right-hand side of the map, and note

carefully the territory we are to look over, embraced be-

tween the two red lines which branch toward the west.

Position 30. Jerusalem, the City of the Great King, from

the Mount of Olives.

We have come from the eastern Jerusalem wall to the

top of Olivet; our position is just above the roadway and

the direction of our outlook is, of course, westward. The

defile in the roadway, of which we spoke, is just before our

feet.

Let us take time to note the chief points of interest in

this famous scene before us, that we may carry with us
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through life an accurate and vivid knowledge of this place

where the remarkable events we are studying, and are

about to study, in the last days of Jesus' life occurred.

Just this side of that eastern wall of the city, but just

beyond our vision at the right, as the map shows, is the

pool of Bethesda, and the utmost reach of our vision at the

right just includes, though we cannot see it distinctly, the

Damascus Gate on the north by which Jesus entered the

city from Nazareth. Calvary is at its north, a few rods

away. Some distance down the valley beyond our vision-

limit on the left is the pool of Siloam. Bethany is behind

us, and Bethlehem five miles to the southwest. Below us

is the modern seven-domed Russian church, and beyond it,

far do^vn at the right, Gethsemane. Across the valley, and

under the city wall, you see the innumerable gravestones of

a Mohammedan cemetery. In the wall, almost in the

middle of our range of vision and very close to where we
were last standing, is an elevation having a double arch

under it. It is the Golden Gate which the Turks have walled

up because they believe that a conqueror of the Christian

faith will some time enter here and dispossess them. Through

this gate the Mohammedans also believe the good will pass

into Paradise after having crossed the Kedron ''on that

bridge which is sharper than the sharpest sword. " It was

through this gate, you remember, that Jesus often passed

on His way from or to Bethany.

The portion of the city nearest us is the Mohammedan
quarter which includes the Temple site; beyond it at the

right in the Christian quarter is the Church of the Holy

Sepulchre. The Jewish and Armenian quarters are at oi:r

left, and beyond the Temple area. (See Jerusalem map.)

The large enclosure you see just beyond the wall, longer

from north to south, is the place of the Temple enclosure,

and that octagonal building, "The Dome of the Rock"
(wrongly called the Mosque of Omar), stands where stood

the Temple.

(The following references are for the teacher: On that
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plateau Abraham laid Isaac on the altar (Gen. 22: 1-12);

there also was Araunah's threshing-floor (2 Sam, 24: 15-

25), which David bought for an altar place; before that altar

Solomon stood (2 Chron. 6: 12, 13), and Hezekiah prayed

(2 Kings 19: 1-15), and Isaiah beheld his glorious vision

(Isa. 6: 1-7). There stood the second Temple (Ezra 3: 1-3),

built by the returning exiles. There Christ came as a boy

of twelve to question with the doctors, to drive out the money-
changers, and at many other times to worship and to teach,

and to that place He now comes in the last days of His life.

The Temple enclosure on the south was, perhaps, a little

north of where it is now. On the west it was probably

bounded by the huge stones which now constitute the Jews'

Wailing Place. (See J\lap.) In the extreme right-hand

corner of the enclosure note particularly a tower which

stands on the site of the Tower of Antonia, where Paul

was imprisoned and from whose staircase he addressed

the throng (Acts 21 : 27-40; 22: 1-21). Perhaps that is

where Pontius Pilate lodged and where Jesus was, as we are

to see, brought to trial. Just beyond that was the Council

House of the Sanhedrin, to which also Jesus was taken.

At the right of the Dome, near the centre of the city, are

the white wall and dome of the newly restored Church of

St, John, dedicated by the German Emperor in 1898. It

was the site of the headquarters of a knightly order of the

Crusaders. A short distance to the right of that church

is the dome of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. Away
to the left is the Tower of David, the lower stones of the

original structure being still in place, crowned by Macca-

bean, Roman and modern layers. That tower, instead of

the Tower of Antonia, may have been the palace of the

Roman governor. Solomon's own house and the royal

courts filled the space south of the present wall at our left,

(See map of Jerusalem.) Still farther south was the older

part or ''the City of David," and in that region stood the

ark in its Tent of Meeting under David, and there tradition

locates David's and Solomon's tombs. Solomon extended
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the wall around Mount Zion, the southwestern hill, the

Jewish and Armenian quarters of to-day, and there the

increased population during his prosperity found its home.

Ever since then the city has tended to grow continually

north. It will be helpful to review Position 8 here, with

accompanying description.

It was down to our left, where the two valleys meet that

bound the city, Jehosaphat or Kedron on the east and
Hinnom on the south, that David caused Solomon to be

hailed as king (1 Kings 1:32-40), and up this valley below

us he rode on King David's mule and sat down (1 Kings

1 : 35) on David's throne.

It was of this historic occasion that the excited people

were thinking when they hailed Jesus as ' 'the Son of David. ")

From w^here we stand the prevailing color is gray, except

at sunset, when it is purple, only "The Dome of the Rock"
being a faint metallic green. "The walls are gray with a

touch of orange. The houses are gray with a touch of blue.
"

Unwatered, unshaded, unhallowed, it has been described

as to-day "a city of stone in a land of iron with a sky of

brass. ".

Standing here, then, we get part of the very same view

that met the eyes of Jesus. He, too, looked down upon
this valley of the Kedron and across it to the temple in

that enclosure just beyond the wall. The throngs are not

here, but we are to go down into the valley now where we
can study in a cosmopolitan holy feast throng of to-day

the varied elements of the procession that followed Jesus.

This next position is to be on the other side of the valley

and near the wall a little farther to the right than we can

see. We shall look toward the north. The lines numbered
31 on the map of Jerusalem make clear our position and the

field of vision from it.

Position 3 1 . Throngs coming up to Jerusalem to sacrifice

—outside the eastern wall.

In the distance to the right you can see Mt. Scopus, from
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wliich we first viewed the city (Position 8) and near us on

our left the cemeteries lying close to the eastern wall.

The Mohammedans to-day counteract the influence of

the great number of Christian pilgrims who come to Jeru-

salem before Easter by organizing Moslem pilgrimages to

the reputed tomb of Moses (whom they include among
their prophets), some distance from Jerusalem, and these

are the Jerusalemites of to-day preparing for the ceremonies

connected with that pilgrimage.

This scene, which is at the very site occupied by the throng

which awaited the procession of Jesus into the city, needs

no description, but is worth a half hour's scrutiny as an op-

portunity for character-study. Consider how may types

of nationality and character, how many grades of social

rank, how many kinds of business, what ages, needs and

longings are here, and were there represented. What dif-

ferences were there of knowledge, of consequent responsi-

bility, of loyalty or fickleness or enmity in the Passover

throng of the year 27 A. D.

The Passover throng of that day did not look very differ-

ent from this festal throng of to-day. It was just as varied

and cosmopolitan. True, here and there is a modern um-
brella, carried by a continental tourist or a travelled Moslem

to keep off the hot April sun. But the flowing robes, the

turbans, the loaded donkeys, look as they did two thousand

years ago. Surely tiie women with unveiled faces are not

Mohammedans. The languages spoken are as diverse as on

the day of Pentecost. Here an old sheik, who looks much
as we think of Abraham, sits among his large family. There

a woman stands erect—it is always a woman—under a

burden half her bulk, poised upon her head. Another is

bringing up the hill a filled water-pot upon her shoulder.

Some are preparing lunch. Some are trading, some gossip-

ing. All are waiting—for what? Probably some petty

circumstance of the week's celebration. But as we walk

among them the centuries vanish and we see Jesus riding

close to us, and we forget the modem scene, and as we go
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with Jesus toward the gate we see that Eastern gate open

wide, to-day's empty plain above it crowoied with terraces

and colonnades and, high above all, the marble pillars and

gilded roofs of the Holy Temple. Jesus comes like Solomon

of old, not to win, but to claim His kindgom.

The Messianic entry reminds us of that temptation of

three years before to leap from the Temple's pinnacle and

win the plaudits of the throng. No such fantastic sensation

was this humble procession, but the cavalcade of the Prince

of Peace was Jesus' last appeal, an appeal to the ideal of

Israel.

But Israel had ceased to have ideals.

Jesus' enemies were waiting for him. (Matt. 21: 15, IG,

23-27.) Do you realize the danger?

What a brave act! Jesus must come to His own city;

He could not deny His mission. He came as a king, because

He was a king. They might reject Him, but He would

still be kingly.

Who will follow Jesus when He stands alone?

Scripture given out for the next topic: Matt. 21:18—26:

46; Mark 11 :12— 14: 42; Luke 19:45— 22:46; John 12:

20—18: 1.

Home Work
Contrast the entry of Jesus with a Roman "Triumph."

(See a Roman History.)

How would Jesus feel to look down (Luke 19:41-44) on

our towTi?

What other joyful processions are mentioned in the

Bible?

Preparatory to the next lesson:

Give the story of the Marriage Feast (Matt 22:1-14),

and tell what you think it means to-day.

The history of the Pharisees (see a Jewish History or

Bible Dictionary) ; of the Sanhedrin.

Tell the story of Judas' treachery. (Matt. 26: 1-5, 14-16,

21-25,47-49; 27:3-10.)
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Why did Jesus select Judas as His disciple? (John 12: 6;

13: 29; 6: 64; Matt. 6: 24; Mark 14: 21.)

From what you have studied about the Greeks, what do

you think were their thoughts in coming to Jesus? (John

12:20-36.)

What do you think Jesus and the Greeks talked about?

(John 12:20-36.)

Why did Jesus use such secrecy in selecting the room for

the Lord's Supper? (Luke 22: 7-13.)

Why did Jesus establish the Lord's Supper? (John 13:

35; 1 Cor. 11:26.)

The great soul struggle of Luther.

Other heroes who have stood alone.

What caused the agony of Jesus in the Garden? (Matt.

(26: 36-46.) Trj' to name at least four causes.

Give your idea of what Jesus was doing each day of Pas-

sion Week in the form of a contrast with what Judas was

doing at the same time.

John 12: 1-7; Matt. 26 and 27.

How many people did it take to arrest Jesus? (Mark

14:43; Matt. 26:47; Luke 22:47; John 18:3.) (Gilbert

says six hundred men.)

Describe Jesus' skill as a debater. (Mark 11:27-33; 12:

13-37.)

The later history of Jerusalem,

Contrast Jesus at His trial and Peter at his.
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TOPIC XXII. PASSION WEEK \

Suggested Thought: How would I spend my last week

of life ?

Scripture :

Matt. 21: 18—26:46; Mark 11: 12—14: 42; Luke 19:45
—22: 46; John 12: 20—18: 1.

References

:

Edersheim, Book V, Chapters II-XII.

Burton and Mathews, Chapters XXX-XXXIII.
Farrar, Chapters LI-LVII.

Andrews, pp. 410-482.

Stalker, pp. 107-115.

Gilbert, pp. 320-356.

Rhees, pp. 172-190.

(Review with the map of Jerusalem, Mount of Olives and
Bethany, in the back of the book.)

Take your sketch-map of Jerusalem and locate any sites

not yet noted. The map should include the city walls and
gates, Olivet, Bethany, and Gethsemane, the Pretorium or

the Palace of Herod, the Hill of Offence and the Potter's

Field.

Now that we have come to the hour for the particular

study of the Passion Week, it will be well first to note in a

general way and copy in the note-books the character-

istics of the days of Passion Week as indicated in Taylor
and Morgan's ''Studies":

Sunday, a Day of Triumph.

Monday, a Day of Authority.

Tuesday, a Day of Conflict.
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Wednesday, a Day of Retirement.

Thursday, the last Da}^ with His Disciples.

Friday, a Day of Suffering.

As each is noted do\ATi, pause to n£.me the chief events

of that day up until Thursday, and get the story from the

class. For example:

SUNDAY: (Review) A DAY OF TRIUMPH
Morning.

The triumphal entry and the return to Bethany

MONDAY: A DAY OF AUTHORITY
Morning.

Return to Jerusalem and the cursing of the fig tree.

(Matt. 21: 18-22; Mark 11: 12-41.)

Noon.

The traders driven from the Temple. (Matt. 21:12,

13; Mark 11: 15-19; Luke 19: 45-18.)

The blind and lame healed. (Matt. 21 : 14.)

Evening.

The praise of the children and return to Bethany

(Matt. 21: 16, 17.)

TUESDAY: A DAY OF CONFLICT

Afternoon.

The dialogue with the Pharisees. Christ's authority

challenged. (Matt. 21:23-27; Mark 11:27-33; Luke

20: 1-8.) The three parables of warning. (Matt. 21:

28—22:14; Mark 12:1-12; Luke 20:9-19.) Three

questions by the Jewish rulers. (Matt. 22: 15-40;

Mark 12:13-34; Luke 20:20-40.) Christ's unan-

swerable question. (Matt. 22:41-46; Mark 12:35-37;

Luke 20: 41-44.) The discourse against the Scribes

and Pharisees. (Matt. Chap. 23; Mark 12:38-40;

Luke 20: 45-47.)

The widow's mite. (Mark 12: 41-44; Luke 21:1-4.)
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The coming of the Greeks. (Jolm 12: 20-36.)

Jesus is rejected by the Jews. (John 12: 37-50.)

Evening.

Discourse concerning the destruction of Jerusalem and
the end of the world. (Matt., Chaps, 24, 25; Mark,
Chap. 13; Luke 21: 5-38.)

The conspiracy between the chief priests and Judas.

(Matt. 26: 1-5, 14-16; Mark 14: 1, 2, 10, 11; Luke
22: 1-6.)

WEDNESDAY: A DAY OF RETIREMENT IN BETHANY

THURSDAY: THE LAST DAY WITH HIS DISCIPLES

Morning.

The preparation for the Passion.

Evening.

The Passover and the Lord's Supper. (Matt. 26: 17-

30; Mark 14: 12-26; Luke 22: 7-30; John 13: 1-30.)

Christ's farewell discourses. (Matt. 26: 31-35; Mark
14: 27-31; Luke 22: 31-38; John 13: 31—16: 33.)

The Intercessory Prayer. (John, Chap. 17.)

FRIDAY: A DAY OF SUFFERING

Midnight and Early Morning.

The Agony in Gethsemane. (Matt. 26: 36-46; Mark
14: 32-42; Luke 22: 39-46; John 18: 1.)

Return as desired to Positions 8, 12, 27, 30.

From the Scripture accounts we see that pra-ctically the

only movements of Jesus during these days were in going

back and forth between Bethany and the Temple witk

His disciples. (Luke 21:37,38.) On Wednesday He
remained in Bethany and on Thursday evening, instead of

returning to Bethany at eventide. He went to an upper

room in Jerusalem, perhaps in the southwestern part of

the city, for the Passover and Last Supper with His dis-
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ciples. After the supper He went to the Garden of Geth-

semane. On the next day, Friday, came His arrest, His

several trials, and His crucifixion.

Now, that we may be able to get closer to these events in

this last day of Jesus' life, we are going down into the

heart of the city and later from there to the Garden of

Gethsemane.

On the Key Map of Jerusalem find the red lines numbered

32 which show that we are to stand near the western wall

a little north of the Jaffa Gate, and look east to the Mount

of Olives. This position will be at the extreme west of the

Jerusalem of Jesus' day, and the direction of our outlook,

eastward, will extend clear across the city and beyond to

the Mount of Olives.

Position 32 Jerusalem and the Mount of Olives, east

from the Latin hospice.

We are standing on the flat roof of a large building, a

hospice for religious pilgrims. It gives us an excellent

view down into the ancient city itself, in whose narrow

streets Jesus walked for these last few days on earth. The

blind house-walls are so massively laid that ''in pacing the

more solitary streets you seem to be threading the mazes

of a huge fortress." The streets are never straight for

fifty rods. Though narrow and overhung by the houses and

by many archways, the brilliantly draped Orientals coming

out into the sun from the dark doorways make a constant

surprise of color.

As we are in the Christian quarter, the nearer roofs are

tiled and rather pointed, and not those flat surfaces which

we saw in other places and which were universal here in

Jesus' day. But the stairways to the roofs and the upper

rooms remind us that somewhere near by, tradition says

to our right (south) half a mile, in what is now called the

Ccenaculum, or David's Tomb, the disciples were prepar-

ing on Thursday of this Passion Week to eat the Passover

with Jesus.
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You discover, of course, the Church of the Holy Sepulchre,

the large dome in front of us and to the left, built on the

site which Constantino believed to be that of the tomb of

Jesus; and the modern Church of St. John off to the right,

where it was believed St. John lived, to which place he took

Mary after the crucifixion and where were the headquarters

of the Knights of St. John in the Crusades. In the distance

we can see the three paths that climb the Mount of Olives.

Over the left one of these David made his way when he

went over the Brook Kedron in flight from his son Absalom.

(2 Sam. 15:23-30.) It was down a path farther to the

right that his greater Son rode on Sunday of Passion Week.

Bethany lies, you remember, just beyond that hill, hardly

a mile away. Over which of these roads did Jesus go most

often those nights of the week when He went to Bethany

to catch a brief rest with His best friends, in His foster-

home? And where on this mount do you suppose was deliv-

ered His mystic discourse about the last things? (Mark

13:3-37.)

Go over again the events of the triumphal entry. Imagine

yourself with that company of hostile priests that gathered,

moved by the sudden disturbance, to watch Jesus ride into

the city. What day, again? Think of Olivet covered

with Passover pilgrims and tents; see again Jesus coming

out on that ledge of rock riding a white ass, the beast that

sjrmbolized peace and victory, not war. See Him pause

and weep over that city and then descend across the Kedron
and come on foot through the open gates.

But most of the teaching and the events of these last days

occurred in the temple, the site of which we see in the dis-

tance to the left of the new German church. The " Dome
of the Rock," alas! gives us no conception of what Herod's

temple was, interesting though it has been in the stirring

events of Christian history since. Go over in outline again

the events and teachings of Monday and Tuesday while

you now look at the temple site.

Here, too, we can feel we are very near to all the tragic
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scenes ot the last day of Jesus' life, which we are to study

in our next lesson. Beyond this great dome of the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre, at the foot of the Mount of Olives,

is the Garden of Gethsemane, where Jesus went on Thurs-

day night and near which He was arrested Friday morning.

The Golden Gate through which He most likely went is

clear across the city directly in front of us, and, if we are

watchful, can be seen. Nearer us, though hidden also by
this dome, is the site of the Tovver of Antonia, where prob-

ably Jesus was tried before Pilate. If not there, then in

the Tower of David, not far away off to our right and be-

hind us. The council chamber of the Sanhedrin is also be-

yond this great dome, and nearer us than the Tower of

Antonia. Calvary, as most scholars now believe, is but a

short distance away on our left.

Tell, as dramatically as you can, or have told, how the

disciples came through the narrow streets, on Thursday

evening. What wretched contention arose. What object

lesson Jesus gave them; how He celebrated the Passover,

and instituted the Supper; what He said to Peter, Judas

and John, and some of the words of eternal consolation He
spoke. (John 14: 1-4; 16: 33; 17: 20-23.)

We care not to visit the supposed "upper room" or any

of the other patently false "holy places" that cluster so

improbably about the so-called "Holy Sepulchre." The
"upper room" is traditionally just outside the wall on the

southwest side of the city (see Jerusalem map). But v.e

must cross the city before us and descend to the spot where

Jesus went that Thursday night after the supper, the spot

which has been cherished so many centuries as the Garden

of Gethsemane. We ought to know by this time just where

on our Jerusalem map to find this spot. Let us look and see

if we do. Trace the route of Jesus now from the traditional

upper room out of the Eastern Gate past the temple to

Gethsemane.

Our position is given on the map by the lines numbered

33. We shall be looking westward toward the city.
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Position 33. Ancient olive trees, Garden of Gethsemane.

You know just where you are, for you can see the Golden

Gate and the ''Dome of the Rock" just across the Kedron.

You are probably looking at the spot where the ancient

pathways entered the city and the temple at its Beautiful

Gate. Just where we stand is said to be the spot where

Judas betrayed his Master with a kiss.

This enclosure, only 150 by 160 feet, is just over the

bridge that crosses Kedron and at the crossing of the roads

that lead up to Olivet. We have looked down upon it be-

fore (from Position 12) and know that in addition to its

eight gnarled and hoary olives, which date back to the

seventh century, it contains some mournful cypresses. Ap-

parently, the garden once extended much farther up the

valley, since it would seem that Jesus would have sought

a more secluded spot for prayer. We are in its nearer and

lower corner. The Romans are known to have cut down all

the trees when they besieged the city, using many, per-

haps some of the olives of Gethsemane, for crosses for the

stubborn Jews, but these are probably direct descendants

and by only one remove from those which gave the garden

the name of "olive press." This enclosure is now tenderly

cared for by the Latin Church and Franciscan friars, who,

as you can see, cover every foot with flourishing blossoms

and shrubs.

Review the hours of agony here in Gethsemane. (In

teaching, review the littleness and narrowness of Jesus'

enemies as over against the nobility and spiritual stature

of Jesus; the fast-gathering darkness shown by the tight-

ening plots, the rejection by the leaders of the Jews, the

betrayal by Judas, the blindness of the Twelve. Then tell

of their utter desertion and then the heroic soul-struggle

of the man who was alone against the world.)

We have now come to the last day of Jesus' life. How
would you spend the days if you had but one week to live?

How did Jesus? What does this tell us of His character?
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Give other instances of lonely heroism; of courage in the

face of death.

I would close with emphasis upon the Lord's Supper as

the only institution which our Hero established so that

we might remember Him, the brotherly supper of those

who love Him, the sacramental supper of those determined

to follow His leadership, the hopeful supper of those who
are confident to conquer. (Luke 22:18; Rev. 19:9.)

Think how many have been present at that communion.

Urge attendance soon. The sacrament is itself an evangel.

Impress what it stands for in the light of Galilee, Geth-

semane and Calvary. Who have a right to partake of the

Lord's Supper?

Scripture given out for the next topic: Matt. 26:47

—

27:66; Mark 14:43—15: 47; Luke 22: 47—23: 56; John,

Chaps. 18-19. Bibles marked in class or at home.

Home Work

The probable owner and history of the Upper Room.
(Acts 12: 12; 1: 13; Mark: 14: 14-16, 50-52.

Did Judas Iscariot partake of the Lord's Supper? (An-

drews, pp. 471-473.)

Name and discuss any justifications for Peter's denial

of Jesus. (Luke 22: 54-62.)

Preparatory to the next lesson

:

Debate: Was the trial of Jesus legal?

Write in modern legal language the accusation against

Jesus as His enemies might have stated it. (Mark 14:57,

58, 61-64; Luke 23: 2, 5, 14.)

Why were there so many people in Jerusalem at this time?

Where were they from? (Acts 2: 5-10.)

Give instances of men who achieved a great life-work

and died young.

Draw clock faces and write on their outer circles the

events of each hour of the day of Good Friday.
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Write the exact date of Jesus' death (month, day and

year, A.D.).

What other king once crossed the Brook Kedron? In

what circumstances of sorrow? (2 Sam. 15: 13, 14, 23.)

Beautiful httle profile maps of Jerusalem in clay or pulp
have been modelled by young people with no other aid than
the map and our eleven stereographs of the city. Can you
get this helpful task done at home by members of your class?
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TOPIC XXIII. THE CRUCIFIXION

Suggested Thought: Jesus died for me.

Scripture: Matt. 26:47—27:66; Mark 14:43—15:47;

Luke 22: 47—23: 56; John, Chaps. 18-19.

References

:

Edersheim, Book V, Chapters XIII-XV.

Burton and Mathews, Chapter XXXIV.
Farrar, Chapters LVIII-LXI.

Andrews, pp. 473-569.

Stalker, pp. 115-132.

Gilbert, pp. 370-384.

Rhecs, pp. 191-200.

Find on the Key Map of Jerusalem the probable site of

Pilate's Pretorium and the house of the Sanhedrin (near

the present "Barracks," northwest of the temple area),

as pointed out from Position 30, then Crivary and the

Tomb of Jesus and add them to the students' maps.

We come now to the events of Friday, and first the be-

trayal and arrest. (Matt. 26:47-56; Mark 14:43-52; Luke

22:47-53; John 18:1-11.) Bring out Jesus' demeanor at

the arrest; His outraged love (Matt. 26: 49, 50); His awful

majesty (John 18 : 4-6) ; His patience and thoughtfulness

(Luke 22:49-52); His protection of His cowardly disciples

(John 18: 8, 9). His wounded heart at Peter's denial (Luke

22:60, 61); the order of trials, for there were several: be-

fore Annas (John 18: 12-24), before Caiaphas (Matt. 26:

57—27:10; Mark 14:53-72; Luke 22:54-71; John 18:25-

27), before Pilate and before Herod (Matt. 27: 11-31;

Mark 15: 1-20; Luke 23: 1-25; John 18: 28—19: 16). Which
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trial and whose judgment was decisive? State the accusa-

tions: the defence of Jesus in each case and why He spoke

or kept silent as He did. (Go into this in detail. Note

that He answered freely all authoritative questions.) Give

a character-sketch of Pilate. Name and describe the various

illegal indignities Jesus suffered during His trial and be-

fore His death. (John 18: 22; Luke 22: 63-65; 23: 11; John

19: 1; Mark 15: 16-19; Matt. 27: 27-31, 39-44, 48, 49.) How
did He bear each? How long had Jesus been without sleep

or food?

Jesus was then led away to be crucified. (Matt. 27: 31;

Mark 15: 20; John 19: 16.) We are to stand now on Jeru-

salem's northern wall and look north to the hill now be-

lieved to be Calvary. Note by the apex of the red lines

numbered 34 on the map how near we are to stand to the

Damascus Gate, the entrance, as we know, into the Holy

City from Nazareth.

Position 34. "The New Calvary," outside the Damascus
Gate, from the northern wall.

Recent Christian scholarship has turned away from the

Church of the Holy Sepulchre, which is within the city, to

this ''green hill far away, outside the city wall," as the

true site of the crucifixion and burial of Jesus. Most Protest-

ants to-day regard this knoll, associated with Jeremiah's

lonely mission, as the true Calvary, providentially over-

looked in the past, and so little unchanged by time.

It is with somewhat of a shock that we turn from this fam-

ily party seated at their pipes and coffee on the roof of their

inn, that touches here the edge of Jerusalem's northern

wall, and find ourselves face to face with the bare, skull-

like mound which has come of recent years to be accepted

by a growing number as the true site of the cross. The
resemblance of the hill to a human skull is the most pic-

turesque, though not the most convincing, reason for calling

this Golgotha, ''the place of the skull." See the two holes,

like-eye-sockets, near the centre of the cliff. (Luke 23: 33;
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John 19: 17.) It may have been its use as a burial-place

rather than its shape that gave it its nan:-e. There are, as

you observe, graves upon its summit, and the large open-

ing at the right marks the so-called Tomb of Jeremiah.

The Jewish law (Lev. 1: 10, 11) placed the burial-place

north of the city. The early Jewish writings tell us that

this hill had long been a place for the execution of crim-

inals, and received the name "Place of Stoning." A reput-

able Christian guide told Dr. Hurlbut that the place has

long been especially hateful to the Jews of the city, who
always utter a curse when they pass it, though they know
not why, and that their words translated are, "Cursed be

the man who ruined our nation by calling himself its king.

"

This place is also, as we know Calvary was, once a garden

outside the city and beside a public way, the Damascus
road. Beside that road, beyond the hill on the left, sleeps

the Queen Helena, the mother of Constantine who believed

that she discovered in Jerusalem the true cross and our

Lord's Sepulchre. Whether that or this be the true site or

not, we must acknowledge that this presents to the eye a

wonderfully vivid conception of the scene of our Lord's

passion.

Furthermore, General Charles Gordon, the noble English

Christian soldier, believed that he discovered in a crevice

of this mound close to the bottom and at the end of a gar-

den the very grave of Jesus. Later we shall look into this

tomb ourselves.

All the gospel writers give accounts of the crucifixion.

(Matt. 27: 32-56; Mark 15: 21-41; Luke 23: 26-49; John

19: 16-37.)

Get a picture description of the crucifixion, using these

passages in order: Luke 23:26-32; Mark 15:22-32; Luke

23:39-43; John 19:25-30; Mark 15; 33-38, 40, 41. What
was the demeanor of Jesus during His dying hours? (Luke

23: 28, 34, 43, 46; John 19: 26.) Give a name to the noble

trait which each word indicated. Did He ask for pity at

any time? Was Jesus afraid in the presence of death?
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Would you be? How can man overcome that fear? What
impression did this event make upon impartial bystanders?

(Matt. 27:54; Luke 23:47, 48.) Who else ever died for

men? Why does His death mean more to the world than

any other? Would it have this meaning without His life?

Just what does it mean to us?

We have accounts of the burial in all the four gospels.

(Matt. 27:57-61; Mark 15:42-47; Luke 23:50-56; John
19:38-42.) Who gave Jesus burial that Friday night?

Why? Where? Who guarded the grave? (Matt. 27:62-

66.)

Scripture given out for next topic: Matt. 28: 1-15; Mark
16: 1-11; Luke 23: 56—24: 12; John 20: 1-18.

Home Work

The character of Thomas. (John 11: 16; 20: 24-29.)

Underline the apparent allusions in the 22d Psalm to the

crucifixion.

Make a list of the persons and classes of people who helped

on the crucifixion of Jesus.

Write in what you think the proper order "The Seven

Words from the Cross.

"

Tell us of the struggles that have been made to secure

the Holy Sepulchre from the Saracens.

Describe the tombs and burials of the Jews. (Bible Dic-

tionary or Life of Christ.)
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TOPIC XXIV. THE RESURRECTION

Suggested Thought: Because He lives we shall live also.

Scripture

:

Matt. 28: 1-15; Mark 16: 1-11; Luke 23: 56—24: 12; John
20: 1-18.

References:

Edersheim, Book V, Chapter XVI.

Burton and Mathews, Chapter XXXV, pp. 273-284.

Farrar, Chapter LXII.

Andrews, pp. 570-595.

Stalker, pp. 132-135.

Rhees, pp. 201-210.

Return to the northern wall, Position 34, and note down
at the left a partially enclosed garden, and close to the foot

of the cliff, beneath a large opening above, a small dark

spot. That is the entrance to the tomb discovered by the

brave and devout General Gordon ; it is hollowed out

of the rock, as are most of the ancient sepulchres about

Jerusalem, and to this tomb he gave the name of "The
Tomb of Our Lord." We shall go down and look into it

now.

Position 35. "The Tomb of Our Lord," "New Calvary,"

outside Jerusalem.

Only one burial place was ever completed here, although

two others were left unfinished, and there is room, as you

see by the positions of the two devout young Syrian girls

in white, for the forms of two angels, "one at the head

and the other at the feet, where the body of Jesus had

lain.

"
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A little northwest of this spot is a vast system of caves

vrhich were used as tombs. There at the opening of one of

them may still be seen a great round flat stone and the

groove below in which it has been rolled when the sepulchre

was closed. The stone is very hea\'y. When it rolls forward

it goes down an incline and drops into a niche. To roll it

in its channel, and especially to roll it away from the tomb
entrance, would require the strength of two men. When
shut, the tomb could be easily sealed, as the Lord's tomb
was sealed by the soldiers when the watch vv^as set.

Standing here within a few rods of the place where Jesus

was crucified, and looking into such a new-made tomb as

that in which Joseph laid Jesus, if not the very one, can

v/e realize the feelings of Mary and the women, of John

and Peter, as they came hastily through the garden that

Easter dawn and wondered at the unsealed and open tomb,

and then turned in grief and went away, to find, each in

his own time, the risen Lord?

Jesus was crucified on Friday. On what day did the

resurrection occur? Have a clear account of the resurrec-

tion given (Matt. 28:1-10; Mark 16: 1-11; Luke 23:56

—

24: 12; John 20: 1-18); the report of the watch (Matt. 28:

11-15). Did Jesus anticipate a resurrection? (Mark 9:31;

10: 34; 12: 27.) If you think wise, and are well prepared

yourself, discuss the evidence for and against the resur-

rection. (Schaff has a good analysis in the first volume

of his Church History.) The better way is to suggest the

best proof in the conquered incredulity of the friends of

Jesus in the following passages: Mark 16:3, 6, 11; John

20:2-11; Luke 24:21, 37, 41; John 20:25—21:2, 3; Matt.

28: 17, the dishonesty of His enemies (Matt. 28: 11-15) and

the otherwise unexplainable boldness, growth and triumph

of the early church (Acts 2:14, 41-47; 4:4-7, 33; 8:4),

the life of Paul and the spread of the church westward. I

would strengthen this argument by a chart of events or a

map of Christian countries showing the march of Christ

through history and His conquest of conquering nations, of
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the most degraded savages, of the most intellectual men.

Quote some tributes to Him by such men.

The purpose of this lesson and of the next is one—namely,

to teach the power of a living Lord. It is a missionary

lesson, but it is also a plea for personal allegiance.

What does the certainty of the resurrection mean to a

living man now?

Scripture given out for the next topic: Matt. 28: 16-20;

Mark 16: 12-20; Luke 24: 13-53; John 20: 19—21: 25.

Home Work

If Sunday is the resurrection day, what influence should

that idea have upon its observance?

What made Jesus have the belief that He would rise from

the dead?

Prepare for the class a sketch-map of the Galilee region

showing only the places Jesus visited after the resurrection.
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TOPIC XXV. THE FORTY DAYS

Suggested Thought: Jesus the same yesterday, to-day

and forever.

Scripture :

Matt. 28: 16-20; Mark 16: 12-20; Luke 24: 13-53; John

20:19—21:25.

References :

Edersheim, Book V, Chapter XVII.

Burton and Mathews, pp. 285-295.

Farrar, Chapter LXII.

Stalker, pp. 135, 136.

Andrews, pp. 596-615.

Gilbert, pp. 392-405.

Rhees, pp. 214-216.

Review the story of the Resurrection morning.

At intervals for forty days after the resurrection Jesus

appeared to His disciples and others. Bring out the story

of the walk to Emmaus (Mark 16: 12, 13; Luke 24: 13-35),

the appearance to the disciples in Jerusalem, Thomas being

absent (Mark 16:14; Luke 24:36-43; John 20:19-25), the

appearance to Thomas with the other disciples (John 20:

26-29). Then came the appearance to seven of the dis-

ciples by the Sea of Galilee (John 21: 1-24).

The three suggestions of this lesson are, the gradual

overcoming of the incredulity of the eleven, the daybreak

conversation by the Lake of Galilee and the commissions

and promises of the King at His ascension. The second is

the one I would emphasize, because it shows that Jesus

was just as real and natural after His resurrection as before.

So let us return now for the last time to the familiar places

about Galilee, to which each return has added some new
and dear and perpetual association. At Tiberias (revisit
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Position 13) we first came down by the shore and studied

Galilean fisher life. Up the Jordan valley the fishermen

disciples have come now after the death of their Lord, past

this Tiberian shore and on through Magdala (near Position

23) and Capernaum at the eastern end of the Plain of Gen-

nesaret. Keep the map of Galilee constantly in hand here,

as we summarize a knowledge of the sea which w^as so long

,

the scene of our Saviour's ministry.

Our last position (36) is to be on the north shore of the

Sea of Galilee, east of the entrance of the Jordan, from

which point we are to look southeast. (See the map of

Galilee.)

Position 36. Looking southeast along the eastern shore

of Galilee, v/here the draught of fishes was taken.

And just here in this quiet cove is the spot pointed out,

off shore from Jesus' favorite place of retirement, near

Bethsaida Julias, w-here the seven disciples had been all

night fishing, and where Jesus met them and welcomed

them with the breakfast which He had prepared with His

ovvU hands. Bring out the details of the scene that was

enacted here.

Why did Jesus get breakfast on the shore? Where did

He get the fish? Why did He question Peter as He did?

Matthew tells also (Matt. 28: 16-20) that the eleven

disciples went out into Galilee "unto a mountain where

Jesus had appointed them" and gave them their world-wide

commission (^lark 16: 15-18, also). From this north shore

of Galilee, as w^e saw from a preceding standpoint (Position

23), you can see through the cleft hills at the west the Mount

of Beatitudes. What other mountain could so probably

be the "mountain in Galilee, where the Lord had appointed

them," upon which He was to give His last commission, as

this one where He had first proclaimed the laws of His

kingdom and from which He could see almost all the scene.?

of His ministry?

What command did the King give to His soldiers? (Matt.
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28: 19.) What did Pie promise on His own part? (Matt.

28: 20.) In what sense is this true to us?

You may, if you Hke, also visit (Position 12), one more

mountain, for the Ascension (Luke 24: 44-53; Mark 26: 19, 20),

for, not from Gahlee, but from His ovm Holy City, He must

say His farewell. Over that Olivet which He first saw as a

boy of twelve in the Temple, w^hich was a part of the vision

of the Temptation, which knew His tears. His teachings.

His triumph and His agony, now He went to the scene

of His ascension. Near Bethany, in sight of Mary and

Martha and Lazarus and the eleven. He parted from them.

The church upon the hill-top commemorates that triumphal

event.

Why did He leave the sight of His servants? Is He far

away? How is He coming again? What is Jesus doing

now?

Home Work

What different work did the disciples do before and aftei'

the resurrection?

What happened in the next few days after the ascension?

What became of ]\Iary?

What was the influence of Jesus on the next three cen-

turies?

What was the relation of the resurrection to the power

of the early church?

Where do you see signs of Jesus' influence to-day?

What three men in history do you think have done the

most for the cause of Christ?

Where was Paul during these events?

What king used to pray near the place of the ascension?

(2 Sam. 15: 30-32.)

Make a chart showing the growth by numbers at different

dates of Christ's cause, beginning thus:

A. D. 23 1

A. D. 27 12

A. D. 28 ? etc.
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TOPIC XXVI. GENERAL REVIEW

There are many interesting ways by which to review the

Life we have studied, besides the use of the stereographed

scenes in order and in chronological groups. There are

many illuminative books about the Master from the larger

vision of His nature, character and work rather than from

the narrative side, to be read in such connections. A few

are:

Rhees, pp. 217-269.

Matheson's Studies of the Portrait of Christ.

Speer's The Man Christ Jesus.

Bushnell's Character of Jesus.

Morgan's Crises of the Christ,

Dawson's Life of Christ.

Several topics under which the review of the events and
places associated with Jesus' life may be attempted are

suggested below, with the numloers of the appropriate

sterographed scenes.

Stereographed Scenes Illustrating the Parables

6 18 26

14 21

Stereographed Scenes of the Miracles

13 22 27

17 23 28

21 25 36

The Mountains in Jesus' Life

4 12 21 30

8 15 25 32

11 20 27 34
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The Life of Mary

2 4 8 13

3 5 12 34

Stereographed Scenes Showing Oriental Customs

Childhood, 2, 5, 6, 13, 18, 29.

Marriage, 14.

Occupations, 6, 21, 22, 24.

Women, 2, 3, 5, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 21, 29.

Food, 13, 17, 22.
^

Water Supply, 5, 16, 28.

Transportation, 1, 3, 5, 10, 26, 31.

Houses, 2, 4, 18, 19, 32.

Social Occasions, 5, 19, 31.

Religious Customs, 10, 29.

Diseases, 17,

Crime, 26.

Burial, 30, 34, 35.

The Stereographed Scenes in the Order in which they

are usually visited by travellers who land in Joppa:

1 Joppa.

8, 30, 12, 32, 28, 31, 17, 33, 27, 34, 35 Jerusalem.

2, 3 Bethlehem.

26, 9, 11, 10 Jericho and Jordan.

29, 15, 16, 6, 21 through Samaria to Nazareth.

5, 4, 18, 14 Nazareth and Cana.

20, 13, 22, 23, 36 Lake of Galilee.

19, 25 Caesarea Phihppi.

24 Tyre.

The traveller from Beyrout visits these places in reverse

order.

The mere completing of the charts, maps and note-books

may be the best review in some classes. If possible, I

would give more than one session to this important matter.
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On some week-day evening the class may conduct a stere-

opticon re\aew or a review by Perry or Wilde pictures.

An excellent way to close this course will be to take some

of the topics suggested below as special supplementary

material for a while to the new course of study that may be

adopted. (My own class took several weeks on nothing

but these special questions. If a course on the teachings

of Jesu^ should be taken up next, this additional biographical

material vrould be very appropriate and interesting.) The
topics are adapted to various grades and characters of

students and are not at all intended to be used by any one

class.

Home Work for General Review

Give chapter titles of your own to each chapter in your

favorite Gospel.

Write a short essay on the character of Jesus, after read-

ing and thinking over Luke 2:40, 52; Matt. 3: 15; 4: 1-11;

John 3:13; 4:42; Luke 5:3-11; Matt. 12:17-20; 5:17;

John 6:33; Matt. 16:15-23; 17:1-8. 24-27; John 8:46;

Luke 22:27; John 13: 12-15; 14:30; 17:18; Matt. 26:42;

Luke 23: 34; John 19: 26, 27, 30.

(References taken from Taylor and Morgan's "Studies.")

Do the same after reading Bushnell's "The Character of

Jesus.

"

Assign any points that have occasioned intellectual

doubts, giving references to Rhees' Life or to Sanday's article

in the Encycloptpdia Biblica.

Name some of the habits of Jesus.

Prove that Jesus was fond of out-door life.

What confession had men made during Jesus' life as to

His character? (John 1: 36, 41, 45, 49; 6: 68, 69; Matt. 16:

16. Find others.)

The Gospel of Matthew is distinctly the Gospel of the

Kingdom. Run over it rapidly and make divisions for it

on this basis: viz., "Chapters 1, 2. The Birth and Youth
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of the King; 3, 4: The Baptism and Temptation of the

King, " etc.

Make a statement from the following passages of the

feehngs of Jesus and the reasons therefor in this form: "He
was angry at , because " (John 2

17; 4:32; Mark 3:5; Matt. 14:4; Mark 7:34; 8:12

Luke 10: 21; 13: 32; John 11: 33, 35; Luke 19: 41; John 12

27; 15: 11; Matt. 26: 37; Mark 16: 7; John 20: 16; 21: 12—
references from Taylor and Morgan's Studies. ")

Make a calendar showing the time of the Jewish feasts.

Combine all your maps of journeys into one by using only

a white background and putting the journeys of the dif-

ferent periods in with different-colored pencils.

Make a brief list of the chief events of Jesus' life in order.

Then cross off all that, upon review, seem less important,

and bring in the list.

Make a list of the parables of Jesus. See if you can

classify them in any way, by subject, by character or by

object.

Enumerate the private conversations of Jesus.

Enumerate the foreigners with whom Jesus was ac-

quainted.

Name the great discourses of Jesus.

Read the story of "Ben Hur," and tell in what ways it

helps you to understand Jesus' life.

Make a sketch-map of the world as known to the ancients

in the time of Christ, to show the central position of Palestine,

its isolation by deserts, mountains and sea, and the Roman
roads leading from it.

What was going on in the rest of the world during the

hfe of Jesus?

Josephus' references to Jesus.

Special Look-up Questions

(For use in review or at any time during this course,

and to supplement other courses.)

How did the Romans and the Jews keep the time of day?
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When did Jesus' sincerity cause Him to make replies that

seem ungracious?

What significant things did Jesus refrain from doing or

saying?

Study the silences of Jesus.

Find evidences of Jesus' knowledge of the weather.

Collect passages that show Jesus' love and knowledge of

nature.

Did Jesus ever speak harshly to or pass judgment upon
a woman?
Was Jesus ever disobeyed?

Did Jesus ever change His plans?

Mention some other great and good men who have been

called mad.

On what occasions was Jesus angry, and why?
Construct of clay and wood a model of an Oriental house.

The good and the bad people in the genealogies of Jesus.

What was the value in American money of the sums
mentioned in the following incidents:

The Circumcision.

The tax paid by Jesus.

The gift of Mary.

The widow's mite.

The betrayal by Judas.

Name the articles in an American house which Jesus

never possessed.

The life of an ancient and of a modern rabbi.

How do Jewish customs to-day differ from those in Jesus'

day?

Who is your favorite among the disciples, and why?
Who is your favorite among the women of the gospel

story, and why?
Give a recipe for bread-making as done in Palestine.

Bring in some unleavened bread.

What language did Jesus talk? Find a word or two of it

in the Gospels.
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Bring in a specimen of Hebrew or Aramaic printing and

find out how it is read.

The attitude of the Jews toward dogs. (See Concord-

ance.)

Bring a sketch-map showing the gates and pools of Jeru-

salem.

Tell one of the apocryphal stories of Jesus' infancy-

Quote the best of the apocryphal sayings of Jesus.

Name four great modern Jews.

What temptations did Jesus have after those in the wil-

derness?

Give examples of Jesus' use of system.

What people ever thanked Jesus?

Compare the size of Palestine with that of Maryland,

Massachusetts, Switzerland, Scotland, your own State and

county.

The present population of Jerusalem, Bethlehem and

Nazareth: number and kinds of people.

Has the star of Bethlehem ever been seen again?

If forty-two verses of the Gospel of Mark could be written

on a skin of parchment worth twenty-five cents a skin,

and the copying would take six weeks at fifty cents a day,

what would a copy of that gospel cost, in modern money,

in the first century?

Questions for Any Week.—Has any man been visiting

our city lately who illustrates the hero or event of this les-

son? What did you read in the newspapers last week that

throws light on this lesson?
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A LIST OF STEREOGRAPHED SUPPLEMENTARY
SCENES

In courses that last one year or more it is often desirable

to have a few supplementary scenes. Events which in a

shorter course are only incidental, and hence are not illus-

trated, are sometimes made the centre of the lesson in a

longer series. These additional spots to be visited, selected

from a much larger number of which a hst can be secured

free of charge, are, for convenience, arranged in the order

of the events of Clirist's life, the references at the right

showing to which of our owti lessons they are supplementary.

They are, of course, not needed to illustrate these, but

persons using any other system have only to turn to the

table showing the corresponding num.ber in their own course

to know instantly which of their lessons is referred to.

Many of these places are included in the Hurlbut Tour.

They are to be ordered by name and not by number.

Stereographed Places. Topics.

The Bazaar of Jaffa
'' Roses of Sharon, " on the Plain of Sharon

Grotto from whence the Shepherds "Watched Their

Flocks, " near Bethlehem

The Manger at Bethlehem

"Search the Scriptures," a Bible Class of Christian

Mothers in Bethlehem of Judea

Old Roman Khan, traditionally where Mary missed Jesus

from the Caravan, Beeroth

Carpenters in Nazareth, where Christ was known as a

Carpenter 2 and
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Stereographed Places. Topics.

A Christian Girl of Nazareth 2 and 3

Chapel on the Traditional Site of Joseph's Carpenter

Shop, Nazareth 2 and 3

Nazareth, the Home of the Child Jesus—from the north-

east 2 and 3

A Cistern Cut in the Rock, at an Ancient Inn, Road from

Jerusalem to Nazareth 2

Pilgrim to the Holy City and Mount Olivet—northeast

from St. Stephen's Gate, Jerusalem 2

Russian Pilgrims in Robes which will be their Burial

Shrouds, Dipping in the Sacred Jordan 4

Picturesque Palestine, the Wilderness of the Scapegoat,

Judea 4

"The Valley of Fire," with its Lonely Old Convent, Wil-

derness of Judea 5

A Marriage in the Holy Land 6

1. The Bridegroom and Master of Ceremonies—^A Wed-
ding at Ramallah.

2. The Bridegroom Riding to the Home of the Bride,

Ramallah.

3. The Well Ceremony—signifying that the wife shall

serve the husband—a wedding, Ramallah.

4. The Sword Ceremony—signifying the husband's au-

thority—a wedding, Ramallah.

5. The Bride's Arrival before the Home of the Bride-

groom.

6. Dancers Rejoicing before the Bridegroom.

Tiberias, a Town of Jewish Fishermen, Sea of Galilee

—

from the southeast 6

Traditional Capernaum Christ's Home by the Sea of

Galilee—from the northwest 6

Traders in Camels, Cattle and Asses—Pool of Gihon,

Jerusalem 7

The Sacred Rock, where the Temple Altar stood, Mount
Moriah, Jerusalem 7
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Stereographed Places. Topics.

The " Dome of the Rock, " where the Temple Altar stood,

Mount Moriah, Jerusalem 7

Sychar—where Christ tarried with the Samaritans,

Mount Gerizim 8

Cana of Galilee and its Well—from the south 9

Greek Church, on the supposed site of the synagogue

where Christ taught—Nazareth 9

Samaritan High Priest, and Pentateuch Roll—supposed

MTiting of Abishua, great grandson of Aaron,

Shechem 9

Safed, Palestine—"A city that is set on a hill cannot

be hid" 11

An Oriental Feast—Rice and Lamb, Beeroth 12

Magdala, by the Sea of Galilee—Home of Mary Mag-

dalene 12

Gathering Tares from Wheat—in the stony fields of

Bethel (looking south) 13

Traditional Bethsaida, Sea of Galilee, and Mount of

Beatitudes 15

Ruins of Ancient Tyre—wonderful fulfilment of Prophecy

—Syria 16

The Old Crusader Stronghold of Subeibeh, on Mount
Hermon, Palestine 17

Site of Chorazin (where Christ performed mighty works)

and Sea of Galilee 18

Bedouin Robbers, Wilderness of Judea, near the Road to

Jericho 18

Travellers at the ''Inn of the Good Samaritan," Road
to Jericho 18

Killing the Fatted Calf for a Marriage Feast 20

Women Grinding at a Mill 21

The Lower Road to Bethany, southeast from Jerusalem. . 21

Ruins of the Home of Martha, Mary and Lazarus, at

Bethany 21

A Woman of Modern Jericho Baking Unleavened Bread . 22
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Stereographed Places. Topics.

Ceremony of Washing the Saints' Feet by the Greek

Patriarch, Jerusalem 22

Pilgrims on the Via Dolorosa, ''The Route to Calvary,"

Jerusalem 23

The Jews' Wailing Place, Outer Wall of Solomon's Tem-
ple, Jerusalem 23

Jerusalem Jews at the Wailing Place 23

A Tomb with the Stone Rolled Away 24

Old Temple of the Crusaders—erected 12th century—on

More Ancient Ruins at Amwas (Emmaus) 25

The Village of Amwas (Emmaus) 25
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ADDITIONAL GENERAL METHODS

Sometimes let some scholar take a stereograph and stere-

oscope home, and, in your stead, prepare the appropriate

questions for it. Show him where to get any information

he needs for the purpose.

Let the reviews be mutual. Let each member try to

puzzle another by asking some legitimate review question

from the places or the scripture.

If at any time a special stereographed scene is likely to

be called for by one of the class, it is well to have the en-

tire tour close at hand for reference.

The smaller numbei of places to be studied through the

stereoscope for certain Sabbaths aids very much the variety

of teaching. If at any other time you notice that the fresh-

ness of the travel method has worn off, turn at once to

some manual method and postpone the use of the travel

method for a week or two. There will soon be eagerness

enough for its re-introduction.

One year the members of my class each chose the name
of a hero as a substitute for his own, the roll was called

by these assumed names, and, as a supplementary feature,

each in turn gave, one each Sunday, a brief story of his

hero's life, carrying the personification out by speaking in

the first person.

Among older classes, who have read and studied history,

make frequent calls for contributions in comparative biog-

raphy and history, especially of "modern instances" of

scripture events.

Just before Thanksgiving say to some scholar: "Imag-
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ine yourself the governor, and the class and church the

commonwealth in which you live, and write a Thanksgiving

proclamation, mentioning the general and special reasons

for the proclamation this year.

"

To deepen the impression of reality, give some scholar

two or three reproductions of famous paintings to take

home, with the parallel scenes in our tour from nature, such

as the square in Bethlehem. Ask him to show, for example,

how an artists' picture of the nativity is untrue to reality.

Do not fail, however, to show how the sentiment of the

painting is to a degree an atonement for this. But let the

class see thus graphically how they are being brought nearer

by real scenes to the real Jesus.

Individual Tasks.—The ideal of teaching is to have each

scholar do something every lesson. Each one may be given

a constructive task, to which he shall add material as each

lesson furnishes it, and, if you wish, give it to the rest for

their note-books. For example, week by week, one may
build:

A life of Peter, John, Andrew, Judas; another may make
A Table of Contents for the Gospel of Mark, or Luke;

others

:

A List of Those Who Befriended Jesus (there are at least

thirteen).

The Battles of Jesus.

The Conversations of Jesus (there are over twenty).

A List of the Parables.

Jesus' References to Boyhood
The Habits of Jesus.

The Vacations of Jesus.

The Mountains of Jesus' Life, and something about each

of them.

The Walks of Jesus (plot them out and measure the total

distance).

Object Lessons.—^Try to have brought in at appropriate

times objects from Palestine, such as pressed flowers, vials

containing seeds, minerals, Jordan water, etc. Have a
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"Life of Christ Room" in :he church, a room devoted en-

tirely to objects, pictures and books illustrating the Life

of Jesus.

Other Manual Methods.—Have scholars buy single gospels

or cut them out from imperfect Bibles and design book

covers and execute them in water-colors on water-color

paper. If each scholar owns two copies of a book, it

may be mounted on larger sheets of paper, a page on

each side, and small illustrations or sketches or colored

initials introduced in the margins. Do not tell the scholar

where to place the illustration. If he finds the place him-

self, he will always remember it. The contents of the

gospel and other interesting matter may be printed by
him on uniform sheets and attached at the beginning. A
similar method for studying the men of the Bible and the

books of the Bible has been advised by Mr. W. H, Davis,

and the booklets may be obtamed from the International

Committee of the Y. M. C. A., New York City, at twenty-

five cents each.

L^pon some excursion to the shore a sand map might be

constructed or, by a cooperative task, a relief map of the

Holy Land constructed upon a lawn by means of excava-

tion, grass, stones, etc., and water introduced to simulate

the Jordan and the seas, as at Chautauqua.

The teacher, as the scholar stays after the school or

comes to his house to do his individual work, gets a closer

acquaintance with him, and often discovers an unexpected

talent or interest which is the key to influence over him.

After interest in the cooperative Life of Christ (being

written by different members of the class) flags a little,

take up a single passage of narrative or teaching from

the Gospels for class discussion. Suggest that the class

unite to compose a rendering of this passage into modem
English and boyish ideas. Step by step agree upon and

have one student record the words and ideas that seem best.

"The Twentieth Century New Testament" will help in

the English, but get the ideas from the boys. If this work
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arouses any enthusiasm, do it again. This plan is original

with Dr. S. C. Schmucker of West Chester, Pa,

The Necessity of Expression.—Whenever the lesson will

admit, make the homeliest and most immediate applications,

without personal references, of course, such as to the neces-

sity of bodily cleanliness, little courtesies, the care of one's

pets, listening while older people are talking, doing kindnesses

without bragging about them, instant obedience to parents,

etc.

Let every lesson, if possible, close by submission of plans

for service of some sort the coming week.

Social Activities.—As I have already intimated, the

teacher who would teach most truly remembers that the

best teaching is mutual, and that the scholars teach each

other more than he can teach them. This social, as well

as his individual teaching, he desires to direct. He wants

to make it work for goodness. This esprit de corps may
be used to produce class government and order, to encour-

age church attendance, to increase the class membership,

to develop class activities of service for others, and it will

be a potent influence in determining religious decision

and confession. To this end, I advise, wherever possible,

some class organization which shall meet regularly, even

if not often, on week days. A class name and a class cheer,

an initiation ceremony and a grip and password, class socials,

and best of all, a class camp in summer are excellent ways to

increase and control this useful instinct.

A directory of the principal kinds of social clubs for young
people is published by the General Alliance of Workers

for Boys, Fall River, Mass., for twenty-five cents. In my
''Boy Problem" (The Pilgrim Press, Boston, one dollar),

I have discussed at length the comparative value of the

chief ways of helping boys socially. The Alliance, which

I have mentioned above, publishes also a complete hand-

book of camps, a list of books for boys' reading, a text-

book for boys' clubs and gangs and a pamphlet of essays

on the Religious Education of boys, aR of which are very
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valuable and each of which is sold for twenty-five cents.

The handbook of the Knights of King Arthur, a Sunday-

school fraternity for boys, founded by the author of this

book, is published by Frank L. Masseck, Potsdam, N. Y.,

for twenty-five cents.
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THE APPLICATION OF THE STEREOGRAPHS OF
PALESTINE AND OF THE LESSONS TO OTHER
COURSES.

Any complete and orderly course on the life of Christ

can be used instantly and constantly with a study of the

places in Palestine shown in our stereographs and with

this handbook. Courses in a single gospel and courses that

do not cover the life of Christ completely are supplemented

in very necessary ways by our methods.

Following are tables showing just how to use our material

with the most popular courses on the subject.

Murray's "Life and Works of Jesus according to Mark."

A good short course in a single gospel is Murray's "Life

and Works of Jesus according to Mark" (published by the

International Y. M. C. A. Committee, N. Y. City). Of

course Mark, while the most graphic, is the most incom-

plete of the gospels. Our travel-study course would serve

to enlarge and round out this special study, which is for

adults. It applies to Mr. Murray's lessons as follows, the

stereographed places not on the same line with the num-
bers of his lessons covering the intervening ground.

Number of Number of Our
Murray's Lesson. Stereographed Scenes.

1-8

1 9-16

2 • 17, 18

3,4 19

5 20

7 22

8
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Number of
Murray's Lesson.

9

10

11

12, 13

14,15

16

17

18

19

20,23

24,25

26

Number of Our
Stereographed Scenes.

23

23

24

Teachings

25

28

26

27, 29

30-32

Teachings

33

34

35,36

Davis' Life of Christ for Boys' Bible Classes.

Published by the International Committee of the Y. M
C. A., N. Y.

Number of
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In all the one-year courses in the life of Christ which fol-

low there are lessons on the teachings of Jesus which cannot

of course be illustrated by stereographed scenes. It is my
own belief that it is unwise, in teaching boj^s and girls, to

try to combine a narrative and a doctrinal or ethical course

in one, because each has greater interest and movement
if treated separately, but for the benefit of those who wish

to do this I have introduced in the Home Work at appro-

priate times suggestions as to the ways of dealing with un-
illustrated lessons. In using the following tables all that

is necessary to do is to turn from one's own lesson to the

corresponding lesson in our manual and the stereographed

scenes to gain help in teaching any given course. Courses

not mentioned here can in half an hour, by the construction

of a similar table, be used with this handbook and tra^^el-

study.

It ought also to be remarked that, in schools where a

few classes are using our stereographs of Palestine and
various quarterlies or text-books, the scenes from Palestine

will prove so interesting and take so much time that the

teacher can easily, if he desires, so prolong his studies of

the acts of Jesus as to cover the time used by other classes

in studying the teachings and thus close his course at the

same time as the rest.

The publishers can furnish many stereographed scenes of

Oriental life and customs which are illustrative of the par-

ables and teachings. These are described on pages 200-203.

A few of these might be ordered toward the close of the

course, when the teachings mostly occur, to supplement

those regularly furnished.

Burton and Mathews* Constructive Studies in the Life of

Christ and Stevens and Burton's Harmony of the Gospels

The "Studies" published by the University of Chicago

Press; the "Harmony" by Silver, Burdett & Co., Boston.

This table fits the "Studies." The "Harmony" is closely

parallel.
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Chapter in the
"Studies," etc.
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The Bible Study Union (Blakeslee) Lessons, Junior Grade.
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Number of
akeslee Lesson.
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Number of

T. &M. &D. &M.'s
Studies.
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Number of
Bosworth's Studies.

i Mark
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Number of
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visited in the order of the events in the hfe of Christ, so

that, thus studied, a complete conception of the chronology

and story of that life would be gained.

The following table gives in the first column this rear-

rangement of the Hurlbut scenes by number. The second

column gives the number of the appropriate correspond-

ing studies in our Lessons, and the third the number of

the corresponding stereographed scenes furnished with

those ' 'Lessons. " The numbers in the first column not in

parentheses refer to exactly or practically the same places

as those in the third column, so that the Hurlbut manual
and the Travel Lessons manual are interchangeable for

constant reference. The numbers in parentheses refer to

additional places which are related to the topics of the

Lessons.

It is thus seen that the places visited in the Hurlbut

tour give the teacher or student a rich and complete knowl-

edge of the scenes in which the Master's life was passed.

It is almost needless to say that for class use a number of

places in the Hurlbut tours no greater than that in the

Lesson series would be ample. Too many would cause

hurried teaching and confused learning.

urlbut Stereographed
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Hurlbut Stereographed
Scene. Number.

(82-83)
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Testament Lessons. In ordering the Old Testament stereo-

graphs those who have this course on the Life of Jesus may
ask to have these omitted, and proper allowance will be

made.

ife of Jesus Number.
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both Old and New Testament class work: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

10, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,

30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36.

If you desire those stereographed places for completing

courses on the Old and the New Testament, mention that

you have the Old Testament places, and enclose $5.17, and
the publishers will select and send you the needed New
Testament places and the New Testament handbook.
On the other hand, if one adds to the New Testament

scenes 43 stereographs and the Old Testament handbook
he has a complete apparatus for both Testaments. Write

that you have the New Testament places and enclose S7.67,

and the publishers will send you the needed Old Testament

places and the Old Testament handbook.
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THE PLACE OF OUR LESSONS IN A GRADED COURSE
OF STUDY

The question arises, if our methods are of permanent

vahie, where do they fit in a permanent graded lesson course?

This problem has been solved by Prof. Albert Edward

Bailey, Principal of the Allen School, West Newton, Mass.,

in a course of study which he has outlined for the Sunday-

schools of the First Baptist Church and the Congregational

Church, West Newton, Mass. His course in brief is as

follows:

I. Primary.

Cradle Roll.

Kindergarten: Nature work and Natural Religion.

Primary', Grades I-IV: Memor>^ work from the Bible and

Hymnal; Bible Stories; Bible Characters.

II. Intermediate.

Grade V, ages 8-10: The Study of Habits.

Grade VI, ages 9-11: Introduction to the Bible.

Grade VII, ages 10-12: Travel Lessons on the Old Testa-

ment.

Grade VIII, ages 11-14: The Biographies of the World's

Leaders.

Grade IX, ages 13-15: Travel Lessons on the Life o*

Jesus.

III. Senior, ages 14-16.

I. The History of Israel.

II. The Histoiy of Israel, concluded.

III. The Life of Christ.

IV. The Life of Christ, concluded.
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IV. Adults.

I. Advanced Course in the History of Israel.

II. The International Lessons.

III. Various proposed optional courses.

V. Home Department.

The International Lessons.

In this excellent and thoughtfully planned course our

Lessons hav« their assigned place in the prescribed cur-

riculum at the point where they are pedagogically most

valuable.

In the so-called "Model Sunday Schools" at Union Theo-

logical Seminary, Teachers' College and the First Union

Presbyterian Church of New York City, in which our stereo-

graphic material is used, the Course in Biblical History

is as follows:

Grade I, 7th year: Stories of Jesus.

Grade II, 8th year: Stories of Jesus, Elijah, Paul, etc.

Grade III, 9th year: Stories of the Patriarchs.

Grade IV, 10th year: History of Israel.

Grade V, 11th year: History of Israel, continued.

Grade VI, 12th year: History of Israel, concluded.

Grade VII, 13th year: Life of Christ.

Grade VIII, 14th year: Life of Christ, concluded.

Grade IX, 15th year: Lives of Peter and Paul.

Grade X, 16th year: Life of Paul.

Grade XI, 17th year: History of the Bible library.

Grade XII, 18th year: History of Religion within the

Bible.

Graduate Courses: Elective.

Here it appears that the Travel Lessons on the Old Testa-

ment would be indicated for Grades IV-VI, ages 10-12,

and the Lessons on the Life of Jesus for Grades VII, VIII,

ages 13 and 14, very much as in Professor Bailey's course.
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In Burton and Mathews' course in their "Principles and

Ideals for the Sunday-school," our Lessons on the Life of

Jesus would come first at the age of 11 and be repeated

at 14 in an advanced mode of treatment, while our Lessons

on the Old Testament would come at the age of 12.

In Haslett's course, in ''The Pedagogical Bible School,"

our Old Testament Lessons, followed by our Lessons on

the Life of Jesus, come between the ages of 12 and 14.

This substantial agreement of authorities as to the place

of the study of Bible biography in the life of a child is also

harmonious with the practical problem of utilizing a modest

supply of our travel study materials to cover the whole

school, because only a few classes mature at once to be ready

to use our Lessons at one time.

There is much to be said, however, for the advantages of

using our Lessons, especially in schools that are not per-

fectly graded, for older scholars. A gentleman who has

done considerable work in Bible study with boys in the

Y. M. C. A. has suggested these arguments for the use of

our Lessons for youth over fifteen:

1. "This is the place of greatest need.

(a) Other methods hold the younger boys. This is the

critical period.

(h) Their advancement in day school fits them for a

comprehensive study.

(c) Study of disconnected incidents in earlier years,

while rendering repetition in the same manner

trite, has laid a foundation for a connected series.

(d) ]Many boys of sixteen desire to remain in Sunday-

school, but fear the ridicule of companions. They

are looking for an excuse to remain. A travel

Study Class affords this.

2. "Here the Lessons can be introduced with the least

disturbance.

(a) Separate rooms can be secured for one or two

advanced classes where accommodations would not
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be allowed for an ordinary class from the 'main

room.

'

(6) The initial expense would be reduced and the en-

tire school could be called on to provide equipinent

for an advanced class or department,

(c) The twelve-year-olds will look forward toward

entering the Travel Study Class at fourteen, rather

than to leaving the school.

3. "By this plan a permanent acquisition is associated

with a special period of exhaustive study.

The regular weekly use of the stereograph will

fall within certain periods. It is important not to

have its great attractiveness diminished v/hen the

most difficult age is reached.

When local conditions favor extension into other

classes, this will follow naturally and without

friction. It will be an unconscious step toward a

graded system, in which the stereograph will have

from the start its correct position.
"

Where a teacher moves independently in purchasing the

travel study materials they may be made applicable to

any grade in the main room. Where they are purchased

by the school as a permanent part of the school curriculum,

it would seem wise to introduce them regularly for a defi-

nite period somewhere between the ages of ten and six-

teen. There is also another obvious use, which has not

been referred to, among adult classes, where as means of

reference they rank with the school library and wall maps.

Indeed, the materials and Lessons are already being used

regularly in a number of adult Bible classes and normal

classes where, usually purchased by the classes themselves,

they have added immensely to the enrichment of the study

of the Scriptures.
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THE TEACHERS' LIBRARY

This book does not pretend to furnish, in its explana-

tions and helps, a commentary, critical or homiletical, on

the Gospel story. For this the reader will turn to the

references which we give at the beginning of each Topic

to the standard Lives of Jesus, to his owti library and to

his Sunday-school periodicals. From these will come many
attractive sidelights upon the Oriental people and places

seen. Such additional facts will l^e interesting, especially

to adult classes, but they should be introduced with dis-

cretion in classes of boys and girls, for they care for large

outlines and for details which they can see, but very little

for details to which they can only listen.

Our chief purpose in introducing the library references

is thoroughly to furnish the teacher for his work. No
teacher will read all, but every teacher will be glad to have

the best authorities thus made available. We suggest also,

as a matter of convenience, the following books for the

teacher's and the school's library. The books here men-
tioned are referred to in the Lessons simply by their au-

thors' names.

The best version of the Holy Bible is the American Stand-

ard Revision (Thomas Nelson's Sons, New York). Any
teacher's edition of the Bible will be helpful for its explan-

atory notes and maps. The "Twentieth Century Gospels,"

a version in modern English (50 cents, Fleming H. Revell

Co., New York), will interest the scholars by its fresh trans-

lations of the words of the familiar narrative.

It is important to the teacher to own a good Bible dic-

tionary. Hastings' ''Dictionary of the Bible," Scribners',

New York, $30, is full, reliable and moderate in its posi-
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tions. The teacher who cannot purchase it may find it

available in the reference room of his public library. A
smaller one, even that in a teacher's Bible, will be con-

stantly helpful.

The graphic and scholarly pages of George Adam Smith's
" Historical Geography of the Holy Land, " A. C. Armstrong

& Co., New York, $4.00, with its excellent maps, furnish

a most useful manual for the teacher as student. For the

teacher as instructor, the multitude of small graphic charts

and maps of Townsend MacCoun's "The Holy Land in

History and Geography" will be helpful in the map work

of the class (Fleming H. Revell Co., Chicago. $2.00). Some
Teachers' Bibles have excellent maps.

Stevens and Burton's Harmony of the Gospels ($1.25.

Silver, Burdett & Co., Boston) is a good inexpensive har-

mony.

Among all the many Lives of Jesus that of Edersheim

(SI. 25, various publishers) is fullest of interesting Oriental-

isms. Those are condensed in the Boys' Life of Christ by

the present author ($1.25. Funk & Wagnalls Co., New
York), a companion volume to this text-book. Farrar's

(various inexpensive editions) has a graphic and eloquent

style. Stalker's ($1.00) is the best short life. Burton and

Mathews' Constructive Life ($1.50, University of Chicago

Press) is an excellent study book, Rhees' ($1.25. Scribners,

New York) and Gilbert's ($1.25. Macmillan, New York)

are scholarly short biographies, Sanday's ($2.80, Scrib-

ners, New York) is the authority on chronology and order,

and is the most recent and masterly discussion of the criti-

cal problems, though perhaps not so well arranged as An-

drews',

Mr. Trumbull ($2.50. The Sunday-school Times Co.,

Philadelphia) describes the recent Sunday-school Pilgrim-

age in a book full of interesting details and pictures. The

Pilgrim Teacher Lesson Pictures (10 cents a quarter. The

Pilgrim Press, Boston) are the best half-tones to paste in

the class books.
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''The Holy Land," painted by John Fulleylove, and de-

scribed by John KeUman ($6.00 net. Macmillan, New
York), contains splendid color illustrations, which make
the land kno\\Ti as in no other way, and the descriptions are

equally vivid.

"The Land of the Bible," by Lester Bradner, Jr. (the

Sunday-school Commission, New York, 15 cents), is a fine

little manual for teaching the geography. W. H. Davis'

"Men of the Bible" (International Committee of the Young
Men's Christian Association, New York, 25 cents) is nec-

essary for those who would do the map modelling work

here commended. Dr. Hodge's "Manual Methods of Sun-

day Teaching (30 cents. 700 Park Ave., New York)

tells all about such materials and methods. For those who
would get the contour of the country without using the

plastic materials, the embossed maps of Palestine and of

the Sinai Peninsula, published by Da\nd C. Cook & Co.,

Chicago, at three cents each, are acceptable. They will

take ink or water-color. D. C. Heath & Co., Boston, publish

an outline map of Palestine in faint color for tracing at

two cents each.
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THE SUPERINTENDENT'S USE OF THE STEREO-
GRAPHS

Where the teachers are not yet ready to conduct travel-

study themselves, or where there are several of our Tours

which, having been used previously in individual classes,

are now free for general use, the superintendent may offer

them to the whole school and condense the review by their

means, by a method which I have used myself, which is

as follows:

The superintendent writes upon the blackboard before

the school opens the large caption :

TO-DAY'S OUTLOOKS

and underneath, numbered "1," "2," etc., the titles of the

stereographs of the current lesson. The stereographs them-

selves have been placed in the wire racks of stereoscopes,

which are laid along the platform's edge. Each rack will

hold three stereographs arranged from the front in order

corresponding to the numbers on the board. The superin-

tendent also reproduces on the same board the sketch map
(p. 94) and the appropriate angles of vision for stereograph

of the Lesson, as indicated on our Key Map, numbering

the angle to correspond with the title on the blackboard:

''l,"''2,"etc.

Supposing that there are half as many stereoscopes only

as there are classes, a scholar selected by his teacher comes

forward from each class at the time indicated by his teacher

and takes the stereoscope and set of stereographs for the

day to his class. They are returned in a few moments
for the use of others.
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At the close of the lesson the superintendent locates by

the key-angle and describes each stereograph, which has

already been viewed by the classes, in turn, teaching in a

condensed manner by description and question just as the

handbook suggests, and recalling and making intelligible all

that has been seen. This will not take much more time

than the ordinary review, and it is infinitely more interest-

ing both to the speaker and his audience.

This method is not preferable to that of having the Travel

Tours taken carefully by the teachers themselves with their

classes, for it does not enable such a thorough use to be

made of such a valuable method, but it gives the super-

intendent a very helpful and delightful opportunity, and

often it will serve to introduce the Travel-Study idea for

permanent class use. .
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